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Zusammenfassung 
Die Infrarot Multiphotonen Dissoziation (IRMPD) Gasphasen-Spektren einer systematischen 

Gruppe trimetallischer oxo-zentrierter Übergangsmetall-Komplexe, mit Acetat und Formiat als 

Brückenliganden und Pyridin oder Wasser als endständigen Liganden, werden gezeigt und diskutiert. 

Wie durch stossinduzierte Fragmentation (CID) im Vergleich mit geeigneten ab initio Simulationen 

gezeigt wird, kann die relative Stabilität der Komplexe zufriedenstellend erklärt werden. Die DFT 

Simulationen sagen das qualitative Verhalten der Aufspaltung der Carboxylat-Streckschwingungen 

erfolgreich vorher, können anharmonische Effekte im CH Streckschwingungsbereich des IRMPD 

Spektrums aber nicht erklären. 

Zu diesem Zweck sind ist eine kurze Übersicht über Infrarot Spektren der verwendeten Brücken- und 

Axialliganden erstellt worden, die dort zusammengefassten Trends helfen bei der Interpretation der 

beobachteten Banden. 

Eine neue Variante der IRMPD Spektroskopie wird vorgestellt und evaluiert. Zusätzlich zur 

traditionell gezeigten Gesamtfragmentationsausbeute wird die kumulative fragmentspezifische 

Ausbeute genutzt, um das wellenlängenabhängige Auftreten verschiedender Fragmentationsprodukte 

zu visualisieren. 

Es wird gezeigt, dass in dieser Darstellungsweise wertvolle zusätzliche Informationen zu den 

angeregten Chromophoren und deren Kopplung mit verschiedenen Fragmentationskanälen enthalten 

sind. 

Qualitativ hochwertige homo- und heterometallische IRMPD Spektren von bi- und trimetallischen, 

carboxlyatverbrückten, oxo-zentrieren Komplexen von Chrom und Eisen werden auf die Einflüsse 

der Metallzentren, der verbrückenden Carboxylatliganden und der endständigen Liganden auf die 

Schwingungen der Carboxylatgruppe und auf die CH-Streckschwingungen der Brückenliganden 

untersucht. 

Vor allem in den formiatverbrückten Komplexen treten Banden auf, die als Kombinationsbanden der 

symmetrischen und asymmetrischen Carboxylat-Streckschwingung und als eine Fermi Resonanz einer 

Kombinationsbande der asymmetrischen Streck- und der CH-Biegeschwingung mit der 

CH-Streckschwingung des Formiat-Brückenliganden identifiziert werden. 

Bei den Wasseraddukten werden mögliche Hinweise auf eine partielle Hydrolyse der Carboxylat-

Brückenbindung durch Wasser diskutiert. 

Für alle Zuordnungen, die über eine direkte Erklärung hinausgehen, sei es durch ab initio 

Simulationen, die vorliegenden Messergebnisse oder durch Deuterierungsexperimente, werden 

geeignete Experimente vorgeschlagen, die zur Verifikation der gemachten Vorschläge dienen können. 
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Abstract 
The gas phase infrared and fragmentation spectra of a systematic group of trimetallic oxo-centered 

transition metal complexes are shown and discussed, with formate and acetate bridging ligands and 

pyridine and water as axial ligands. 

The stability of the complexes, as predicted by appropriate ab initio simulations, is demonstrated to 

agree with collision induced dissociation (CID) measurements.  

A broad range of DFT calculations are shown. They are used to simulate the geometry, the bonding 

situation, relative stability and flexibility of the discussed complexes, and to specify the observed 

trends. These simulations correctly predict the trends in the band splitting of the symmetric and 

asymmetric carboxylate stretch modes, but fail to account for anharmonic effects observed specifically 

in the mid IR range. 

The infrared spectra of the different ligands are introduced in a brief literature review. Their changes 

in different environments or different bonding situations are discussed and visualized, especially the 

interplay between fundamental-, overtone-, and combination bands, as well as Fermi resonances 

between them. 

A new variation on the infrared multi photon dissociation (IRMPD) spectroscopy method is proposed 

and evaluated. In addition to the commonly considered total fragment yield, the cumulative fragment 

yield can be used to plot the wavelength dependent relative abundance of different fragmentation 

products. This is shown to include valuable additional information on the excited chromophors, and 

their coupling to specific fragmentation channels. 

High quality homo- and heterometallic IRMPD spectra of oxo centered carboxylate complexes of 

chromium and iron show the impacts of the influencing factors: the metal centers, the bridging ligands, 

their carboxylate stretch modes and CH bend modes, and the terminal ligands. 

In all four formate spectra, anharmonic effects are necessary to explain the observed spectra: 

combination bands of both carboxylate stretch modes and a Fermi resonance of the fundamental of 

the CH stretch mode, and a combination band of the asymmetric carboxylate stretch mode with the 

CH bend mode of the formate bridging ligand. 

For the water adduct species, partial hydrolysis is proposed to account for the changes in the observed 

carboxylic stretch modes. 

Appropriate experiments are suggested to verify the mode assignments that are not directly explained 

by the ab initio calculations, the available experimental results or other means like deuteration 

experiments. 
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1 Introduction to Trimetallic Carboxylate Bridged Transition 
Metal Complexes 

This thesis will focus on the study of homo- and heterometallic oxo-centered transition metal 

complexes, with three trivalent transition metal ions at their core; especially chromium or iron and 

either acetate or formate as the bridging ligands. This class of complexes is known as the basic 

carboxylates. They comprise a wide range of stuctures, as is discussed in detail in section 1.2. 

They are archetypal examples of the class of inverse coordination complexes, as summarized by 

Haiduc et al.1,2 in a recent series of review articles. They are good cases to systematically study the 

interaction of oxo-bridged metal centers, the carboxo-bridging ligands, and the terminal ligands. 

 
Figure 1 Highly simplified representation of the general structural motif of trimetallic oxo- centered 
carboxylate bridged complexes. Abridged sum formula: (M1-3)3O(B1-6)6L3. Important geometry parameters 
are labeled. For additional clarity, the two bridging carboxylate ligands between each metal pair are indicated 
by B1-6 and omitted. 

The metal centers are gas phase model systems for the influence of metal surfaces, counterions, or 

complex partners on the bridging carboxylate ions. Specifically, for the formate ion, we will show how 

the ion and its infrared modes are influenced by their environment. 

1.1 Motivation for the Study of  Transition Metal Complexes 

Coordination complexes of transition metals are very important for many aspects of chemistry. 

Fundamentally, to explore physical-chemical concepts; practically, for their chemical uses3 in 

catalysis4-7, as well as their unique magnetic 8-12 and optical8,13 properties. They come with exciting 

applications, for example in quantum computing10,14-18. 

We use the methods we have at our disposal on of this very interesting class of examples, to contribute 

to the understanding of basic carboxylates: infrared19, optical and x-ray spectroscopy20-22 combined 

with ion trap23,24 mass spectrometry25. 

The electronic structure, stability, and spectral features of [M3O(O2R)6L3]+ complexes (M = transition 

metal, R = H, CH3..., L = Py, H2O...) are very sensitive to intrinsic geometric distortions of the M3O 

core19 induced by the involved metals; the bridging- and axial ligands; magnetic and electronic 

couplings; and the crystal lattice environment. 
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The majority of studies so far (section 1.3) have been performed in the condensed phase; in solution, 

or in crystal lattices. The resulting external effects such as crystal packing or the solvation environment 

were assumed to be of minor importance. We will see however, that the complexes often react very 

strongly to minute changes in environment. Therefore, to exclude those and other external effects, it 

is necessary or beneficial to investigate [M3O(O2R)6L3]+ complexes as isolated species in the gas phase. 

1.2 Structural Motifs of  Trimetallic Carboxylates 

The classic model system for oxo-centered trinuclear transition metal (MIII)3O carboxylate complexes 

of the structural type [M3O(O2CR)6L3]+ (L = axial ligands, O2CR = carboxylate bridging ligand)9-13 is 

the archetypical [Fe3O(O2CCH3)6Py3]+. Three MIII ions coordinate around an O2- center in a flat 

triangular arrangement (M3O core). Each of the M metal centers achieve a pseudo-octahedral 

geometry through equatorial coordination with four carboxylate bridging ligands (O2CR), and axial 

(or terminal) coordination with an extra monodentate ligand (L) and the µ-oxo center. This is shown 

in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 2 Example for a high symmetry complex, [Cr3O(Fo)6Py3]+. Symmetric axial ligands like pyridine in 
the right orientation can lead to an overall d3h symmetry. Shown are also the symmetry elements; the d3 and 
d2 axes (blue lines) and mirror planes (teal and green). 

Of course, the oxidation state is also important to the overall charge and the structure of the complex. 

Common are either a symmetric trivalent (MIII)3O core with a net charge of +1, useful for mass 

spectrometry, or the mixed valence states (MII/MIII
2)O 26-30, and more rarely (MIII/MIV

2)O 31; where a 

phase change between localized and delocalized valence states can be observed at a critical 

temperature32. 

Especially at low temperatures, depending on the electron configuration of the metal center, magnetic 

effects are possible, as each metal center can have an effective magnetic spin. In this triangular 

arrangement, the different metal centers cannot easily couple antiferromagnetically, leading to spin 

frustration33,34 and other interesting magnetic properties. 
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Figure 3 Structure of a [ScCrFeO(OAc)6Py3]+complex to illustrate the general structural motif. 

The next important factor are the bridging ligands35,36: be it by their geometric constraints on the 

structure, the ligand strength (with formate being the strongest), their influence on the coupling 

between the metal centers37, or a unique functionalization (e.g. ferrocene36). Mixed ligand species38-40 

are known but rare. Many examples of this are collected in section 1.4.3. 

 

Figure 4 The four (M1-3)3O(B1-6)6Ln combinations possible for n = 3, 2, 1, 0 axial ligands. Note that the 
metals M1-3 can be permutated; leading to different energetically degenerate or distinct isomers. For further 
details, see Figure 5. 

The third factor is the terminal or axial ligand. These can be a weakly coordinating ligand like N2 
41; a 

strong ligand like the ubiquitous pyridine, water; or through a bidentate bridging ligand like formate42 

or terephthalic acid43-45, even another coordinating metal34,42. Each of them can have a strong influence 

on the geometry, stability, electronic structure, and the magnetic properties34 of the complex. 

Another less common factor could be a substitution of the central oxo-group, for example for a 

fluorine16, for two oxo-groups46,47, or even to be left out all together12,48,49. See section 1.4.3 for specific 

examples. 

The last important tuning factor is the use of heterometals in the trimetallic M3O core50,51. This 

complicates the landscape of unique isomers, since now there are different binding sites for the axial 

ligands available. Counterintuitively, a complex with three different participating transition metals52 is 

simpler in respect to the location of subsequent axial ligand coordination, as there is usually a hierarchy 
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of bonding strengths between different transition metals. This leads to a more or less clear preference 

in the order of occupied coordination sites. The [ScCrFeO(OAc)6Py3]+complex, to our knowledge 

first synthesized in the present work (see section 8.2), is shown in Figure 3;  the observations and 

calculations suggest a M-Py bonding strength hierarchy of Sc being the lowest, followed by Fe, and 

then the strongest bonding metal, Cr. 

All respective bridging ligands and axial ligands are usually kept the same in each comparison, unless 

otherwise noted. For a systematic look at the observed trends in geometry in homo- and heterometallic 

Cr/Fe complexes, see chapter 4.4. 

1.2.1 Nomenclature of Mixed Metal Coordinatively Unsaturated Complex Isomers 

(hom-L/H & het-L/H) 

For non-saturated heterobimetallic complexes with one or two axial ligands and two different metals, 

several energetically distinct regio-isomers are possible. To simplify the discussion, we propose a 

nomenclature of those types of isomers. There are two properties we have to specify here, that behave 

in a similar fashion. 

For complexes with only one axial ligand and two dissimilar metal centers in the trimetallic core, it 

matters whether the ligand is coordinating to one or the other metal center type. This will leave the 

two additional uncoordinated axial binding positions to be either at dissimilar or the same metal type.  

We choose to call those empty binding sites H for hole. For the former case of the ‘holes’ being at 

different metals, we call that the het-H type for heterogeneous hole position, the latter hom-H for 

homogenous hole positions. The difference in stability is easy to see here; if the metal, the ligand is 

coordinating to, is the stronger binding partner, the isomer will be the more stable one compared to 

the alternative. 

In the inverse case of two axial ligands, the difference is between the location of those ligands in 

respect to the metal centers. If both coordinate to the same metal, we have the case we choose to call 

hom-L for homogenous ligand position, and if they coordinate on dissimilar metals, it is the het-L 

case respectively. The energetic ordering of the isomers is hom-L being the most favored one if the 

majority metal is the one with the strongest ligand-metal bond, otherwise the het-L isomer is the more 

stable one, leaving one weakly bound ligand position that should be clearly distinctive in its 

fragmentation behavior and stability. 
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Figure 5 hom-H, hom-L stands for identical type unoccupied metal sites (H = hole) or occupied metal sites 

(L = ligand) respectively, het-H and het-L for different unoccupied and occupied metal positions. A practical 

application in the Fe/Cr mixed complexes is given in section 4.4, Figure 25 and Figure 26. 

1.3 History of  Trimetallic Carboxylate Complexes 

Mixed methal carboxylate bridged oxo-centered complexes have a rich history for over a century. 

They were first synthesized and recognized as such bei Weinland et al.53 in 1909, almost 110 years ago, 

described in his paper ‘Über Salze einer Acetato-ferribase und zweier Acetato-chromiferribasen’*. His and other 

groups, e.g. Werner et al.54, soon also explored alternative carboxylate bridging ligands, specifically 

formate55. A number of additional synthetic papers followed in the next decades53,55-59. 

They already recognized the extraordinary flexibility of this structure motif to incorporate an almost 

arbitrary number of different transition metals of the first row, and also incorporate different axial 

ligands and carboxylate bridging ligands, as their follow up work on iron nickel acetate complexes56 

shows. 

The exact structure of the trinuclear complexes was unclear at first, at times linear configurations were 

suggested60, until Orgel et al.61 suggested the correct structure. This was followed by efforts to confirm 

the triangular geometry by Kim62, and then finally through X-ray cristallography giving a definitive 

result, proving the highly symmetric triangular structure63-65. 

* This translates to ‘About salts of an acetate iron base and two acetate chromate iron bases’
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Different synthetic strategies for homo-64,66 and heterometallic complexes of iron and chromium63,67,68 

were developed, although there are hints that the heterometallic complexes get often formed as 

mixtures69. See section 5.1 for more, with details on the traditional synthesis and an alternative modern 

route. 

This pairing of magnetically active metal ions with a large number of unpaired electrons was a fruitful 

ground for studies on their magnetic properties. At first, only the homometallic iron- and chromium 

complexes were considered70, but Kambe et al. already included Cr2Fe into their study on the 

thermomagnetism of hydrated metal acetates71. Further thermomagnetic studies on mixed chromium 

and iron acetates72 followed soon after. Additional numerous thermomagnetic and paramagnetic 

studies were conducted in Russia, Japan, and other countries29,51,64,65,72-84. Further efforts on the 

Moessbauer spectra of iron acetate85 and the study of exchange coupling and spin frustration in CrIII
3 86 

and other related structures27,78,87-89, helped to improve the understanding of this substance class. In 

the following decades, several spectroscopic studies for various acetates of Cr, Fe, Ru etc. followed, 

using infrared90, as well as UV-Vis74,91-93, luminescence92,94,95, and circular dichroism (CD) 96 spectra. 

In 1988, a good summary of the progress in the study of the ‘Chemical and Physical Properties of 

Triangular Bridged Metal Complexes’, up until that point in time, can be found in the eponymous 

chapter of ‘Progress in Inorganic Chemistry’ by Cannon and White97, as well as in further 

contemporary reviews on basic carboxylates by Catterick and Thornton35; and by Miller, Cotton et al.98 

Special mention is necessary for the systematic work of Cannon et al.29,77-79,97,99-105 that culminated in a 

very interesting series of papers between 1982 to 1987: ‘Vibrational spectra of carboxylato complexes 

I-VI’ 99,101-105. This series methodically studies the effects of ligand and metal variations on the 

condensed phase IR spectra of a wide class of metal carboxylates; also specifically the acetate and 

formate103 chromium/iron homo- and heterometallic complexes104 studied in this thesis. 

A second systematic comparison of the IR spectra of all four (Fe/Cr)3 acetates with water ligands has 

been done by Zhang et al.106,107, already showing the systematic shift of the assymmetric COO stretch 

modes, although with a focus on the metal core. Another prolific researcher in this field is 

Vincent69,108-114, who also focuses on bioinorganic and toxicologic aspects of chromium ions, among 

them the basic acetate variant, and their influence on glucose tolerance factor activity115 and catalyzing 

epoxidation reactions116. 

Last but not least, a systematic UV-Vis spectroscopy and magnetic measurements of the Cr/Fe 

complex family and other heterometallic analogues has been done by Blake et al.52,74,117. The UV-Vis 

spectra therein were my personal initial motivation to check the heterometallic analogues to the Cr 

and Fe homometallic acetates. For details, see Figure 7a of Ref74 and the corresponding theory of the 

electronic structure118 of these complexes. 

A good point to summarize the development of this field until 1989 is the excellent review by West50. 
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1.4 Modern Developments and Applications of  Trimetallic Carboxylates 

Very recently, interest in this material class has increased again. There is a good review article by 

Haiduc et al.1 on the structure motifs of inverse coordination complexes, which includes our basic 

carboxylates. It introduces a wealth of possible structures. There are flourido centered complexes, 

with interesting applications as switchable-exchange molecular double qubits16,17 or spin-electric 

coupling devices18,119 for quantum computing; niobium dioxo-centered complexes with sulfate- or 

carboxylate bridging groups31,46; molybdenum and tungsten complexes120, beryllium101; and other 

variants found in more modern papers121-125. Studies have been conducted on the biological breakdown 

pathway of chromium acetate126, its hydrolysis112, and use as catalyst127. The water exchange dynamics 

on CrIII acetate has been studied by neutron scattering128,129. They are subject to intensive basic research 

for the last decades, and play an important role in understanding the nature of metal-metal 

interaction123,130,131. 

A crystal structure for the formate analogues has recently been published by Wang et al.132. 

We would like to mention our own groups papers on iron and cobalt with N2 and pyridine41,133,134 

ligands, especially the work published in Johannes Lang's thesis135, and our joint paper on the 

magnetostructural correlations of the basic iron(III) acetates133, reprinted in chapter 10. 

1.4.1 Recent Magnetic Studies 

The magnetic properties of polynuclear transition metal complexes are inextricably correlated with 

their geometrical structure1-5, their proper understanding helps in the design of molecular 

nanomagnets6 (SMM) and in the context of metalloenzymes39. 

Many studies have been conducted on trinuclear and even hexanuclear species with two coupled 

[Fe3O]7+ cores142 as well as two covalently coupled mixed metal cores143: on the pairwise distance to 

coupling correlations, through the central μ3 oxo bridges8, or the bridging formate ligand136; on the 

corresponding coupling constant determination137-139, the interpretation of the exchange interaction140, 

and on magnetoelectric coupling141. 

Surface deposition of complexes actas molecular magnets13,144,145 and polynuclear rings146; showing 

antiferromagnetic coupling146-148, 1-D metamagnetic spin chains34 and dots42. This can be achieved by 

assembling pre-formed isolated magnetic frustrated polymetallic clusters into a correlated 1-D spin 

sequence. The triangular units are connected by coordinated bonds via spin centers, similar to the spin 

chains reported earlier136. Furthermore, rectangular assemblies are studied to learn about the intra-

M3O-core spin coupling10. 

This  is also observed by measurements of the total spin (ST) in the cases of the symmetrically 

coordinated [Fe3O(OAc)6(H2O)3]NO3
149, showing a ST of 1/2 and the asymmetrically coordinated 

[Fe3O(TIEO)2(O2CPh)2Cl3]+ 150 with a ST of 5/2. 
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A single metal core was modified with a tridentate oximate ligand by Christou et al.9. This combines 

the bridging and terminal ligands, inducing a structural distortion in the [MnIII
3O]7+ core, turning an 

antiferromagnetic coupling into a ferromagnetic one151, exhibiting spin coherence11. Careful 

distortion152 of the triangular metal core seems to be the necessary strategy. These single molecular 

magnets (SMM) can even be covalently dimerized153. Some complexes can potentially be modified 

with fluorescent chromophores to couple their magnetic state with their photoluminescence8. 

The necessary group theoretical treatment on the homo and hetero-metallic systems has been done 

by Tsukerblat et al.33, who pioneered in the magnetic studies (EPR)51,73 of this compound class much 

earlier. In further efforts he collaborated with Rakitin on the respective Jahn Teller effect and 

more82,154,155. 

As we can see, these complexes are popular model systems156 for electronic coupling122,123,131,157 and 

magnetic effects78,88,158-161. 

1.4.2 Polymer-, Catalyst-, Nanoparticle-, and Biological Applications 

The chemical and structural properties of the basic carboxylates can also be exploited. They find 

industrial use as linker for gels and polymers13,110,162-167, along with some precursor variants88,139,168 to 

form coordination polymers; both with 1D, 2D, and 3D structures136,165,166. They are used for 

nanoparticle169 formation or as homochiral porous metal organic framework (MOF) material for 

enantioselective separation and catalysis170. There are ionic crystals with iron or chromium formate 

complexes as macro-cations171-173 in an organic zeolite type structure; for size selective heterogenous 

catalysis, formate structures as self-assembling Ag nano particle surfactants174, conglomerates linked 

by phosphine groups175, or other multidentate linkers like pyrazine176. 

According to the hard/soft acid/base (HSAB) principle, strong coordination bonds are formed 

between hard acid vs hard base, and soft acid vs soft base. Carboxylate-based ligands are regarded as 

hard bases; according to Feng et al.177, water-stable MOFs can be formed together with hard acid metal 

ions such as Cr3+, Al3+, Fe3+, and Zr4+. In early works, some representative MOFs with remarkable 

stability in water include the MIL series (MIL stands for Material Institute Lavoisier, notable examples 

are MIL-53178, MIL-100179 and MIL-10143). 

The most notable example of this class of MOF with giant pores and internal windows of 12 to 15 Å 

is the CrIII terephtalate MIL-101 (Cr), developed by Ferey et al.43,44, with over 2500 citations and 

countless industrial applications. The μ-oxo centered basic carboxylates form a trigonal basic building 

unit180; especially when combined with other building blocks45, the range of possibilities is enourmous. 

Another name of this class of structures is Porous Coordination Polymers (POP), based also on tri- 

(often Cr3
IIIO) and tetrametallic (e.g. Zn4

IIO) μ-oxo complexes as their building blocks. An interesting 

study on the hydrolysis resistance of these substances was done by Low et al.181, with relevance to our 
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complexes; the Cr3O acetate clusters (Figure 65) were used as models of the hydrolysis of metal 

organic frameworks181. 

These MOFs are used as catalysts, for example: various oxidation reactions125,156,182, oxidative 

couplings127 by Fe3 and Fe2Co acetates deposited on a zeolite matrix, α-olefin polmerization183, 

acetylene addition184, C-H activation185,186, and as catalyst intermediates187. Also see the review by 

Lippard188 ‘Oxo-Bridged Polyiron Centers in Biology and Chemistry’. Especially chromium(III) 

complexes are of interest as functional biomimetics113,114,116, food supplements, or even of medical 

value113,114,189; for example chromium(III) propionate112,190-192 seems to amplify insulin sensitivity and 

could have antiradical properties40. The oxo-centered tri-nuclear iron complexes are even found as 

structural motifs in metal proteins39. 

The cobalt acetate complexes131,156,157,187,193-195 are another notable group, with the earliest mentions in 

this paper131,187; on mixed iron cobalt complexes194 and their chemistry157,182,196. Our group also worked 

on this class of substances. Refer to Johannes Lang's paper and the bachelor thesis of Daniela 

Fries134,197,198. 

1.4.3 Different Carboxylates/Metals/Coordination Centers 

The immense variety of related complexes is quite impressive. Some interesting examples are 

mentioned here in no particular order. There are beryllium101 and di-oxo centered niobium or osmium 

complexes31,46,199, alkoxy centered (μ3-OH) nickel complexes200, heterometallic acetates194,201,202, the first 

published heterotrimetallic complex with a CrIIIFeIIINiII core52, complexes with molybdenum and 

iron144 or InIII
2NiII 203, as well as Iridium204. A route for creating different heterometallic or heterovalent 

complexes can be the direct exchange of single metal centers, as shown by Vrubel et al.205. Bigger 

softer ions like Uranium do not accommodate six bridging ligands anymore206; the tungstate 

complexes207 deviate from the hexa-carboxylato pattern as well. 

On a side note, mixed valence complexes have phase transfers at around 200K between delocalized 

and localized states, as studied by thermography28,32 and xray208, showing the transition between low 

to high symmetry30,83,84,130,209. Besides iron, ruthenium also forms mixed valence complexes210, but 

cationic complexes are also studied211, as well as aryl coupled dimers displaying electron transfer 

behavior212. 

The variety doesn’t stop there. Notable examples are: mixed bridging ligand complexes with Schiff 

bases213, oximes9, acrylic acid dimers and unsaturated carboxylic acids38, biomolecules(flavonoid)40, 

protein39 or other mixed bridges38 or even bridging several M3O cores with multidentate bridging 

ligands143; that can lead to coordination polymers136. There many more examples of basic carboxylates:  

alkaline earth metal iron perchloroacetates160, o-phthalate complexes214,215, benzoic acid216, 

p-chlorobenzoic acid217, carboxylatopyridine218, amino acids68,219-221, propionate75,110,112,115,190,192,222 with 

pyazole192 ligands, with flavoinoid ligand substitution40, sulfate analogues223, thio-methyl groups174, 
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trifluoroacetates89,158,224, mercaptocarboxylic acids225, thiocarboxylates226, other examples227-229 of 

systematic carboxylate variation164,230,231. Furthermore, there are helically ligated complexes232,233 (with 

Volker Schünemann et al.), chiral helices formed by TiMn2 complex chains linked by formates234, and 

examples of metal to ligand charge transfer with Fe3 and Cr3 ferrocene functionalized carboxylates36 

(with Annie Powell et al.36,78,100,235,236). 

Last but not least, we would like to mention an example of a trinuclear carboxylate bridged complex 

without the central oxo-center: PdII
3(CH3COO)6, first described by Wilkinson et al.48. The triangular 

structure was only confirmed later by Skapski et al.49. It has found considerable interest for its catalytic 

activity, e.g. in C-H activation reactions, recently studied by Roithova et al.237. The reaction seems to 

involve an opening and closing of the metal ring185. 

1.5 Cooperativity 

Cooperativity is the concept at the heart of the 3MET research initiative, under which this work has 

been conducted. It has been summarized in a review by Niedner-Schatteburg et al.238. 

An often-quoted definition states: 

‘When the total energy or another physical property of a many-body system is determined by more than pairwise 

contributions of its components, cooperativity or anti-cooperativity is involved.’ - Lichtenfeld and Grimme239. 

This cooperativity can also be quantified along many specific properties, often the total electronic 

energy, but also spectroscopic properties like infrared band positions or other optical transitions. For 

this, a many body expansion as formalized by Klopper et al.240 can be used. See section 2.7 for a 

definition of that formalism; section 4.7 for its application on our example of chromium and iron 

acetates and formates; and section 6.5 for an attempt on using it on the IRMPD band splitting Δν 

between the symmetric and asymmetric COO vibrations of the same species. 

There are also other examples on non-transition metal many body systems, such as carbohydrate 

networks, where structural cooperativity241 can be observed. 
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2 Experimental and Computational Methods 

2.1 Tunable IR Laser System for IRMPD Spectroscopy 

We are using a pulsed tunable table top IR laser1,2 system, powered by an injection seeded NdYAG 

laser (Continuum-PL 8000; 10 Hz, 540 - 560 mJ/pulse). It is made tunable by an optical parametrical 

oscillator/amplifier (OPO/OPA)3,4 system. It is also specified again in the method section in our 

paper5 reprinted in chapter 10. 

As shown schematically in Figure 7, the laser system works as follows: intense laser pulses of the 

fundamental pump laser at ω = 1064 nm (9394 cm-1) with a pulse length of ~7 ns pump the 

OPO/OPA system. A beam splitter guides one third of the ω photons to a potassium titanyl 

phosphate crystal (KTP) for second harmonic generation (SHG) at 2ω. This 2ω laser pulse (2ω, 

532 nm, 18789 cm-1) undergoes wavelength conversion in a system of non linear optical crystals using 

second order non linear optical interaction6. An optical resonator (or oscillator) consisting of two 

mirrors (optical gratings can be used to improve the spectral resolution) and a non-linear optical KTP 

crystal is used to tune the frequency (λ) of these photons by changing the incident angle on the surface 

of the KTP crystal. 

 

Figure 6 Nonlinear optical processes in the Dean Guyer Laser Vision OPO/OPA laser system: potassium 

titanyl phosphate (KTP) crystals for second harmonic generation (SHG), and the optical parametric 

oscillator (OPO); potassium titanyl arsenate (KTA) crystals as optical parametrical amplifier (OPA) and 

AgGaSe2 crystals for difference frequency mixing (DFM)7. 

The OPO creates two photons from one 2ω pump photon: a signal 1 and an idler 1 photon, where 

the frequency of the signal photon is higher than the frequency of the idler photon. The frequency 

ratio depends on the incident angle of the pump laser to the crystal axis. The photon energies of the 

sum of the signal and the idler photon have to observe energy conservation and equal the photon 

energy of the 2ω pump photon. 

The next step is an OPA; an optical parametrical amplifier, where the idler photons of the OPO stage 

can be amplified and split into signal 2 and idler 2 by using the remaining 2/3 of the fundamental 
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beam ω. Here too the sum of the signal and the idler photon has to equal the incoming beam ω, while 

the idler 2 wavelength is determined by idler 1. For power adjustment, the fundamental can be 

attenuated by turning a λ/2 wave plate (OPA attenuator angle). The effects of that can be seen in 

Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7 Laser power curves in dependence of the OPA angle (top graph) and for two angles (45° and 
30°) at different wavelengths (bottom graph), both in the far IR region (1000 - 2000 cm-1) and idler region 

(2500 - 3500 cm-1). 

For IRMPD spectroscopy, we either use the idler 1 beam, or we combine idler 2 and signal 2 in a 

difference frequency mixing stage using an AgGaSe2 crystal8; yielding photons in the 4700 - 2000 cm-1 

and 2400 - 1000 cm-1 range. The resulting power curves at minimum OPA power attenuation (max 

power) are shown in red in Figure 7, in the bottom graph. More on this in section 5.4.4.  
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2.2 The Electrospray Ionisation Process (ESI) for Mass Spectrometry 

Electrospray ionization20-22 (ESI) is an ionization method that allows the transfer of ions from a 

solution into the gas-phase. It is known as a relatively soft way of getting fragile ions into the gas-phase, 

and into the vacuum environment of a mass spectrometer with minimal fragmentation. 

Its invention and the resulting applications in the analytics of proteins, biomolecules, and other organic 

substances, has earned John Fenn the Nobel prize. In his Nobel lecture9 ‘Flying Elephants’ and in 

later reviews10-12, he details the working principle and application of this method. For its role to study 

the transition metal (TM) complexes in this thesis, see section 5.2 

The ESI process, as shown in Figure 8, is based on an analyte solution flowing through an ESI capillary 

under a high voltage gradient. The strong electrostatic fields applied to the solution lead to the 

formation of a Taylor cone13,14, and to the liberation of charged droplets, when the coulomb repulsion 

grows stronger than surface tension of the solvent. 

 
Figure 8 Release of ions and analyte solution by the Electrospray Ionisation (ESI) process15. 

In a warm stream of a drying gas, often nitrogen, aided by thermally induced desolvation; the droplets 

reach the Rayleigh limit16, where the electrostatic repulsion of the accumulated charges increases with 

decreasing droplet size and grows stronger than the surface tension. This leads to a Coulomb 

explosion, ultimately resulting in bare free molecular ions15. 

These ions are then guided by an electric field through a glass capillary into the vacuum system of the 

mass spectrometer. The ionization is discussed using two competing mechanisms: the Charge Residue 

(CR-) Model17 and the Ion Evaporation (IE-) Model18. The ESI Mechanism19-21 depends on the 

combination of analytes and solvents used. Polar solvents with low boiling points suit the ESI process 

best, since they stabilize ions well and facilitate the desolvation process. 

A Bruker Apollo II ESI source (Figure 9) is used in this work, in combination with both a 

Bruker Amazon SL22,23 (for IRMPD) and Amazon ETD mass spectrometer (for CID).  
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Figure 9 3D-model of the Apollo II ESI ion source22. 

The ESI Sprayer  houses the spray needle. A HamiltonTM gas tight syringe injects the sample solution 

into the spray needle through a peek capillary (inner diameter = 0.13 mm). A syringe pump provides 

a constant solution flow rate of ~2 µl/min. A constant flow of nitrogen gas (~400 mbar; flowrate 

~2.5 L/min) alongside the spray needle helps with nebulizing the solution in the Spray Chamber . 

An electrostatic field is generated by applying a high voltage (4.5 kV - 3.5 kV) on the Spray Shield  

and grounding of the spray needle. The Glass Capillary  serves as the entrance to the mass 

spectrometer, limiting the inflow of gas. It is metal coated on both ends with platinum. Nitrogen gas 

heated by the Dry Gas Heater  (gas temperature ~220 °C) flows in the opposite direction of the 

droplet stream (4 - 6 L/min) and supports ion desolvation. The gas flow is guided away by a hose 

connection . An additional electrostatic potential between the Spray Shield  and the Glass 

Capillary  focuses the ion to the capillary entrance. An electrostatic gradient between entrance and 

exit of the Glass Capillary  guides the charged particles into the ion optics and guides of the mass 

spectrometer. 

2.3 Paul Trap Mass Spectrometer 

The utilized mass spectrometers are an ‘amazon ETD’ (for a schematic overview see Figure 10) and 

an ‘amazon SL’ instrument from Bruker Daltonics24,25. They are commercial mass spectrometers that 

are capable of the tandem mass spectrometry necessary for the infra red multiple photon 

dissociation23-25 (IRMPD, see section 2.5) and collision induced dissociation26-28 (CID, see section 2.4) 

methods we utilize to gain information on the molecular structure and vibration modes. 

The used ion trap, a Paul trap26,27, consists of a ring electrode and two end caps forming a nearly 

hyperbolic inner profile. See Figure 11 and Figure 14 for higher detailed cross-section schematics of 

the used ion traps. The ions enter and exit the trap through pinholes in the end caps. A high voltage 

RF (radio frequency) potential (781 kHz) is applied to the ring electrode, while the end caps are 

grounded. The resulting oscillating quadrupolar electric field allows for the trapping of the ions within 

the volume between the three electrodes. Depending on the amplitude of the RF voltage, the field 
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traps ions within a wide mass range. An auxiliary dipolar voltage is fed to either the exit cap or both 

end-caps, for subsequent ion isolation and fragmentation. A proportional integral derivative (PID) gas 

controller maintains a partial helium buffer gas pressure of ca. 10-3 mbar inside the trap. 

As explained in Figure 14 in section 2.5, the Amazon SL instrument has been modified by adding a 

pair of mirrors and holes in the trap ring, giving access for an IR laser beam to be overlapped with the 

ion cloud in the ion trap. 

 
Figure 10 Schematic cross section of an Amazon ETD mass spectrometer23. 

The mass spectrometer itself, as shown in Figure 10, consists of several differentially pumped vacuum 

chambers. Gaseous ions exit the ESI ion source from transfer capillary and enter the first vacuum 

stage (pressure ~1 mbar). A double arrangement of ion lenses with decreasing inner diameters form 

a dual ion funnel28,29.

The ion funnel focuses the ion cloud by combining radio RF and direct current (DC) voltages. The 

dual ion funnel is fitted ‘off axis’, in relation to the exit of the transfer capillary to deflect direct neutral 

gas flow from the ESI source, thereby improving the vacuum gradient. 

In the next vacuum stage, two linear RF octupoles guide the ions to the Paul type ion trap, where the 

ions are accumulated and m/z determination and isolation takes place. 

2.4 Collision Induced Dissociation (CID) 

The CID method24,30-35 is based on the collisional activation of ions36, leading to the molecular 

fragmentation, as shown schematically in Figure 11. CID is a standard tandem mass spectrometry 

method to analyse the structures of organic molecules and transition metal complexes37. The masses 

of the ionic fragments38 reveal information about the precursor ion and its structure. In combination 

with IRMPD (section 2.5), it can be a powerful tool39. See also the method section in our paper5 

reprinted in chapter 10. 

DC voltages (in addition to the trapping potentials) accelerate the mass-selected precursor ions. This 

increases the kinetic energy by inelastic collisions. Kinetic energy accumulates40 in intramolecular 
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degrees of freedom by ‘slow multi collision heating’44,45, until the ion dissociates41. The necessary 

collisional energy is related to available intramolecular fragmentation pathways42, ligand binding 

energies43, or other intramolecular fragmentation processes44. It helps to understand the structure of 

the molecule, especially when combined with appropriate DFT calculations. See section 2.4 and 5.3 

for more on that. 

 
Figure 11 CID process in a Paul trap: precursor ions are activated by applying an acceleration voltage and 
subsequent buffer gas collisions, neutral and activated ionic fragments are formed, which then decelerate 
by collisional cooling7. 

The exact energy transferred to the ions is difficult to quantify, as CID is more of a relative method 

depending on many variables. It can be approximated by using so called thermometer ions44,45 with 

well-known fragmentation energies. It is often used for peptides32, also previously on iron acetates46 

and cobalt acetates35, and for the differentiation of metal binding sites24 

The CID intensity for a specific fragment ion is normalized by the sum of all ions in the ion trap after 

isolation and fragmentation. 
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The collisional energy has to be converted from the applied collision voltage by a centre of mass 

transformation, to account for the mass dependant energy transfer efficiency from the background 

helium gas atoms to the the accelerated analyte ions. 
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The DC excitation amplitude is slowly raised step by step while the mass spectrum is recorded. From 

this mass spectrum, the signal of the precursor ion and the sum of the resulting fragments is derived 

and plotted according to the following equation: 
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�  III 
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2.4.1 Sigmoidal Fit with Logistic Growth Curves 

The resulting 𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐 values are modelled and fitted by sigmoidal logistic functions using a least square 

criterion

𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐) = � 𝐴𝐴

1+𝐻𝐻(𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚
50 −𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚) 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

� + 𝐶𝐶 IV 

Here the 𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶50  fit parameter is the excitation amplitude, at which the sigmoid function is at half its 

maximum value, whereas 𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴  describes the slope of the sigmoid curve. 𝐴𝐴 is the amplitude of the 

sigmoid curve. 𝐶𝐶 describes an offset at the beginning, for example to account for auto fragmentation 

of a non-excited complex. Often it can be set to zero. 

2.4.2 Multiple Component Sigmoidal (logistic) Fits of CID Curves 

In case of multiple competing fragmentation channels of different characteristic fragmentation 

energies, the data can be fitted with a bi-logistic or tri-logistic growth model. A mathematical model 

and explanation for the deconvolution of bi-logistic curves can be found in the paper by 

Meyer et al.47,48 (see Figure 12). We used a slightly altered version of the logistic curve function, as 

introduced in the previous section; more in line with Lipovetsky49, rearranged into a more readable 

yet equivalent form. 

The multiple growth pulses logistic functions are the sum of two or more mono logistic growth pulses. 

Analogous to the mono-logistic function in equation IV, the 𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐶𝐶,𝐵𝐵,𝐶𝐶
50  fit parameter in equations V and 

VI correspond to the excitation amplitude, at which the respective sigmoid logistic function is at half 

maximum value, whereas 𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴, 𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵and 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 describe the slope of their sigmoid curve. 𝐴𝐴, 𝐵𝐵 and 𝐶𝐶 are the 

amplitude of the respective sigmoid curve. 𝐶𝐶 describes the offset at the beginning to account for auto 

fragmentation of a non-excited complex, as observed for some weakly bound iron complexes. 

This gives the following fit curve equations: 

Bi-logistic growth 

𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐) = � 𝐴𝐴

1+𝐻𝐻(𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚  𝐶𝐶
50 −𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚) ∙𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

� +  � 𝐵𝐵

1+𝐻𝐻(𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚 𝐵𝐵
50 −𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚) ∙𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵

� + 𝐶𝐶 V 

Tri-logistic growth 

𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐) = � 𝐴𝐴

1+𝐻𝐻(𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚 𝐶𝐶
50 −𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚) ∙𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

� + � 𝐵𝐵

1+𝐻𝐻(𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚 𝐵𝐵
50 −𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚) ∙𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵

� + � 𝐶𝐶

1+𝐻𝐻(𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚 𝐶𝐶
50 −𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚)∙ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

� + 𝐶𝐶 VI 

For further examples for a bi-logistic behaviour, see Figure 35 and Figure 34 in section 5.3, as well as 

in the appendix, section 11.5, Figure 72; the latter also gives an example of tri-logistic growth. 

The interpretation of this multi component behaviour is discussed in section 5.3 and in Jonas Krüger's 

bachelor thesis50. 
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Figure 12 Example of a bi-logistic growth curve generated with 3% relative gaussian error. The inset shows 
the component growth curves. Reproduced from ‘Bi-logistic growth’47,48 with kind permission of the author, 
P. Meyer. 

 

Figure 13 CID of [CrFe2O(Fo)6Py3]+, an example of a CID curve (green, in background) with two separate 
logistic components. The deconvoluted curves of those two logistic components (in red and blue) are shown, 
with the blue curve being offset by the amplitude of the red curve.  
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2.5 Infrared Multi Photon Dissociation (IRMPD) Spectroscopy 

Figure 14 Cross section of a Paul trap for IRMPD spectroscopy with optical access on the ion cloud in 
the middle for an IR laser beam. 

The infrared multi photon dissociation (IRMPD) is a method for recording IR spectra of ions in the 

gas phase. The vibrational fingerprint of a molecule provides vital information to understand its 

structure and reactivity, achieving this on isolated molecular ions enables their investigation without 

any solvent influences. The issue is the low ion density in the gas phase, preventing the use of 

absorption spectroscopy. Therefore, we use an ‘action spectroscopy’ mechanism, where the 

incoherent absorption of a single or multiple IR photons36, 37 results in a fragmentation (which can be 

observed by a change of the m/z ratio) of the isolated ion. 

Absorption occurs when the photon frequency is in resonance with a molecular energy transition. 

This is demonstrated in  

Figure 15. The energy of a single IR photon is in the range of 10 - 50 kJ/mol (800 - 4000 cm-1), which 

makes it possible to break noncovalent bonds; e.g. hydrogen bonds or messenger tags. Stronger 

(covalent) bonds requires multiple IR photons to accumulate. 

In the non-coherent IRMPD model, internal vibrational redistribution (IVR)51 leads to the rapid 

dissipation of the additional energy into available molecular vibrational degrees of freedom52,53 and the 

heating of the isolated molecular ion. The original oscillation mode is thereby able to absorb additional 

IR photons. This process repeats until the molecular dissociation threshold is exceeded and 

fragmentation occurs. 

The technique was first reported by Woodlin54 and discussed in good detail by Bagratashvil et al.55, 

and more recently by Roithová et al.56. It is the subject of regular review articles56-58 and book 

chapters59,60. See also the method section in our paper on iron acetate5, reprinted in chapter 10. 

Additional information can be found in the tutorial review article by Polfer et al.61 and is frequently 

used on biomolecules64,65, on organometallic ions62; especially their cations63. 

A possible problem for the IRMPD method can be the phenomenon of dark bands that are not visible 

in the fragmentation response, or are far weaker than expected. This can be caused by so called IVR 

bottlenecks. They can be caused by high dissociation thresholds and/or an inefficient IVR process. 
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This may prevent fragmentation within one or even multiple laser pulses, leading to ‘dark’ vibrational 

bands. Inefficient IVR can be caused by low densities of vibrational states, inhibiting molecular 

dissociation. In previous investigations we applied two color IRMPD schemes66,67 to overcome such 

IVR bottlenecks38. This could also be applied to future measurements, as discussed in the outlook 

section 9.2. 

Figure 15 Representation of the non-coherent IRMPD process56: A resonant IR photon is absorbed by 
the isolated ion. The additional energy is redistributed within the ion by internal vibrational redistribution 
(IVR). This process repeats until the dissociation limit of the ion is exceeded and it fragments. The 
irradiation time is ~7 ns (a single IR laser pulse). Multiple laser pulses can be used. Adapted from 
‘Characterization of reaction intermediates by ion spectroscopy’ by Rhoitova et al.56. 

The weakest bond of the ion can be broken, even if it has not been excited directly by the IR laser, 

since the absorbed energy is stored in the entire molecular ion and can be distributed between modes. 

The IRMPD fragmentation yield is defined by equation: 

𝑌𝑌(𝜐𝜐)𝑖𝑖 = �
� 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝜐𝜐)
𝑖𝑖

� 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

𝑖𝑖
(𝜐𝜐)+� 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖

𝑝𝑝

𝑖𝑖
(𝜐𝜐)
�  𝑉𝑉𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼

with 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 fragment ions, 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖

𝑝𝑝 parent/precursor ions, 𝜐𝜐 laser frequency. 

The experimental IRMPD spectrum is the plot of the fragmentation efficiency as a function of the 

laser frequency (𝜐𝜐). 

IRMPD, in tandem with quantum chemical calculations of sufficient quality, can give valuable 

structural information by comparing calculated linear absorption spectra of geometry optimized 

energy minimum structures with the observed IRMPD spectrum. Here the intensities may not be 

linearly dependent on the laser fluence and the absorption intensity of the oscillation mode due to the 

multi photon process66. 
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2.5.1 Fragment Mass Trace Specific IRMPD Spectroscopy 

As we will motivate in section 5.4 and as already detailed in the bachelor thesis of Jonas Schuchmann68, 

observing the wavelength dependent abundance of specific fragment channels can be very helpful to 

observe unique mode specific fragmentation behavior. This can point to the presence of several 

overlapping modes, or hint at the identity of the chromophore or specific IVR coupling pathways 

(section 5.6.1) and more. 

We slightly modify equation VII to give the fragment mass trace specific IRMPD yield: 

𝑌𝑌(𝜐𝜐)𝑖𝑖
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 = � 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝜐𝜐)

� 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

𝑖𝑖
(𝜐𝜐)+� 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖

𝑝𝑝

𝑖𝑖
(𝜐𝜐)
� VII 

As shown and discussed in section 5.4, it is beneficial to plot the cumulative IRMPD yield, which is 

the intensity of the current fragment trace plus the sum of all previous mass traces: 

𝑌𝑌(𝜐𝜐)𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = � 𝑌𝑌(𝜐𝜐)𝑖𝑖
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

𝑖𝑖

0
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼

There is a number of examples in the literature where the behavior of specific fragment channels is 

important: chromophore specific fragmentation pattern69-71, for example in NH4
+ and H2O 

complexes72; in disaccarides73; in the differentiation of isomers69 or anomers73; in identifying different 

mode-specific fragmentation channels74; sequential or competing fragmentation channels75,76; 

fragment mode specific anharmonicities77, as well as fragmentation channels unique to IRMPD57; and 

other mass resolved IRMPD spectra74,76. Reversely, IRMPD spectra of fragments78, are also known. 

This is discussed in the IRMPD review61 and paper on adamantyl cations79 by Polfer et al. 

2.6 DFT ab initio Simulations of  Transition Metal Complexes 

Density functional theory is a computational quantum mechanical modelling method to approximate 

the electronic structure of atoms and molecules. The basic idea of DFT, developed by Thomas80 and 

Fermi81, is that all information needed to calculate the energy of a molecule is given by the electron 

density of the molecule. In contrast to other ab initio methods, the molecular energy is not calculated 

by addition of the individual atomic energies. It has to be said though, that the initial implementations 

of the DFT model were not adequate to characterize chemical bonds and were over all too imprecise 

to be of practical use80,81. 

Then in the 1960's, Hohenberg and W. Kohn proved the fundamental correctness of the theory; 

developing the 1st Hohenberg-Kohn-Theorem82. For further information see literature83,84. 

Methodical advancements and improvements throughout the years have established DFT as a 

standard tool for quantum chemical calculations. It is routinely used by scientists in various fields of 

research. For a good introduction, the ‘Chemists Guide to DFT’85 is recommended. See also the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_mechanics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_structure
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method section in our paper5 ‘Magnetostructural Correlation in Isolated Trinuclear Iron(III) Oxo 

Acetate Complexes’ reprinted in chapter 10. 

2.6.1 DFT Simulations of Infrared Spectra 

To simulate the vibrational frequencies observed in an infrared spectrum, an optimization of the 

molecular geometry provides structures located at stationary minimum points of the potential energy 

surface. 

The second derivatives of those structures are transformed to mass-weighted coordinates, and 3N 

eigenvectors/eigenvalues are determined. Rotational and translational motions of the molecule are 

sorted out and 3N-6 vibrational modes emerge (3N-5 for linear molecules). 

Vibrational frequencies are calculated for these modes. Minima structures exhibit no negative 

frequencies, as per definition their second derivatives are all positive. Transition state structures exhibit 

exactly one negative frequency. This imaginary vibration corresponds to a force constant associated 

to a motion along the reaction coordinate. 

In the present work, all geometry optimizations and frequency calculations have been performed using 

the Gaussian 09 83,86 program package, through the WebMO interface. 

The used basis sets and functionals and the reasoning behind their choices are addressed individually 

in the corresponding chapters, specifically in section 4.2 and 4.3. 

2.6.2 Basis Set Superposition Error Mitigation for CID Bond Energy Calculations 

The concept and importance of the basis set superposition error (BSSE) was introduced by Liu et al.87. 

When calculations refer to molecules that undergo fragmentation, the bond strength is determined by 

the energy difference between the complex and the fragments. The addition of extra accessible basis 

functions for monomers, at shorter intermolecular distances, stabilizes the complex. Therefore the 

energy of the complex is not equal to the sum of the monomers88. 

This can be corrected by either using sufficiently large basis sets, which can potentially be prohibitively 

computationally expensive, or by suitable pairwise calculations of the parent molecule and the 

fragments. We used the treatment by Boys and Bernadi89, implemented in the routine invoked by the 

‘counterpoise’ keyword in Gaussian 09. 

You can see the principle in action in section 4.5, Figure 29, where a more complete basis set, designed 

to account for dispersion interaction, better approximates the long distance interaction.  
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2.7 The Differential Many Body Cooperativity (DMBC) Formalism 

In the 3MET research initiative, the cooperativity between several (usually three) transition metals in 

a molecular unit is investigated. For a definition of cooperativity, please refer to section 1.5. The 

specific interaction of these metal centers in respect to their combined properties, be it chemical, 

optical, magnetic, or otherwise, is the focus of that initiative. 

As shown by Klopper et al.90 in section 2.3 of their paper, a many-body expansion can be formulated 

to define one, two, and many body terms of interaction effects. 

They write: ‘The one-body terms ∆E𝑘𝑘
(1) consist of deformation (or relaxation) energies of the subsystems, the two-

body terms ∆E𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙
(2) consist of pair-interaction energies, and the terms starting with the three-body terms ∆E𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐

(3)

contain all contributions beyond pair interactions’. 

Figure 16 The different permutations for triangular and for linear trimetallic complexes. Depending on 
the rest of the molecule, the different permutations can be degenerate in respect to the observed property. 
For equally (un-)coordinated triangular structures, only one of the three possible rotamers is shown. 

For the total energy (𝐸𝐸)  or any other property (𝑃𝑃)  of a system, the formalism gives the 

following terms: 

∆𝑃𝑃 = �∆𝑃𝑃𝑘𝑘
(1)

𝑘𝑘

+ �∆𝑃𝑃𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙
(2) +

𝑘𝑘<𝑙𝑙

� ∆𝑃𝑃𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐
(3) + ⋯

𝑘𝑘<𝑙𝑙<𝑐𝑐

X 

∆𝑃𝑃(1) = �∆𝑃𝑃𝑘𝑘
(1)

3

𝑘𝑘=1

XI 

Here, ∆𝑃𝑃(𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦) is the property of the complex with the metals x and y, and ∆𝑃𝑃(𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦) is the property of 

the homometallic parent complex. With the different permutations that gives the three one body 

terms: 

∆𝑃𝑃1
(1) = 𝑃𝑃(𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦) − 𝑃𝑃(𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦) 

∆𝑃𝑃2
(1) = 𝑃𝑃(𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦) − 𝑃𝑃(𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦) 

∆𝑃𝑃3
(1) = 𝑃𝑃(𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦) − 𝑃𝑃(𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦) 
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But both yxx and xxx contain n-body interactions and thus,  ∆𝑃𝑃(1) has to be a sum of all of the 

differences between the possible permutations of the systems yxx and xxx. 

This of course applies to ∆𝑃𝑃(2) and ∆𝑃𝑃(3) as well. Furthermore, the two-body term is: 

∆𝑃𝑃(2) = ��∆𝑃𝑃𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙
(2)

𝑙𝑙−1

𝑘𝑘=1

3

𝑙𝑙=2

 XII 

With: ∆𝑃𝑃  12
(2) = 𝑃𝑃(𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦) − 𝑃𝑃(𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦) − ∆𝑃𝑃1

(1) − ∆𝑃𝑃2
(1) 

∆𝑃𝑃  13
(2) = 𝑃𝑃(𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦) − 𝑃𝑃(𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦) − ∆𝑃𝑃1

(1) − ∆𝑃𝑃3
(1) 

∆𝑃𝑃  23
(2) = 𝑃𝑃(𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦) − 𝑃𝑃(𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦) − ∆𝑃𝑃2

(1) − ∆𝑃𝑃3
(1) 

And finally, the three-body term is: 

∆𝑃𝑃(3) = 𝑃𝑃(𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦) − 𝑃𝑃(𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦) − ∆𝑃𝑃(2) − ∆𝑃𝑃(1) XIII 

This formalism has been applied on the CrnFe3-nO(Fo/OAc)6(Py)m system, the total electronic energy 

in section 2.7, and the band splitting between the symmetric and asymmetric carboxylate stretch mode 

in section 6.5. For symmetric examples, the different permutations can be degenerate in respect to the 

relevant property 𝑃𝑃, e.g. in their total electronic energy (see Figure 16). For triangular complexes, 

all three mixed metal permutations are energetically degenerate, provided that the axial positions are 

equally populated or empty. In linear complexes, the two permutations with the heterometal in the 

terminal position can be degenerate. If that is not the case, all permutations have to be considered 

separately.  
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3 Introduction to the Infrared Spectroscopy of  Carboxylates and 
Other Ligands 

In the discussion of infrared spectra, several abbreviations for different infrared modes are commonly 

used: ν, stretching modes; δ, deformation; ρ, rocking; oop, out-of-plane; ip, in-plane; s, symmetric; 

and as, asymmetric. Some common applications of these abbreviations are: symmetric carboxylate 

stretch mode ν(COO)s; asymmetric carboxylate stretch mode ν(COO)as; methyl bend mode δ(CH3); 

out of plane δoop(CH) and in plane CH bend mode δip(CH); C-C stretch mode ν(C–C); carboxylate 

bend mode δ(COO); or carboxylate out of plane rocking mode ρoop(COO). 

3.1 Fundamental Vibrational Modes of  the Formate Ion 

For the formate anion, the simplest ion discussed in this work, there are six fundamental vibrational 

modes of relevance. They are shown in Figure 17. These modes stay consistent, even when the 

environment of the ion changes, e.g. by being a bridging ligand between two metal centers; although 

their respective energies are shifted and new modes in combination with the rest of the molecule or 

ion occur. 

Figure 17 The six normal modes of vibration of the free formate ion HCO2-. The + symbol implies motion 
out of the plane of the diagram. Adapted from Fig. 6.13 in ‘Characterizing Molecules and Molecular 
Interactions on Surfaces’ by Woodruff et al.1 

3.2 Fermi Resonance, Combination Bands and Overtones 

Normally in a polyatomic molecule behaving like a harmonic oscillator, each vibrational normal mode 

at best has one spectroscopically active transition from the ground state (v = 1 ← v = 0) associated 

with it. If anharmonicity is present and the harmonic approximation is not good enough anymore, 

weak new bands involving overtone and combination transitions can appear in the spectrum2.  
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Fermi resonance can occur in the accidental case that the frequency of an overtone or combination 

band has nearly the same value as the frequency of another fundamental.  

In the example of two interacting bands, two relatively strong bands are measured, where only one 

strong band for the fundamental was expected. Fermi resonance results in a quantum-mechanical 

mixing of the overtone and fundamental. 

 

Figure 18 Fermi resonance is strongly involved in the splitting of the C-H stretch band in benzaldehyde. 
On the left the theoretical unperturbed bands are shaded and the observed bands are unshaded. On the 
right 2v marks the expected position of the unperturbed overtone of the C-H bending vibration in two 
aldehydes. Adapted from Fig. 1.14. in ‘Introduction to infrared and Raman spectroscopy’ by Colthup et al3. 

The Fermi resonance bands are observed at somewhat higher and lower frequencies than the expected 

unperturbed positions of the fundamental and the overtone mode. Both bands involve the 

fundamental and the overtone. 

In the classical case of benzaldehyde3,4, the v = 1 level of the CH stretch vibration at 2800 cm-1, is 

close in energy to the first overtone v = 2 level of the perpendicular CH bend vibration near 1400 cm-1. 

These levels can interact quantum-mechanically because of anharmonic terms in the potential energy. 

When the energy difference between the two unperturbed levels involved is small, the anharmonic 

terms may cause a significant perturbation. If the two bands coincide, they are symmetrically displaced 

around the unperturbed position (as seen in Figure 18, middle left). In the spectrum of chloroaldehyde, 

the two modes do not coincide well. In result, the two bands near 2800 cm-1 are not symmetrically 

placed around the expected position for the overtone, and the intensities differ strongly. 

Relative intensity changes in the two bands in a related series of spectra are caused by small shifts in 

the position of the overtone relative to the fundamental before mixing.
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3.3 Fermi Resonance in Deuteroformyl Moieties 

An observation by Spinner et al.5 is perhaps of interest in the interpretation of the bare heterometallic 

formate species (section 6.2.1.3). An apparent doubling of the infrared carbonyl stretching band seen 

there could be connected to the first overtone of the CD out of plane bending (‘2 × CD op be’) being 

in Fermi resonance with the CO stretching mode. 

3.4 Formate Spectra 

The asymmetric (ν4) and symmetric carboxylate stretching mode (ν2) of formate (in itself of C2v 

symmetry) are observed in the range 1657 - 1567 cm-1 and 1366 - 1336 cm-1 6-8. See Nakamoto’s 

‘Infrared and Raman Spectra of Inorganic and Coordination Compounds’9 for an excellent 

introduction. 

In their comparisons of the ν(COO)s/as vibrational modes, Catterick et al.10 and Deacon et al.11 stress 

the importance of the band splitting of Δν(COO). They state that the carboxylate coordination motif 

can be identified through the frequency difference Δν = (νas - νs) between the two CO stretching 

vibrations (for monodentate formates ≈ 300 cm-1, bridging formates ≈ 200 cm-1 and bidentate 

formates ≈ 80 cm-1). This becomes apparent in Figure 19 and Figure 20. 

The Δν values for bridging complexes are greater than those of chelating (bidentate) complexes, and 

are close to the ionic values. Very small values for unidentate carboxylates are known for complexes 

with additional water molecules creating a pseudo-bridge11 by hydrogen bonding to the free oxygen 

of the monodentate carboxylate. This might be apparent in section 8.1. This has been seen for axial 

formate salt crystals with crystal water, as reported by Cannon et al.12. 

On free formate anions, Thompson et al.13 remark that the spectrum of HCOO-∙Ar features two 

prominent bands at 1617 cm-1 and 1314 cm-1. This is consistent with earlier photodissociation 

spectroscopy data by Johnson et al.14, and can be assigned to the asymmetric and symmetric C-O 

stretching modes, respectively. The presence of the hydrogen atom results in a red-shift of the 

asymmetric COO stretching frequency, compared to the value obtained for CO2
-, along with a 

corresponding blue-shift of the symmetric COO stretch. 

First attempts to assign the vibrational spectra of formate were attempted by Edsall15 and Fonteyne16, 

and additionally for Raman spectra by Newman et al.17. A broader study for formate, acetate, and 

oxalate by Ito and Bernstein18 further refined those findings. There are also several studies of the 

inorganic formates19-21 and the influence of different metal ions on the IR spectra of formate salts. To 

confirm these assignments, Hammaker16 used IR and Raman spectroscopy of 13C enriched sodium 

formate. The results of those and newer studies can be found summarized in Table 28, in the appendix; 

selected examples are plotted in Figure 20. 
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Harvey et al. did a systematic study of main group19 and especially sodium formates22, along with 

Heyns et al.23-25 on the polymorphism of formate salt crystals, followed by works on copper26 and 

other inorganic formates19. Curiously, a number of studies has also been done on the actinide 

formates25,27-29 and rare earth formates30. The thorium formates25 exhibit similar overtone and 

combination bands to the results in the present work, this will be discussed later in chapter 7. See 

Figure 20 in section 3.4.2, based on the literary values of Table 26 in the appendix for more. 

Other heavy elements induce similar behavior, a somewhat recent example being Y(HCOO)3·2 H2O31, 

along with a whole series of rare earth formates (La, Pr, Nd, Gd, Tb and Y)32. Formates of lighter 

metals can do so as well, especially at lower temperatures: Mg(HCOO)3
33,34, CuxM1-x(HCOO)2·H2O 

with (M = Mn, Co, Ni, Zn, and Cd) 34 and Cu(II)26,35. 

Spinner et al.36, having several decades of previous work on formate vibrational spectroscopy5,37-39, 

took the identification of the formate bands a good bit further; by not only employing H/D 

isotopomerization but also 18O/16O and 12C/14C exchange. They observe that for polarized bands, 

p usually changes only by a small amount on isotopic substitution. CH and CD stretch modes are 

exceptions, and the CH stretch mode is highly polarized. An even greater corresponding difference is 

found between the overtones of the 2δ(CH/D)ip in plane bend. 

These overtones derive most of their intensity by Fermi resonance with the CH and CD stretch 

modes.  In addition, the fact that δ(CH)ip is much more highly polarized than δ(CD)ip is reflected in 

the polarizability of their overtones. This is one more hint at the nature of the overtone bands for 

non-coordinated formate ions. 

Bartholomew et al.40,41 looked at the temperature and pressure dependence of the Fermi doublet 

involving the CH stretch mode of formate in aqueous solution. They observe a strong temperature 

and pressure dependence for the Fermi resonance, which also matches the observation of Saxon et 

al.42; the intensity ratio of the two ν(CH) components at 2840 and 2910 cm-1 is reversed after cooling. 

Krekeler, Botschwina et al.43 did a full anharmonic theoretical study for the gas-phase formate and 

deutero-formate anions HCO2
-/DCO2

-, that match well to gas-phase studies. This is the result of 

Botschwina’s long series of works on the nature of the anharmonicity of the formate anion44. 

For the free formate anion, excellent Ar tagged spectra were obtained by Mark Johnson and Geradi 

et al.14,45. They observe: ‘One complication that is well documented in HCO2- spectroscopy23,38-40 is the relatively 

strong Fermi-type interaction between the in-plane CH bending ν = 2 level (2νIP H) and the ν = 1 level of the 

CH stretch vibration. The anharmonic theoretical treatment reported in Krekeler et al.43 accurately predicted this 

2νIP H transition energy at 2677 cm-1 , and it is observed here for the first time in the slightly perturbed, argon 

tagged ion. A second weak transition in the HCO2-spectrum occurs at 2928 cm-1, which is quite close to the 

expected location of a combination band involving simultaneous excitation of the symmetric and asymmetric CO 

stretches (νCOs + νCOa). That transition is anticipated to occur at 2936 cm-1 based on the simple sum of the 

experimental fundamentals.’. 
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In their review on CO2 activation, Dodson et al.46 put this into perspective. The νs + νas combination 

band was observed by Gerardi et al.14at 2928 cm-1 in the gas phase. The C-H stretching mode in 

HCO2
− is highly anharmonic, with a fundamental energy that is anomalously low, both in the gas 

phase14 and in rare gas matrices47. It has a calculated C-H bond distance of 113 pm and a measured 

gas-phase vibration at 2449 cm-1.  

Upon solvation with just one water molecule, which binds to the COO− group, the νCH vibration 

blue-shifts by more than 100 cm-1, bringing this mode much closer to the bulk value. 

This can be seen very well in Figure 20 in section 3.4.2. In both aqueous and polycrystalline NaHCO2, 

the ν(CH) vibration is in the range of 2800 - 2830 cm-1 40,48. Georges et al. extended this study to the 

formic acid dimer, resulting into even more combination bands49. 

The fluoroformate anion50-52 is another hint at the resilience of the anharmonic behavior in formate 

ions to drastic changes in their environment or constituents. It also shows coupling between C-F 

modes and COO modes. It is the carboxylate ion with the widest splitting between the symmetric and 

asymmetric COO vibration of over 520 cm-1. Stewart et al.53 also observe strong evidence for such 

anharmonicity in IR fluorescence experiments in methyl formate. 

3.4.1 IR Signatures of Formate on Surfaces 

Further literature research by Calatayud et al.66,68 shows that the spectral features of formate survive a 

wide range of conditions. Besides the metal complexes, surface bound carboxylates (especially 

formate) are important intermediates in industry and synthesis. As discussed previously in section 3.4, 

they still preserve many of the spectral features of the carboxylates in solution, in solid phase or gas 

phase. 

Formate is an important intermediate in the activation of CO2, and in the synthesis of important feed 

stock chemicals like methanol. Formate on surfaces is an important intermediate in water gas shift 

catalysis74; on Ru surfaces75 (Ru(001); K-Ru) during CO/H2 catalysis; on Al(111)76; and other metal 

oxide surfaces54 (see table 8 therein). This explains the enormous number of publication on the 

topic54,55,64-73,56-63, as compiled e.g. by Calatayud et al.66,68. 

Formate on Cu SiO surfaces77 also shows two bands in the CH region, as do formates on 

Cu surfaces42,78,79 (with a weak wiggle at about 3000 cm-1) and on CeO2
80

, where those bands are used 

to observe the catalytic formation of formate under heating of CO on CeO2 surfaces at over 400 K. 

AlIII behaves in a similar fashion, as Donaldson et al.20 note. With a few exceptions, all the formates 

studied show all six fundamental bands, as shown in Figure 17. In many cases, ν5, ν2, and ν3 are split, 

and occasionally ν4 and ν6 appear as doublets. A number of overtones and combinations are also found. 

Busca et al.73 remark that in the ν(CH) frequency region, which is very useful to identify the adsorbed 

species, the spectra of formate ions are complex; due to the Fermi resonances between the ν(CH) 
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fundamental and combinations or overtones of the bands. This seems to extend to silver surfaces too; 

McQuillan et al.81 measured acetate and formate on silver, their Raman spectra also show three bands 

at 3000 cm-1 for formate. Morrow et al.19 argue that the assignment of νcomb = ν(COO)as + δ(CH) is 

problematic; on the grounds of symmetry selection rules for single, highly symmetric surface formate 

species, and the strict selection rules of infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy (IRAS). 

In contrast, weaker selection rules in the IR studies of sodium formate may make that assignment 

more likely. Similar ambiguities exist in the assignment of 2δ(CH), but in view of the weak 

fundamental, it is surprising that the overtone is observed at all. 

 

Figure 19 Experimental IR vibrational frequency correlation chart of different types of formate species 
over several metal oxides and organometallic complexes [comb 1 stands for ν(COO)as + δ(CH) and comb 2 
stands for ν(COO)s + δ(CH)]. The compiled data corresponds to monodentate (type I), bridged (type II), 
and bidentate (type III) formate species54-73. The light-grey regions indicate the range for the reported 
vibrational frequencies, while the dark-grey regions correspond to the overlapping between two neighbor 
light-grey regions, that is, between two vibrational modes of the same type of formate. Reproduced with 
permission from Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2009, 11, 1397 - 1405 68. 

Morrow et al.19 argue that in every case this difference must be the result of Fermi resonance with the 

fundamental ν(CH), also rationalizing the variations in the difference between the observed and 

calculated frequency values of 2δ(CH). This matches the observations by Toomes82 and Weisel75,83, 

arguing against COO mode involvement, based on 13C isotope exchange studies for Pt and K doped 

Co(100) surfaces. 

However, Dubois et al.84 disagree and insist the feature at 2930 cm-1 to be the combination of the 

asymmetric O-C-O stretch and the in-plane C-H bending mode. This band has been observed in the 

vibrational spectra of the formate anion, both in aqueous solution85 and in the solid state85; as well as 

formates formed by the chemisorption of formic acid on Cu(110) by Hayden et al.86,87. Further 

agreement comes from Nakano88 over Cu(111); together with Bowker78,89 on Cu(110); Busca et al.54,73,90 

on V/Ti oxide catalysts; Penner et al.91 on Y2O3, YSZ-8, and ZrO2; Catalyund et al.67,68 on Ga oxide; 

and finally Jones et al.92,93 on GaAs and Ni(110)93.  
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3.4.2 Trends in the Formate Vibrational Modes

The position of the vibrational bands of a selected number of formates is shown in Figure 20. It nicely 

shows the range of values the different formate modes can have; depending on their environment, 

conditions, and bonding partners. The CH stretch mode (black box) shows a very strong dependence 

on the environment, especially in the switch from the free ions; be it in Ne matrix or with an Ar tag, 

to adding a single water, and then to an aqueous solution. Following the band shifts from the free Ar 

tagged ion [1]94, the Ar tagged ion with one water adduct [1]94, to the ion in aqueous solution [3]23, 

shows a nice progression of all relevant or significant modes towards their position in the coordinated 

state. This is most notable in the behavior of the CH stretch mode and the first overtone CH bend 

mode (light blue triangle). Likewise, the oxoFeFe [20]6 species introduced in section 1.4.1 is a nice 

example case showing all fundamental modes, combination, and overtones related to the formate ion. 

This will be very helpful for our discussion in section 7.1., where the 2500 - 3500 cm-1 region of this 

graph is compared against our observed band positions (see Figure 61). 

Figure 20 Overview of the spectra of several selected formate species as free ion, in solution, in crystals, on 
surfaces and finally on trimetallic basic formate complexes and our own results introduced in chapter 6 and 
chapter 7. For the raw values and references refer to Table 26 and Table 27 in the appendix. 
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3.5 Acetate IR spectra 

3.5.1 CO Stretch Modes 

The dependence of the ν(COO)as/s splitting is characterized by Deacon et al.11 in his review article on 

the relationships between the carbon-oxygen stretching frequencies of carboxylato complexes and the 

type of carboxylate coordination. Tackett et al.95 also classify the IR spectra of metal acetates: ionic, 

unidentate, bidentate, and bridging acetate. This is in tradition with early works of Edwards et al.96 on 

transition metal acetates in solid state IR and previously Donaldson et al.20,21 on main group acetates. 

Nara et. al97 also worked on a theoretical treatment of this phenomenon in their paper ‘Correlation 

between the Vibrational Frequencies of the Carboxylate Group and the Types of Its Coordination to 

a Metal Ion: An ab Initio Molecular Orbital Study’. Sutton et al.8 follow up with ‘Modeling the IR 

Spectra of Aqueous Metal Carboxylate Complexes: Correlation between Bonding Geometry and 

Stretching Mode Wavenumber Shifts’. 

Cotton et al.12,98 also conducted systematic studies of bridging ligand permutations99-101. Heyns et 

al.23,26,102 worked on surface spectroscopy of cold CuII formate and acetates, along with Frost et al.103 

with more cold IR studies. Very recently, Oomens et al.104,105 measured the gas phase IR electron 

detachment spectrum of free acetate, under exclusion of bulk, solution, tag, or counter ion influences; 

using the free electron laser (FEL) at the FELIX facility. Here the symmetric ν(COO)s mode is 

considerably more redshifted than in acetates bonding to a metal. 

A systematic comparison of the IR spectra of all basic (Fe/Cr)3 acetates was done by Zhang et al.106,107, 

already showing the systematic shift of the assymmetric COO and the small shift of the symmetric 

COO stretch in their paper: ‘Infrared spectra of four trinuclear μ3-oxo-acetato complexes of 

chromium and iron and empirical assignment of ν(Cr-L)’. 

Amani et al.108 summarize the literature, stating that the IR spectra of the carboxylate complexes are 

usually dominated by two strong bands between 1350 and 1650 cm−l arising from the carbon-oxygen 

stretching vibrations. The frequency difference Δν (Δν = ν(COO)as − ν(COO)s) is correlated with the 

coordination mode of the carboxylate ligand. The Δν value is smaller for a bidentate bridging mode 

of the acetate ligand than those of NaO2CCH3 (164 cm−1), as is anticipated9,11,98,109. According to 

Deacon et al.11, monodentate carboxylates show a bigger splitting of the two modes instead. 

3.5.2 CH3 Stretch Modes 

As previously seen for the formate ion, the methyl group is not free of spectroscopic surprises. Barnes 

et al.110 comments on CH3 overtones/Fermi resonances in methanol: ‘The band at 2848 cm-1, is clearly 

the symmetric stretch; the bands at 3005 and 2962 cm-1, each of which shifts by about 10 cm-1 on 13C substitution, 

while the 2956 cm-1 band is not affected, must be the asymmetric stretches. The remaining absorptions are due to 

overtones and combinations of the CH3 deformation modes, in Fermi resonance with the CH stretches (thus making 

the A1 stretch the higher frequency band)’. 
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This phenomenon is explored in detail on methyl groups on aromatic systems by Zwier et al.111, in 

conjunction with extended high level ab initio calculations. They also observe the bands between 2930 

and 2980 cm-1, and below 2900 cm-1. These bands are assigned to Fermi resonances with combination 

and overtones of the δ(CH3) modes. This confirms previous assignments of Lavalley et al.112 and 

McKean et al.113 for a broad variety of methyl halogens and other species. 

This rough pattern of three primary modes and a combination mode below is also applicable for the 

acetates. Myshakin et al.114 observe three pronounced, sharp bands between 2900 and 3000 cm-1 in 

gas-phase Ar-tagged action spectroscopy of CH3CO2
-∙(H2O). According to them they can be assigned 

with confidence to the CH stretch vibrations. Similar to Zwier et al.111, they also use cubic force field 

calculations for the CH3 stretch modes to successfully improve on harmonic calculations and to 

approximate their experimental spectra. Their calculations give an overall splitting for the CH stretch 

vibrations in closer agreement with experiment than found in the harmonic approximation. 

Unfortunately, the expected 2δ(CH3) overtone is right outside the observed area. Follow up work by 

Johnson et al.115 on acetate plus water with an Ar tag give the following frequencies for CH3COOH: 

2961, 2997, 3048 cm-1, and 2878 cm-1 (assigned as 2δ(CH3)as; in agreement with Wilmhurst et al.116); 

for CH3CO2
-, 2902, 2941,2953, and 2967 cm-1; and for CH3CO2

-∙H2O 2912, 2953, and 2980 cm-1. 

Surface spectra reported by Gao et al.117 for vibrational HREEL studies of CH3COOH, CH3COOD 

and 13CD3COOH(D) adsorption on Pt(111) and their references for Cu(100)42, Al(111)76, often only 

show one broad unresolved band for the CH3 modes. For solvated acetate La/Na acetate by Rudolph 

et al.118-121 (see their supplement121 for the ν(CH3) bands), the band shape is very reminiscent of the 

ones we observed for Fe3 acetate in section 7.2. 

This pattern persists for other complexes of acetate, as Edwards et al.122 observe on FeII acetate; the 

stretching vibrations of the CH3 group are seen along with a number of combination bands in the 

infrared. The bands at 3024, 2984, 2947, and 2858 cm-1 (IR), as well as 3019 and 2945 cm-1 (Raman), 

are assigned to modes of the CH3 group. Still, no analogy is seen in the literature for the broad feature 

observed in our experiments, even for deuterated acetates (see Figure 63). So far, it seems exclusive 

to basic carboxylates in the gas phase. 

3.6 Pyridine Gas Phase IR Spectra 

The IR and Raman spectroscopy of pyridine and his isotopomers has a long history123-126 and is still a 

topic of current interest127,128. Like the formate anion, it is a C2v molecule that shows a high degree of 

anharmonicity and a plethora of overtones and combination bands. As one relevant example, that will 

be of interest in chapter 7, Bernstein et al.125 show a high quality vapor IR spectrum of the relevant 

CH stretch bands in the 2900 - 3200 cm-1 range; that also shows the same satellite bands we observe 

later in the formate (Figure 59) and acetate (Figure 62) spectra of our pyridine coordinated species. 
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3.7 Water Adduct Spectra of  Basic Acetates and Formates 

The water adducts are often one of the species directly created in the synthesis of the basic metal 

carboxylates; as the most widely used synthesis route creates them from the metal hydroxides, which 

are formed by neutralization of the metal(III) chlorides with sodium hydroxide. This will leave enough 

water in the solution to make it the most abundant axial ligand, although monodentate formate 

coordination is also known for the formates98. Cannon et al.12 and Zhang et al.106,107,129 both study the 

trends of successive metal substitution in the chromium and iron acetate complexes. Their analysis 

both focuses on the skeletal vibrations of the M3O core, with Zhang et al.106,107 doing a normal 

coordinate analysis to derive the associated force constants. Only Cannon et al. show the formate 

spectrum including the COO stretch modes for the Fe, Cr2Fe, and Cr3 formates with water. 

They12 remark that the differences in carboxylate band location and shape in their spectra are too 

unclear for differentiation. Likewise, Zhang et al.107 only give a range for the shift in the carboxylate 

modes, with a small window of only 5 cm-1 for the symmetrical, and a wider range of 25 cm-1 for the 

asymmetric acetate carboxylate stretch mode. Big differences are shown and discussed on the M3O 

core. Both of their results will be useful to compare with eventual IR measurements including the 

respective skeletal modes. Unfortunately, that is outside the range of our available gas-phase methods. 

There are studies by Fujihara et al.130 of the hydrolysis of bimetallic chromium(III) complexes, where 

the carboxylate band split Δν(COO) is one diagnostic tool, among optical and 1H-NMR spectroscopy, 

to observe the hydrolysis of carboxylate bridges. First a hydroxide is inserted on one side, and then 

the carboxylate group is fully cleaved. Similar processes are observed in reverse during the synthesis 

of the trinuclear oxo-centered carboxylates, as well as during its hydrolysis in physiological tissue, as 

reported by Vincent et al.131, using 2H-NMR. 

One important intermediate compound in the formation and hydrolysis of the basic carboxylates is 

the dicarboxylate hex aqua dichromium(III) complex. It is characterized by Lippard et al.132 for the 

formate, along with its diiron(III) counterpart; antiferromagnetic coupling is observed. 

The acetate version of these dichromium complexes is characterized by Brudenell et al.133 with a 

Δν(COO) of 109 cm-1. 
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4 DFT Simulations of  Structures and Spectra of  Carboxylate 
Complexes 

For the interpretation of the experimental data from the CID and IRMPD experiments, molecular 

properties like binding energies and minimum energy geometric structures were determined using 

DFT (density functional theory) calculations. All calculations have been done in the Gaussian 091 

quantum chemistry software package through the WebMO interface. We used the Elwetritsch 

computing cluster at the University of Technology, Kaiserslautern. For our calculations, the 

B3LYP50,51 functional and cc-pVTZ basis sets52 (C, H, N, O) in combination with the ecp-10-mdf 

effective core potential2,3 (for Fe, Cr, Sc). The reasoning for the respective choices is given and 

motivated in the following sections. 

Available crystal structure data of [Fe3O(OAc)6(Py)3](FeBr4)11 serves as a starting point to calculate 

minimum energy structures and linear IR absorption spectra of free [M3O(B)6(L)n]+ (n = 0, 1, 2, 3) 

complexes. 

We decided against using the broken symmetry approach used in our previous Fe3 studies4 on 

antiferromagnetic couplings between the metal centres. As shown in scheme 2 of our paper4 found in 

chapter 10, considering the broken symmetry configuration would open up another degree of freedom 

for the matrix of [M1M2M3O(B)6Ln]+ with n = 0 - 3. While the broken symmetry calculations will be 

important to the interpretation of our planned XMCD measurements (see section 9.2.5), for the 

systematic study of the IR spectra, structures, and stabilities of the FenCr3-n system; not taking them 

into account narrowed the number of necessary isomers to consider. Due to the high number of 

relevant species we will need to take a more selective approach to choose the appropriate cases for 

our calculations. 

It can be shown that for the sake of discussing the stability of each molecular ion (for CID 

experiments, see chapter 5.3) and the predicted IR spectra (relevant for our IRMPD studies discussed 

in chapter 6 ff.) the influence of antiferromagnetic coupling is relatively small. It is probable that they 

rapidly interchange at our experimental conditions and are averaged over time. Therefore, it is 

presumably acceptable to disregard their effect in the scope of this work. A detailed comparison of 

the change in the IR spectra with the respective coupling scheme has been given in Figure S7- S10 in 

the supplement5 (section 10.2) of our paper4 on iron acetate in chapter 10. The changes due to 

magnetic effects are below the resolution of our room temperature IRMPD experiment and would be 

thermally averaged, therefore it seems like an acceptable approximation to neglect these effects at this 

stage. Additionally, to reduce the computational effort needed to simulate transition metals, effective 

core potentials are used to approximate the inner electron shells of the transition metals, that don’t 

participate significantly in chemical interactions. We use the Stuttgart ECP parameter set as published 

by the universities of Cologne and Stuttgart6 for the Sc, Cr and Fe metal centers7-9. 
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4.1 Multiplicity of  the [Fe3-nCrnO(OAc)6]+; n = 0 - 3 Series 

As a first step, we do unrestricted DFT calculations for the bare core complex without any axial 

ligands. We assume 1 - 10 unpaired alpha electrons, yielding spin multiplicities 2S + 1 of 2 (dublet) 

to 20 (20tet). As shown in Figure S11 in the supplemental information5 of our paper4, reprinted in 

section 10.2, the influence of the axial ligands on the multiplicity is very minor, therefore we are 

confident in not including them in this series of calculations. 

Figure 21 Preferred multiplicity of the bare complexes of the different Fe/Cr combinations in dependence 
on different DFT functionals. The results for Fe3 match nicely with the results in Figure S11, section 10.2. 
The values for B3LYP have been connected to guide the eye. A semilogarithmic energy scale is used. 

The overall preferred multiplicity of the different complexes have been determined by the energy 

minimum, comparing a variety of different basis sets, B3LYP, B3LYP-D32,10, PBE0, B97D3 and 

BP86. In general, there is good agreement in the results for the different functionals used, with some 

exceptions. B97D3 and PBE0 seem to underestimate the multiplicity and deviate the most from the 

rest, giving additional minima at multiplicities of 6, 8, 6, and 4 respectively. The overall minima we 

will use in our calculations are 16-tett for Fe3, 14-tett for Cr2Fe, 12-tett for CrFe2, and 10-tett for Cr3. 

This would indicate three high spin centers (d5 for FeIII, d3 for CrIII). The results are shown in Figure 

21.
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4.2 Choice of  Functional for [CrFe2O(OAc)6(Py)n]+ with n = 2, 3 

We used some of our IRMPD spectra as benchmarks to compare the performance of the basis sets 

and of different functionals. The different functionals coupled with a cc-pVDZ basis sets show 

disagreements, especially in the band of the asymmetric stretch mode of the carboxylate group at 

around 1600 cm-1. While B97D3 predicts the band with a red shift relative to the recorded spectra, 

even in the unscaled state and with a bigger splitting than observed, PBE0 and BP86 predict the bands 

at higher wavelengths than observed and with an asymmetric splitting, not agreeing well with the 

recorded spectra. 

 
Figure 22 Comparison of the predicted IR spectra for [CrFe2O(OAc)6Py2]+. Different DFT functionals 
are used, all with the cc-pVDZ basis set, except for the otherwise labeled B3LYP/cc-pVTZ example 
(shown in yellow/orange). 

It was determined that B3LYP is the best functional to approximate the experimental IRMPD spectra. 

For more comparisons refer to Figure 69 and Figure 70 in the appendix. 

As further discussed in the next section (4.3), using a better basis set (cc-pVTZ instead of cc-pVDZ) 

further improves the results, although at high computational cost, especially considering the number 

of relevant complexes. Therefore, we conclude that the functional already used for the homometallic 

cases (Fe3 and Co3), B3LYP, also seems to be the best choice for the heterometallic case CrFe2 and 

Cr2Fe. This agrees with the literature, where B3LYP has also been found to perform well for 

organometallic ions (see Maitre et al.11 and others), as well as our own groups considerations in N2 

coordinated iron acetate complexes12. 
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4.3 Choice of  Basis Set for [Fe3O(OAc)6(Py)n]+ with n = 0 - 3 

We use some of our IRMPD spectra of [Fe3O(OAc)6Pyn]+, n = 0 - 3 as benchmarks against our 

frequency calculations with the B3LYP functional. The calculations were repeated twice, using both 

cc-pVDZ and the computationally more expensive cc-pVTZ basis set. As seen in Figure 23, a triple 

zeta basis set, like cc-pVTZ or better, is needed for a reliable approximation of the theoretical spectra 

to real ones. The cc-pVQZ basis set has also been considered, but only resulted in a minor 

improvement of the predicted IR spectra over cc-pVTZ and has therefore not been applied 

systematically, as the jump in computational cost is too high. 

 
Figure 23 Basis set comparison cc-pVDZ versus cc-pVTZ on the predicted IR spectra for 
[Fe3O(OAc)6Pyn]+ for n = 0 - 3, compared against the gas phase IRMPD spectra of the same species. 
The B3LYP functional is used. 

This is both supported by the splitting of the symmetric and asymmetric CO stretch bands observed 

at ~1450 cm-1 and ~1600 cm-1 and the position and split between the former symmetric CO band and 

the δ(Py-CH) band at a bit under 1500 cm-1. 

Harmonic vibrational frequencies are scaled with 0.986 to account for anharmonicity and broadened 

with gaussian envelope curves (usually 10 cm-1 FWHM). The scaling factor was determined by 

matching the calculated asymmetric carboxylate stretching vibration frequency of [Fe3O(OAc)6]+ to 

the corresponding band position in the IRMPD spectrum. To keep the results in line with each other, 

this scaling factor has not been changed for the formates and for the CH stretch modes, even if there 

are certain systematic deviations for the predicted band positions as compared to our observed results. 
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4.4 Geometry Trends for Ligand and Metal Variation in Homo- and Hetero-

metallic [Fe3-nCrnO(Fo)6Pym]+ and [Fe3-nCrnO(OAc)6Pym]+ 

For a better understanding of the experimental results, it is beneficial to compare them to ab initio 

calculations. This can help to better understand their structure and intrinsic properties of their binding 

motifs39-42 and other properties. 

Previously43, [Fe3O(OAc)6(N2)n]+ complexes (n = 1, 2, 3) revealed a slight distortion of the triangular 

Fe3O core geometry by stepwise N2 coordination to the Fe centers. This effect is enhanced by using 

strongly binding pyridine (Py) ligands4. The stepwise coordination of 1 - 3 axial pyridine ligands 

induces significant geometrical distortion of the Fe3O core. Using our gas phase approach, we can 

exclude bulk or crystal packing effects and also enable the isolation of under-coordinated molecular 

ions (e.g. [Fe3O(OAc/Fo)6(Py)0-2]+), which would not be accessible in the condensed phase. 

4.4.1 Terminal- and Bridging Ligand Variation Induced Geometry Changes in Fe3O 

Acetates and Formates 

In Scheme 4 of our paper4, reprinted in chapter 10, we reported antiferromagnetic coupling of spins 

(UUD coupling), leading to slight changes of geometry in the cases of n = 0, 1, 3 in [Fe3O(OAc)6Pyn]+. 

The n = 2 case showed a different coupling scheme (DUU) and a symmetric structure. 

We choose to disregard the effects of magnetic couplings in the present work. The conditions of the 

experiments in this work are slightly elevated temperatures, relative to ambient, and frequent 

collisions. Analogous to mixed valence complexes14,15, the slight geometry distortions introduced by 

the distinct antiferromagnetic coupling schemes are thermally averaged over the three equivalent metal 

cores. Determining the critical temperature for this decoupling process is one of the objectives of the 

XMCD experiments discussed in the outlook section 9.2.5. 

That said, the effect of pyridine coordination leads to an elongation of the M-O bond and therefore 

to a distortion of the originally almost equilateral M3 triangle of the bare M3O core. Upon saturation 

of all axial binding sites with three pyridines, the equilateral d3 symmetry is restored; albeit at a longer 

M-M’ distance. We plotted the corresponding bond length changes in Figure 27 in section 4.4. 

New here is the inclusion of the formate analogues to the acetate species considered previously. The 

formate carboxylate ligands lack the -I effect of the methyl group in the acetate, leading to a stronger 

partial charge in the metal centers. This leads to a slight elongation of the Fe-O bond and a widening 

of the Fe3 triangle, which in turn leads to shorter metal to pyridine bonds and matches the observed 

higher CID energies necessary to cause the ligand bond to be severed. The trends of these bond 

elongations upon ligand exchange are visualized in Figure 27. 
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Figure 24 Ligand induced geometry changes in [Fe3O(OAc/Fo)6Pyn]+ as given by B3LYP DFT 
calculations. Using the cc-pVTZ basis set and ECPs13 for Fe, see 11.1.1. 

4.4.2 Metal Exchange Induced Geometry Changes in [Fe3-nCrnO(Fo/OAc)6Pym]+ for 

n, m = 0 - 3 in the Formate and Acetate Complexes 

Not only bridging and terminal ligand changes have an influence on the geometry of the basic 

carboxylate complexes. Exchanging a chromium(III) center with an iron(III) center has a contracting 

effect on the M-Py distance and an elongating effect on both the M-O and the M-M distances. 

To compare the simplest case of the bare formate and acetate complexes (Figure 25 and Figure 26, 

bottom row respectively), replacing a chromium(III) center with an iron(III) leads to a bigger 

elongation of the Cr-Cr distance than the Fe-Cr distance. Conversely, introducing a chromium(III) 

ion both reduces the Fe-Cr and the Fe-Fe distance and interestingly has the stronger influence on the 

Fe-Fe distance. 

Therefore, the heterometal influence of iron in a chromium system and of chromium in an iron system 

is reversed. The chromium increases the iron-iron interaction, and the iron decreases it for the 

chromium-chromium pair. This might have an effect as well on other properties like magnetic 

exchange couplings or spectroscopic properties. 
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Figure 25 Metal and ligand substitution induced geometry changes in [Fe3-nCrnO(Fo)6Pym]+, (n, m = 0, 1, 2, 3) 
as given by B3LYP DFT calculations with a cc-pVTZ basis set and ECP13 for Fe, see section 11.1 for tables of 
the values. For a visualization of the trends, see Figure 27. 
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Figure 26 Metal and ligand substitution induced geometry changes in [Fe3-nCrnO(OAc)6Pym]+, 
(n, m = 0, 1, 2, 3) as given by B3LYP DFT calculations with a cc-pVTZ basis set and ECP13 for Fe, see 
section 11.1 for tables of the values. For a visualization of the trends, see Figure 27. 
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This effect also survives in the pyridine coordinated species, the Cr-Cr bond gets longer with Cr to Fe 

substitution and the Fe-Fe bond gets shorter for Fe to Cr substitution. Likewise, the M-O bond has 

to follow this trend, with the Cr-O distance getting longer with increasing Fe count and vice versa. 

Both sets of graphs, for acetate and formate respectively in Figure 27 basically contain the same 

information, ordered by metal variation locally and by ligand variation between sets and vice versa. 

This way the competing trends around the occupied and unoccupied coordination sites become clear. 

The same trend can be seen for the M-Py bond length, shortening for Cr-Py with increasing iron 

count and for Fe-Py, also along with increasing iron count. Keeping the core metal centers identical, 

the distorting effect of increasing the pyridine ligand number is slightly larger than the effect 

introduced by subsequent Cr to Fe exchange while keeping the pyridine count fixed, as previously 

discussed. This can be seen in the apparent slopes of the trends; black dots for pyridine ligands on 

iron, and red dots for pyridine on chromium. This is most apparent in the first row of graphs in Figure 

27. For successive metal substitution, a moderate bond shortening is seen, as opposed to the second 

row of graphs with successively lower pyridine count, showing a pretty drastic bond length shortening 

upon removal of other pyridine ligands. 

The metal-metal distances are not plotted in this graph, but can be seen in Figure 25 and Figure 26. 

There are too many possible combinations of iron to chromium, with or without pyridine, especially 

in the partially coordinated mixed metal cases. Separately plotting those would rather confuse than 

help. 

As can be seen in Figure 25 and Figure 26, the metal-metal distances are closely correlated to the 

M-O distances of those two metal centers, and the angles of the M-O bonds relative to each other do 

not vary too strongly. Therefore, the Cr-O/Fe-O distances with and without pyridine are good proxy 

values to observe the trends. 

In general, these trends are very linear with successive ligand coordination or metal exchange, although 

slightly perturbed by the different pyridine regioisomers in the mixed metal/mixed ligand cases. 

However, there is a strong hierarchy in the magnitude of the influence of switching between the two 

major isomers possible for each species. The direct influence of the ligand bonding to a metal center 

is an M-O bond elongation of about 0.2 Å. The indirect effect of the ligand coordination on the 

respective other metal centers one position over, is diminished by a factor of ten, to roughly 0.02 Å, 

about a percent of the total bond length. This small secondary effect is responsible for the biggest 

observed deviations from the linear trend, and is presumably biased in the direction of the filled circles, 

predicted to be the more stable isomers by about 20 - 30 kJ/mol, caused by the chromium ligand 

bond being stronger by a similar amount as compared to the iron to ligand bond. 
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Figure 27 Geometry variations upon successive metal substitution and ligand coordination. See section 11 
for Table 14 and Table 17. Filled symbols are the energetically more favorable isomer, their type 
(hom/het-H or hom/het-L, see section 1.2.1) is noted at the Cr-Py distance marker. The unfilled symbols 
show the more unfavored isomer. They are of the opposite type respectively. 

As we will show in section 5.3.1, Figure 36, the bond length is highly correlated with the bond strength. 

A tight correlation of the CID 𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐50  values with both of those values can be demonstrated. This is 

also corroborated by the observed IRMPD spectra, as we argue in section 6.3. In the partially 

coordinated mixed metal formate complexes, a correspondence can be seen between the predicted 

and observed spectra of the more stable isomer, agreeing with the assumptions made in this section. 
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4.5 Pyridine to Metal Bond Length Potential Energy Surface for 
[Fe3-nCrnO(Fo)6Pym]+ and [Fe3-nCrnO(OAc)6Pym]+with n = 0 - 3 and 
m = 1, 3 

As we are trying to show in Figure 29, there are only very small differences in both the equilibrium 

geometries and the potential total electronic energy surface (PES) between calculations using either  

cc-pVDZ or cc-pVTZ basis sets, especially around the equilibrium geometry. This is very good to 

know, as cc-pVTZ is computationally quite expensive for acetate calculations. 

The relative energy values given for the R(M-Py1N) = ∞ data point are taking the basis set 

superposition error (BSSE) energy correction16 into account by using a counterpoise calculation as 

detailed in section 2.6.2. The deviation from that value is about 30 kJ/mol for the B3LYP functional. 

 

Figure 28 Equilibrium distances for the species shown in Figure 29 as well as the naming convention for 
the geometry parameters, as shown in Figure 1 previously. 

This deviation can be mitigated considerably by using the B3LYP-D32,10,17 functional, which accounts 

for long range interaction, especially dispersion interaction. However, this functional leads to 

inconsistencies at shorter distances at around 2 Angstrom, as seen in the geometry parameters 

R(M1-O) in Figure 29, middle row. 

B3LYP does exhibit some deviation for longer distances, but gives more consistent results around the 

equilibrium geometry. Therefore, it seems to be a good choice for the geometry calculations for our 

class of species. The exact equilibrium geometries of the discussed species are given in Figure 28. 
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Figure 29 Potential energy surfaces (PES) and geometry parameters of the pyridine bond length variation on 
Fe3/Cr3 Py1,3 Acetate/Formate complexes. For the used distance parameter naming convention and the 
equilibrium distances, refer to Figure 28. 
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Looking at the potential energy surfaces for iron and chromium with no other or two further pyridine 

ligands, we see the potential being tighter for the single pyridine, with differences already for short 

distances from the equilibrium distance. 

Comparing acetate and formate of the same metal and terminal ligand type, differences only become 

apparent at longer bond distances. For short length deviations the potentials along the bond axis are 

very similar. This matches the observations made in section 4.5 in Figure 27 on the equilibrium 

geometries. 

4.6 Torsional Degrees of  Freedom of  the Pyridine Ligands 
We also calculated the total energy profile along the torsional degree of freedom of pyridine in the 

[M3O(OAc)6(Py)1]+ complexes. This coordinate is defined by rotation of the pyridine ligand around 

the axis coinciding with the N-M coordination bond. In Figure 30, the total energy profile of the plane 

given by the pyridine ligand relatively to the plane created by the three metal atoms in the complex is 

plotted. 

For the homometallic complexes, we observe a preference of the pyridine ligands to orient 

perpendicular to the plane of the M3O core. There is a second minimum with the pyridine and M3 

planes being parallel, although it is much shallower and less stable. For PES calculations of Fe3O, 

especially when using cc-pVTZ, it is almost flat. 

This second minimum with both planes being parallel is higher for both complexes, by about 5 kJ/mol 

in the iron and around 7 kJ/mol in the chromium coordinated pyridine.  The torsional barriers are 

very low for the iron complex and higher by ~3 kJ/mol in the chromium complex. This barrier height 

is easily overcome by the thermal energy available at our experimental conditions. 

The energy barrier for an unhindered torsion of the pyridine is dependent on the ligating metal, for 

the homometallic case it follows the bond strength trends of CID and our DFT calculations, with 

only small effect by the surrounding methyl groups for the acetate case as compared to the formate 

species. The heterotrimetallic case of ScCrFeO is deviating considerably from that trend. pyridine 

ligands on iron centers have the highest barrier of almost 12 kJ/mol and the deepest secondary 

minimum at 5 kJ/mol, with a relative barrier height of almost 7 kJ/mol. We also see a double 

minimum for the Sc coordination site. 

Probably none of the torsional barriers is low enough for fully unhindered pyridine rotation. 

Nevertheless, there is a strong dependence of the potential energy surface on the other metals in the 

system. At room temperature – and upon CID excitation at ion temperatures much above – the 

hindered pyridine torsion of the complexes, especially Fe3, can easily be excited, and may freely rotate, 

only slightly less so for Cr3 or Fe and Cr in the ScCrFe mixed complex. 
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In the case of ScCrFeO with Py at Fe and at Cr, at the local minima at 0°, with the pyridine plane 

parallel to the plane of the M3O core; metastable isomers with a torsional barrier of about 7 kJ/mol 

might be possible. These could possibly be discriminated for by TIMS, as discussed in section 9.2.7. 

 

Figure 30 Torsions of pyridine ligands on several metal binding sites. The abbreviations VDZ/VTZ 
indicate the use of the cc-pVDZ or cc-pVTZ basis set, all calculations use B3LYP. 

First calculations of Collisional Cross Sections of ScCrFeO(Fo)6Py3 were done with the kind help of 

Erik Schneider, KIT. With two torsional isomers of the pyridine coordinating to the iron center, one 

angled perpendicular (90°) and one parallel (0°) to the metal plane, the results suggest that an 

observation of the presence of the isomers should be possible, although a full separation of the 

isomers might be difficult. The perpendicular position has only a slightly bigger cross-section 

(163 Å2/228 Å2) than the parallel one (164 Å2/224 Å2), according to projection approximation or the 

trajectory method respectively. 

The energy profile for the internal CH3 rotation of the isolated acetate, propionate, and benzoate ions 

has been calculated by Oomens et al.18. The results can be found in the supplemental material thereof19. 

For benzoate, a barrier of around 17 kJ/mol for the benzyl torsion has been observed. As for acetate, 

the barrier for the internal rotation of the CH3 moiety was found to be around 0.012 kJ/mol. 

In crystal structures the Py orientation in some complexes is parallel to the Fe3 plane, e.g. for the Fe3 

mixed valence case20-24. This is caused by Py-Py interactions through aromatic π-interactions. 

Perpendicular orientations are also known25, as well as mixed orientations, for example in some Co3
26 

and Fe3
27 complexes. 
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4.7 Differential Many Body Cooperativity of Fe3-nCrnO Acetates and Formates 

As introduced in section 2.7, using the formalism introduced by Klopper et al.28, it is possible to 

determine the non additive nature of any given property in a three body system, in which each body 

is consecutively replaced by a second similar alternative body. 

We applied this formalism to the Fe3-nCrnO system. We considered two different bridging ligands, 

formate and acetate. For each of them we look at the cases with three axial pyridine ligands and also 

the bare complexes. Furthermore, the formalism was applied on the homometallic Fe3O system for 

systematic coordination of pyridine ligands. The actual tables for all values needed for the calculation 

can be found in the appendix, section 11.3. The energies for the Fe to Cr exchange with three pyridine 

ligands are calculated both with individual geometry optimization, and for a common fixed geometry 

originally optimized for Fe3O. In contrast to the literature case of Pd to Pt, where the results of 

applying individual geometry optimizations or keeping the same fixed geometry are different, in our 

case the change in the three-body term for our complexes is surprisingly small. There is no obvious 

reason why this should be the case, it is probably by chance. Still, in the following discussion we focus 

on the respective geometry optimized cases. 

Looking at the results, there are much smaller changes in the one body term for the Fe to Cr series 

than for the zero pyridine to three pyridine series. This also holds for the inverse cases. As is especially 

apparent in the ligand to no ligand exchange case, this one body term is the sum of the energy 

difference between each single ligand addition, or exchange of a metal in each position of the complex 

M3O core. The addition/subtraction of a whole moiety comprises a much larger change in total energy 

than the mere exchange of a metal center. This term is a measure of the energy difference and of no 

big interest in the context of cooperativity. 

The two-body terms are negative for all Fe to Cr exchanges and of similar value as in the Pd to Pt 

exchange case, especially in the bare complexes. Looking at the equation in 2.7, the two-body term 

quantifies the change of the considered property (total electronic energy) in dependence of double 

exchange of Fe to Cr or no pyridine ligand to pyridine ligand, corrected by the corresponding one 

body terms. They seem to have moderate influence on each other and notice the presence of the 

corresponding second change. 

The three-body term for all three pyridine cases, in turn, is of similar magnitude as for the geometry 

optimized Pd to Pt case, while it is considerably larger for the bare complex. The cooperativity seems 

to rely strongly on the geometry of the complexes, short metal distances promote higher values, 

likewise stronger bridging ligands (at least in the case of formate) also lead to a longer metal distance; 

giving higher results. Similar to the Rh to Ir exchange where there is a considerable distance between 

the metal centers, the pyridine ligand exchange is giving smaller three body terms, witnessing the 

smaller influence the distant pyridine ligands have on each other. 
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A good example to bridge the gap between the Pd/Pt example28-32 to our species would be to study 

the PdII(OAc)6 system33-38, lacking a central μ-oxo O2- atom. The heterometal could be platinum. The 

non-ionic nature of the native complex would make gas phase studies with mass spectrometry difficult. 

It is encouraging though, as observed by Pakulas et al.37, that the Pd3 acetate complex can be reduced 

by one electron reduction to a structurally similar monoanionic complex containing an isolated PdI 

ion. This species has stronger Pd-Pd bonds than PdII(OAc)6 and appears to be relevant as an 

intermediate along the pathway toward Pd nanoparticle formation. Details for this anion, together 

with calculated structures, can be found in the supplementary information38 of Pakulas paper37. 

Besides applying the DMBC formalism to the total electronic energy, we also attempted to use it on 

a key spectroscopic feature in the IRMPD spectra we measured for the mixed metal complexes; the 

band splitting between the symmetric and asymmetric carboxylate stretch mode. There seems to also 

be a small but relevant cooperative term. More on this in section 6.5, Table 2 and Table 3. 

Table 1 Many-body decomposition of the total electronic energy (in kJ mol-1). For the derivation, please 
refer to the description of the formalism in 2.7 and appendix chapter 11.3. 

                                                 
II Target complex 
III One fixed geometry for all complexes or individually optimized for each of the complexes involved. 
IV Homo-trinuclear Pd/Pt complex [(Pd/Pt)3{Si(mtMe)3}2] (mtMe = methimazole)28,29,31,39,40 
V Pd and Pt.7 tritopic triphenylene-based N-heterocyclic carbene Rh complex41-44 
VI Negligible (<0.5 J mol-1) 

ComplexII  GeometryIII ΔP(1)/103 ΔP(2) ΔP(3) 
Pd PtIV  Fixed 67.40 6.84 0.14 
Pd PtIII  Optimized 67.40 7.41 1.29 
Rh IrV  Fixed 48.80 Negl.VI Negl.V 
Rh IrIV  Optimized 48.90 −0.21 −0.004 

Fe3 to Cr3 Acetate Py3 Fixed 2903.15 -4.85 1.38 
Fe3 to Cr3 Formate Py3 Fixed 2902.70 -3.91 1.17 
Fe3 to Cr3 Acetate Py3 Optimized 2902.95 -5.07 1.28 
Fe3 to Cr3 Formate Py3 Optimized 2902.91 -3.44 1.08 
Fe3 to Cr3 Acetate No Py Optimized 2903.41 -8.03 6.17 
Fe3 to Cr3 Formate No Py Optimized 2903.39 -6.82 4.69 

Fe3 Acetate Py3 to Py0 Optimized 19565.79 68.71 0.20 
Fe3 Formate Py3 to Py0 Optimized 19566.22 83.89 0.53 

Inverse order DMBC      
Cr3 to Fe3 Acetate Py3 Fixed -2903.10 -0.70 -1.38 
Cr3 to Fe3 Formate Py3 Fixed -2902.65 -0.41 -1.17 
Cr3 to Fe3 Acetate Py3 Optimized -2902.88 -1.24 -1.28 
Cr3 to Fe3 Formate Py3 Optimized -2902.88 -0.20 -1.08 
Cr3 to Fe3 Acetate No Py Optimized -2903.43 10.50 -6.17 
Cr3 to Fe3 Formate No Py Optimized -2903.40 7.23 -4.69 

Fe3 Acetate Py0 to Py3 Optimized -19567.17 69.31 -0.20 
Fe3 Formate Py0 to Py3 Optimized -19567.91 85.49 -0.53 
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5 Experimental Studies of  the Basic Carboxylate Complexes 

5.1 Synthesis of  Trinuclear Carboxylate Complexes 

While the iron and chromium acetate complexes are easily available commercially, any mixed metal 

and other carboxylate complexes must be synthetized in house. The synthesis is relatively straight 

forward and seems to be easily modified for different transition metals and bridging ligands, as long 

as equivalent starting materials can be found. We utilized two different synthetic routes, from the MIII 

hydroxides and straight from the MIII chlorides, reacting them with the sodium carboxylates or the 

carboxylate acid respectively. Both routes were met with good success, at least to have sufficient 

material for ESI mass spectrometry. The second variant, being a one pot reaction (section 5.1.2), 

seems to be a bit simpler, with the sodium chloride salt formation being a strong driver. There is a 

third variant directly from the respective metals, e.g. using iron and an acetic acid/hydrogen peroxide 

mix. The formation mechanism of that reaction was investigated by Laurikenas et al.1. We didn’t 

attempt this synthesis variant ourselves yet. We want to thank Marko Leist and the Thiel group to give 

us the opportunity and valuable help to synthesize the complexes in their lab. 

 

Figure 31 Picture of several metal carboxylate complexes after synthesis using the classical method. 

5.1.1 Synthesis from the MIII Hydroxides 

This synthesis route was used in the initial discovery of the basic carboxylates by Weinland2-7 and is 

used frequently, for example by Johnson et al.8. 

The MIIICl3 salt is first turned into the respective hydroxide by reacting it with sodium hydroxide. In 

this step it is important to pay attention to the pH of the solution to successfully precipitate the 

hydroxide, as the hydroxide is soluble again in overly basic solutions. The metal hydroxide gets 

separated by filtration or centrifugation. It is then reacted with an excess of the respective carboxylate 

acid, in our case formic or acetic acid. After refluxing the reaction mixture for a few hours, the 

trimetallic hexacarboxylate complex is formed. 

Step 1: MIIICl3 + 3NaOH  MIII(OH)3 + 3 NaCl 

Step 2: 3 MIII(OH)3 + 6 ROOH  MIII
3O(ROO)6 + H2O 
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Once a solution of the respective trimetallic carboxylate in its carboxylate acid is obtained, it can be 

crystallized by evaporating the acid. This can be difficult, especially for formate, which occurs as a 

strongly bound dimer and starts to decompose around its boiling point. 

5.1.2 Direct Synthesis with MIIICl3 and Sodium Carboxylate 

Clegg9,10, Wilkinson11, Earnshaw12, and Weinland et al.13 are using a very elegant alternative. They use 

the metal(III) chloride and the sodium salt of the carboxylic acid, with the formation of sodium 

chloride salt as the driver of the reaction. See Max Luczak's master thesis (in preparation) for details. 

3 MIIICl3∙6H2O + 9 ROONa + x H2O  [MIII
3O(ROO)3(H2O)3]RCOO + 2 RCOOH + 9 NaCl↓ 

This shortens the reaction to a single step, while still giving acceptable yield and quality for the use in 

our ESI experiments. 

5.2 The Mass Spectra of  the Complexes 

CID and IRMPD measurements were performed using a modified Paul-type quadrupole ion trap 

instrument (Amazon ETD and Amazon SL, respectively, both by Bruker Daltonics). Typical settings 

are given in the ESI introduction in section 2.2. 

 

Figure 32 Fragmentation scheme behind the mass spectra in Figure 33, adapted from Scheme 3 in 
chapter 10. B stands for the bridging ligand, as previously introduced in Figure 1. 

A representitative example of the mass spectra obtained in this work will be the case of 

[Fe3O(OAc)6(Py)n]+. This case has also been discussed in depth in our paper14 (chapter 10), with 

additional mass spectra shown in the supporting material15 (section 10.2). We obtain a series of isotopic 

peaks, in the example of [Fe3O(OAc)6(Py)n]+ (n = 0, 1, 2, 3) at m/z = 538, 617, 696, and 775. They 

match convincingly with simulated isotopic patterns of [Fe3O(OAc)6(Py)n]+ (n = 0, 1, 2, 3), as shown 

in the insets in Figure 34. In a solution of acetonitrile and pyridine, the axial H2O ligands of the 

precursor ion [Fe3O(OAc)6(H2O)3]+ exchange with the stronger binding pyridine ligand (Py, C5H5N), 

especially when they are first disolved in pyridine and then diluted with acetonitrile. 

Note, the intensity of the n = 3 mass peak is significantly lower than that of n = 2, as the tri pyridine 

coordinated complex is the weakest bound species (see CID) and shows autofragmentation at isolation 

conditions in the ion trap or during resonance ejection for mass analysis. 
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The satellite peaks at m/z = 524, 603, 682, and 761 arise from complexes with a formate bridging 

ligand instead of an acetate, probably by impurities of the commercial sample material in the case of 

[Fe3O(OAc)6]+. 

In the formate or heterometallic case, this scheme still holds, although relative fragmentation energies 

differ, as shown in the CID results discussed in section 5.3. This can promote or inhibit the occurrence 

of a specific step; due to the higher water affinity of the formates and chromium containing complexes. 

This affinity additionally enhances the post fragmentation pre-detection adduction of water, which is 

always present in trace amounts in the trap. This happens especially often in the case of free chromium 

binding sites in complexes with few axial ligands and has been exploited in the case of the acetate and 

formate water complexes discussed in section 8.1. They have been sprayed from an 

acetonitrile/ethanol mix, which contains sufficient trace amounts of water. This can lead to high water 

adducts, up to six, as can be seen in the spectra shown in the appendix in Figure 87. This also explains 

the decreased resolution of the isotope mass peaks of [Fe3O(OAc)6(Py)3]+ at m/z = 775 (shown in the 

inset for n = 3 in grey). We observe further weak mass peaks around 556, which we assigned to the 

water adduct [Fe3O(OAc)6(H2O)]+. 

5.3 Collision Induced Dissociation (CID) Experiments of  Formate and 
Acetate Complexes 

Credit to a good part of these measurements go to the work of Jonas Krüger, which he describes in 

his bachelor thesis16 ‘Regioselective fragmentation of trimeric iron and chromium carboxylates’. He 

took a good part of the measurements shown here and worked on correlating the calculated bond 

breakage energy to the CID 𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐50  values. The discussion of the CID curves themselves is therefore 

intentionally kept short and mostly a summary of his conclusions. His results are correlated in Figure 

36 with the pyridine metal bond lengths, using data from section 4.4, as those results had not yet been 

compiled from the DFT calculation before the submission of his thesis. 

One focus in his thesis is looking at the bi- and trilogistic behavior of the fragment appearance curves 

in the mixed metal complexes. Looking at the fragmentation patterns, the first curve can be correlated 

with cleavage of the pyridine ligand from the weakest available metal pyridine bond, while the second 

component depends strongly on the specific complex, where competition is possible between single 

pyridine cleavage from the stronger coodination site or sequential pyridine cleavage, if available. 

The details can be seen in Figure 73, where the fragment channels for all CID-appearance and 

breakdown curves of [CrnFe3-nO(B)6(Py)m]+ (n = 0, 1, 2, 3; m = 1, 2, 3; B = formate, acetate) are 

shown. The CID spectra were recorded in the Amazon ETD spectrometer with varying excitation 

amplitudes (0.0 V to 1.5 V), which determine the internal energy scale (𝐸𝐸𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 in Volt). 
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Figure 33 Mass spectra of all [Fe3O(OAc)6(Py)n]+ species and the MS5 mass spectra with successive isolation 
and fragmentation steps for n = 3 - 0. Adapted and expanded from Figure 1 in our paper14, as shown in 
chapter 10 and Figure S1 - S6 in section 10.2. 
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Figure 34 CID of [CrnFe3-nO(Fo)6Pym]+ for n, m = 0 - 3, see Table 23 in the appendix for the extracted 
𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐50  values and the corresponding calculated fragmentation energies. 

The CID spectra were recorded in the Amazon ETD spectrometer with varying excitation amplitudes 

(0.0 V to 1.5 V), which determine the internal energy scale (𝐸𝐸𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 in Volt). Relative abundances were 

calculated according to equation I. Center of mass corrected fragmentation amplitudes (𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐) were 

calculated from the internal amplitudes (𝐸𝐸𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙) by using equation II. 

The CID spectra were modeled and fitted by sigmoid functions of the type defined in section 2.4.1, 

equation IV for mono-, and section 2.4.2,  equation V for bi-, and VI for cases of tri-logistic 

fragmentation behaviors, using a least-squares criterion. 

The initial fragment appearance curves can be associated to the relative stability of the lowest energy 

fragmentation channel available in the parent complexes46-49. We have to keep in mind the multi 

collision environment in a room temperature Paul ion trap and the relative nature of CID 

measurements, limiting us to a qualitative interpretation. The corresponding fragment mass traces for 

all discussed species are shown in the appendix in Figure 73. Single pyridine elimination usually 

dominates the initial sigmoid rise of the fragment appearance curves; only later additional fragments 

arise. Weak mass peaks at m + 18 u are often observed as well.  

This is assigned to water attachment within the ion trap to the available coordination sites of the 

fragment ion, which is therefore a daughter product of the initial fragment population. 
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Figure 35 CID of [CrnFe3-nO(OAc)6Pym]+ for n, m = 0 - 3, see Table 22 in the appendix for the extracted 
𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐50  values and the corresponding calculated fragmentation energies. 

The intensity of these adducts were therefore summed into the total intensity of the corresponding 

fragment channel. We observe cleavage of neutral carboxy radicals when no pyridine ligands are 

availible. The observed mass spectra are well represented by the spectra shown in section 5.2. 

The relative stability of [M3O(OAc)6(Py)n]+ (n = 0, 1, 2, 3) was determined by recording the CID 

appearance curves of the associated fragments as shown in Figure 35 for acetate and Figure 34 for 

formate. 

When comparing the formate with the acetate bridging ligands, we have to differentiate between the 

different pyridine species with three, two, or one pyridine ligands. Starting with three pyridine ligands 

and a therefore fully saturated complex, we see the mixed metal formates to be even less stable than 

the pure iron complex. As we have seen with the calculated bond lengths in Figure 27 and later in 

Figure 36, this matches well with the expected order, as the chromium(III) center has a weakening 

effect on the iron(III) centers, while being a very strongly coordinating center itself. This effect is a 

bit lessened in the acetate complexes, where only the Cr2Fe species fragment at energies below the Fe3 

fragmentation threshold. 

Overall, as the next section shows, at least the first fragmentation energies matches very well with the 

dissociation energies predicted by BSSE corrected DFT calculations. 
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5.3.1 Correlation of the 𝑬𝑬𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝟓𝟓𝟓𝟓  Values Versus the Binding Energy and the Bond Distance 

As discussed in our paper14 (chapter 10), it is possible to compare the experimental 𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐50  to the 

respective calculated fragmentation energies determined by the following simple formula: 

∆𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 = {[𝐸𝐸([𝑀𝑀3𝑂𝑂(𝐵𝐵)6(𝑃𝑃𝑦𝑦)𝑖𝑖−1]+) +  𝐸𝐸(𝑃𝑃𝑦𝑦)]−  𝐸𝐸([𝑀𝑀3𝑂𝑂(𝐵𝐵)6(𝑃𝑃𝑦𝑦)𝑖𝑖]+)} 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑉𝑉 

Like introduced in section 2.6.2, we used the BSSE corrected fragmentation energies to account for 

basis set superposition error. This simple energy difference is of course a simplification of the actual 

fragmentation process. 

Besides the adiabatic binding (free) energies, we would actually need to consider the presence of 

molecular fragmentation activation barriers and the relative energies of transition state structures to 

evaluate the 𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐50  values, rather than just the mere endothermicity of bond breaking64, 65. 

In the present case, as shown in section 4.5 in Figure 29, the pyridine being removed from the ligating 

metal shows a simple potential energy surface without transition states. This energy surface is 

dominated by the endothermicity of bond breaking67,68. As a general trend, the binding energies41,49,66 

of pyridine ligands decrease with the number of pyridine ligands coordinated to the [M3O(OAc)6]+ 

core. When plotting the dissociation energy against the 𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐50  value (see Figure 36, right column, based 

on the values in Table 22 and Table 23), there seems to be a significant linear correlation between 

them. 

Similarly, using the values from the previous section 4.4, it also correlates with the length change of 

the bond between the ligating metal and the pyridine ligand or the metal center and the oxide center 

atom (again Figure 36, left column). 

The correspondence of the observed initial CID fragmentation curve to the expected energetically 

favored regioisomer is further indication that they make up a majority fraction of the complex 

population. For a more detailed discussion on this, please refer to Jonas Krüger's bachelor thesis17 on 

the ‘Regioselective fragmentation of trimeric iron and chromium carboxylates’. 

In turn, the dissociation energy and the bond length also are directly correlated with each other. A 

stronger bond, as measured by its fragmentation energy, is shorter and a weaker bond longer, 

respectively. This makes sense in an intuitive way, but is good to see confirmed directly. It is valuable 

confirmation of the assumption, that the geometry trends discussed in section 4.4 can be applied 

directly to the discussion of the IRMPD spectra in later chapters. 

This will help with assigning the correct isomer to the respective IR spectra. More on this in section 6.3 

and in Figure 54 D. 
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Figure 36 Correlation diagram of the 𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐50 values versus the fragmentation energy and the bond distance. 
Based on the values given in Table 22 and Table 23, as compiled in cooperation with Jonas Krüger, 
described in his bachelor thesis16. 
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5.4 Fragment Specific IRMPD Spectroscopy 

5.4.1 Foundations of Fragment Specific IRMPD Spectroscopy

 

Figure 37 Different ways of visualizing the data stream of a wavelength dependent IRMPD mass spectrum 
of iron acetate with three pyridine ligands, adapted from Jonas Schuchmann's bachelor thesis16. Ultimately 
the cumulative IRMPD plot proved best (see section 5.4.2). 

An experimental IRMPD spectrum arises from a plot of the fragmentation efficiency as a function of 

laser frequency (ν), or as labeled here, the IR photon energy in cm-1, as defined in equation III in 

section 2.5. Like introduced in section 2.5.1, it is beneficial to not only determine the total IRMPD 

yield of a given IRMPD measurement, but to also pay attention to the separate fragment mass traces. 

The necessary data processing legwork to extract the IRMPD fragment mass traces from the recorded 

mass spectra has been done in cooperation with the bachelor student Jonas Schuchmann in his 

bachelor thesis16 ‘Modifikation von Analysemethoden für die differenzierte Interpretation von fragmentspezifischen 

IRMPD Spektren: Anwendung auf trinukleare oxo-zentrierte Eisenkomplexe’. 

His work makes it possible to condense the three-dimensional data stream recorded using the Amazon 

SL mass spectrometer by the TrapControl software (by Bruker Daltonics): time (with a constant laser 

scan rate of 0,03 nm/s directly correlated with the wavelength); the mass to charge ratio (m/z); and 

the corresponding ion intensity value. At first it is important to find a good representation of that 

data. Some possible visualizations of this data set are shown in Figure 37. This information is extracted 

by a Visual Basic Script (VBS)18 in the Compass Data Analysis Software Version 4.2 by Bruker. It is 

then written into a text file in the correct data format to be imported semi-automatically into a specially 

set up Origin (by Origin Labs) worksheet. To improve the signal to noise ratio, multiple repetitions 

of the same measurement can be automatically concatenated, averaged, and smoothed at this step. 

This worksheet then relays this data into a series of relevant plots, on which the IRMPD spectra plots 

are based in the following chapters. 
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The information we obtain from a typical data analysis of a set of measurements not only contains the 

wavenumber, the total IRMPD yield, a record of the laser intensity behind the trap exit, but also the 

normalized fragment mass traces we defined in the data analysis script. How to best use this additional 

information is the focus of the following section. 

5.4.2 Fragment Specific IRMPD of the Archetypal Iron Acetate Pyridine Complexes 

We choose to demonstrate the value and behavior of this method by using the example of the 

archetypal iron acetate complex. Without going too deep into the specific interpretation of the iron 

acetate IR spectra, done in depth in chapter 6 and previously in our paper14 (chapter 10), we can 

observe a good deal of useful information in the fragment mass traces. The fragment traces in this 

section are slightly simplified, minor complications like post-fragmentation pre-detection adduction 

of water in the ion trap have been summed into the primary fragment mass trace. However, this does 

not change the overall behavior, as can be seen in Figure 42 and in the full spectrum shown later in 

Figure 51 B. 

First, as shown in Figure 38 a), increasing the laser power and shot count does not affect the peak 

position and only leads to a broadening of the band. This is expected, given that only one mode 

dominates the apparent peak. This applies at least in the cases of the symmetric and asymmetric 

ν(COO) bands observed here. Even more interesting is the behavior of the fragment traces of 

[Fe3O(OAc)6Pyn]+ in relation to the total IRMPD yield. The fragment traces themselves are 

informative, but their behavior does not follow the observed and predicted spectra well, as seen in 

Figure 38 b). This way of plotting non summed fragment mass traces was done previously by Maitre 

et al.19. This might be acceptable for spectra with only a few relevant traces, but breaks down quickly 

for more complicated spectra. 

It is necessary to plot the cumulative sum of channels (Figure 38 c); also Figure 41 and Figure 42, top 

graphs). All fragment channels are summed with all previous channels, up to the total IRMPD limit; 

as defined in equation IX in section 2.5.1. When plotting the cumulative sum of the fragment traces, 

the IRMPD spectra for [Fe3O(OAc)6Pyn]+ with n - m for m = 0 to n - 1 appears to be contained in 

the mass traces for the respective parent species with n pyridine ligands. This becomes clear from 

Figure 39 c) and d). The fragment species band positions are quantified with the gaussian fits in 

Figure 39 e) and are shown in Figure 38 b), compared there to the actual classical IRMPD band 

position of the species equivalent to the one in the fragment trace. They show very similar behavior 

to the species not obtained through IRMPD fragmentation, but with some caveats. 

There seems to be a small shift in wavenumber compared to the species of [Fe3O(OAc)6Pyn]+ directly 

isolated from the population generated by the ESI ion source. A possible explanation for that would 

be that the ions of the n - m species are freshly formed by IRMPD fragmentation from the n = m + 1 

species, as isolated in the ion trap. They are not yet fully annealed by collisional cooling to their 

respective ambient ground state and are still considerably heated from leftover energy originating from 

the absorbed IR photons. 
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Figure 38 a) band position at low and high laser fluence (from Figure 39 a)) b) the general trend of the 
primary and secondary IRMPD spectra (as determined by the gaussian fits in Figure 39 e))  
c) Comparison between predicted and observed band position in the [Fe3O(OAc)6Py0- 3]+ complexes. 

Therefore, the apparent peak positions of the n - 1 species in the fragment mass traces cannot fully 

replace a dedicated measurement of the respective IRMPD spectrum. Nevertheless, for screening 

purposes or in cases where that species is hard to obtain directly from the original ESI ion population, 

it still gives a valuable hint on the IRMPD spectrum of the respective species. The predicted IR 

spectrum shown in Figure 40 matches reasonably well to the observed IRMPD spectra in Figure 39, 

as shown in the comparison in Figure 38 c). The band splitting Δν of ν(COO)s and ν(COO)as is slightly 

overestimated, and the predicted strong δ(CH) band at around 1424 cm-1 does not result in a high 

observed IRMPD yield. This is a common effect in IRMPD spectroscopy due to inefficient IVR 

processes, where the energy absorbed by that chromophor is not efficiently transferred into the 

available fragmentation channels. Dark bands are ‘observed’ as well in the CH region of the iron 

acetate spectrum, as discussed later in section 5.5. The trends of the symmetric and asymmetric 

ν(COO) vibration in iron acetate complexes, together with those of the mixed metal acetates and the 

respective formates, are discussed in detail in chapter 7. In conclusion, together with the alternative 

plot variants shown in section 5.4.3, it is obviously useful to not discard the additional information 

contained in an IRMPD mass spectrum with the relative abundances of the different fragmentation 

channels. 
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Figure 39 a) the 𝑌𝑌(𝜈𝜈)spectra at low and high laser power, b) non-cumulative fragment mass traces 𝑌𝑌(𝜐𝜐)𝑖𝑖

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓, 
c) the cumulative fragment mass trace (cumulative IRMPD 𝑌𝑌(𝜐𝜐)𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ), providing improved readability,  
d) semi logarithmic plot of c), all [Fe3O(OAc)6Py0-3]+ show the ν(COO)s and ν(COO)as bands for all fragment 
traces, e) gaussian peak fit for each mass trace (results are shown in Figure 38 b)). 
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Figure 40 DFT simulation of the linear IR spectra of [Fe3O(OAc)6Py0-3]+. 

5.4.3 Successive Fragmentation in the COO Stretch Modes of Iron Acetate Pyridine 
Complexes at Different Laser Fluences 

Successive fragmentation and competing fragmentation channels in IRMPD spectroscopy at high 

laser fluences are well known phenomena, but are often ignored when considering the overall 

spectrum itself. There have been previous works on sequential vs. competitive fragmentation20, 

especially at the very high laser fluences possible in FEL laser systems. Lemaire et al.21 show a linear 

dependence of fragmentation efficiency with the number of laser pulses. Incidentally, they also 

observed a wavelength dependent second fragmentation channel. Maitre et al.19-21 highlighted the 

phenomenon before as well, describing wavelength dependent fragmentation channels in Fe(DME)2
+ 

ions. Competing fragmentation channels are often discussed for CID experiments, which Surya et al.22 

also did for their IRMPD experiment. 

With low laser power, only the lowest energy fragmentation channels are active. In the case of iron 

acetate with three pyridine ligands, that would be the dissociation of a single pyridine. This 

fragmentation channel is shown in mid blue in Figure 41. Other channels only play minor roles. Plot c) 

in Figure 41 and Figure 42 matches what Maitre et al.19 showed for Fe(DME)2
+ (Figure 4 in their 

paper).  However, they didn’t study a system with as many available consecutive dissociation steps as 

found in [Fe3O(OAc)6Py3]+, provided sufficiently high laser fluence is available (see Figure 42). 

Therefore, they only plotted the total IRMPD yield and not the cumulative IRMPD yield as seen in 

plot a). What was previously (Figure 39, section 5.4.2) abbreviated into a single combined mass trace 

is explicitly shown here. The post fragmentation pre-detection water coordination in the ion trap at 

high laser fluences and with longer trapping times starts to become noticeable, as seen in Figure 42 a) 

and b). Here the acetate species fragment channel with a single pyridine ligand at 537 m/z coordinates 

water, adding up to 556 m/z. 
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Figure 41 IRMPD spectrum of [Fe3O(OAc)6Py3]+ at low laser fluence and an attempted assignment of the 
respective fragment traces. a) cumulative fragment yield; b) relative fragment yield normalized by total fragment 
yield; c) relative (non-cumulative) fragment yield. 

 

Figure 42 IRMPD spectrum of [Fe3O(OAc)6Py3]+ at high laser fluence and an attempted assignment of the 
respective fragment traces. a) cumulative fragment yield; b) relative fragment yield normalized by total 
fragment yield;  c) relative (non-cumulative) fragment yield. 
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In Figure 42 c) the concurring behavior of the water adducts is not that apparent, as the relative 

abundance and the peak appearance is strongly dependent on the behavior of the rest of the fragment 

channels. Only when we either plot the cumulative percentage each fragment has of the total fragment 

population, or if we use the previously introduced cumulative plot; the strong correlation between a 

fragment and the post fragmentation formation of its respective water adduct becomes apparent. This 

matches well with the post fragmentation behavior of the CID spectra and the 

isolation/fragmentation experiments shown in Figure 33 in section 5.2. 

In conclusion, all relevant information about the fragmentation behavior of an IRMPD spectrum is 

contained in the cumulative IRMPD plot; therefore, we propose this as the primary plot to show our 

results. However, sometimes it becomes useful to plot this with the semilogarithmic cumulative 

IRMPD yield to highlight small effects in the fragment traces, as shown in Figure 60 in section 7.1. 

5.4.4 Laser Power & Laser Shot Count Dependence of IRMPD Fragmentation Efficiency 

For comparisons, such as in the previous section or in chapter 6, the following questions might arise: 

is it fair to compare spectra taken at different laser fluences and different number of successive laser 

shots per IRMPD data point? How much does that influence the fragmentation yield as well as the 

relative fragment abundances? 

To answer this question, the following experiments were done. The laser was tuned to 1600 cm-1, the 

wavelength of the highest fragmentation of the asymmetric ν(COO)as vibration of [Fe3O(OAc)6Py3]+. 

For all three laser shot-counts commonly used in this work (a single laser shot, three sequential shots 

and nine sequential shots), the OPA attenuator angle was tuned from 0° (full attenuation) to the 

maximum transmission at around 45°, for the highest available laser power. See Figure 7 for the 

corresponding laser power curve. Here we plotted the fragment yield, as is customary for CID spectra, 

and not the cumulative yield as previously done in this chapter. The observed fragmentation patterns 

are very familiar. They very much resemble the CID curves discussed in section 5.3 and in our paper14. 

They also match the isolation/fragmentation experiments of section 5.2, although successive 

dissociations occur much earlier, with smaller relative energy differences between their consecutive 

appearances. 

This can have at least two possible reasons. The IRMPD process heats up the whole molecule, leaving 

considerable energy in its internal modes, even after causing the first fragmentation. The leftover 

energy can either be sufficient to directly lead to additional fragmentations, or the hot fragment ion 

can absorb further photons, given that the corresponding ν(COO)as mode of the fragment ion has not 

shifted too far and can still absorb energy at that wavelength. This subsequent photon absorption 

induced fragmentation process can happen either during a single laser shot, or by several successive 

laser shots. This suggests an incomplete thermalization of the ion population between laser shots, 

which are placed 100 ms apart. The nature of the fragmentation process does not seem to depend on 

the number of laser shots. Still, the corresponding fragments occur at lower laser energies. 
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Figure 43 Laser power variation by attenuator (OPA) angle adjustment (see Figure 7) and the resulting 
relative abundances of fragments of [Fe3O(OAc)6Py3]+ for 1, 3 and 9 laser shots. 

Therefore, with multiple shots, the fragmentation seems to behave as if the IR laser had more energy 

than possible with a single laser pulse of our table top system. 

In a CID experiment on the other hand, each ion population starts at the same baseline energy before 

the parent ion is excited selectively and made to collide with the buffer gas. 

We conclude that it seems fair to compare spectra at different laser powers and laser shot counts. 

Therefore, we are using the combination that achieves the best species dependent fragmentation rate, 

suitable to either weakly absorbing fragmenting modes or strongly absorbing modes. Both variables 

seem to have a comparable effect on the overall IRMP fragmentation pattern. Furthermore, as shown 

in Figure 38, there seems to be little power shifting of the band position between using low or high 

laser fluences and/or shot counts. This also seems to hold for the other acetate complexes, as seen in 

Figure 106 in the appendix. 
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5.5 Mode Specific Fragmentation in the CH Stretch Modes of  Iron Acetate 

Pyridine Complexes 

The phenomenon of chromophore specific fragmentation pattern21,23, 

IR wavelength dependent competing fragmentation pathways19,24, and 

fragment mode specific anharmonicity25 have all been observed 

previously. We think our data suggests similar effects in our cases. This 

is also discussed by Jonas Schuchmann in his bachelor thesis16 on the 

method development of fragment specific IRMPD plots and their 

interpretation. 

Infrared induced dissociation of specific bands can give rise to new fragmentation channels 

(as compared to CID)22,26 by exciting mode specific fragmentation pathways. A similar effect has been 

seen in the spectra of NH4
+ and H2O complexes27. 

An obvious benefit of plotting the cumulative fragment IRMPD yield is that mode specific 

fragmentation behavior becomes apparent immediately and intuitively. This can be seen in Figure 44. 

There the cumulative fragment yield IRMPD spectrum of [Fe3O(OAc)6Py3]+ in the 2800 - 3200 cm-1 

region is shown. We see two main group of bands, first a group of relatively broad bands between 

2850 and 3000 cm-1. Second, we see another triplet of comparatively narrow bands between 3060 and 

3125 cm-1, which have been identified previously14 as the aromatic pyridine ν(CH) stretch modes. 

Looking at the fragment pattern, a big difference in the occurring mass traces becomes apparent 

immediately. To discuss those species in more detail, the averaged mass spectra of the green and blue 

regions in Figure 44 are plotted in Figure 45. 

The mass spectra show the stark difference in the fragmentation behavior just as clearly. The mass 

spectrum for the pyridine ν(Py-CH) bands around 3100 cm-1, as marked in blue in Figure 45, was 

integrated from the blue area of the IRMPD spectrum in Figure 44. It is comparatively simple and 

only shows two fragments; primarily the single dissociation of pyridine ligands, with the double 

dissociation occurring only in trace amounts. This largely agrees with the observations made in our 

CID experiments discussed previously (section 5.3). This first case of IR absorption by pyridine 

ν(Py-CH) seems to have a very small pool of available fragmentation pathways; the cleavage of the 

excited pyridine ligands. 

In contrast to that, the mass spectrum for the bands between 2925 and 2945 cm-1 is much more 

involved. It is marked in light green; both in the IRMPD graph in Figure 44, and the corresponding 

mass spectrum in Figure 45. Calculations using a harmonic approximation to simulate the IR spectrum 

only predict CH3 stretch modes in this spectral range. The fragmentation pattern observed here does 

not match with CH3 chromophore excitation observed elsewhere. 
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Figure 44 Mode specific fragmentation patterns in IRMPD spectrum of [Fe3O(OAc)6Py3]+ for ν(CH3) and 
ν(Py-CH) bands respectively in the 2800 - 3200 cm-1 region. a) cumulative fragment yield; b) relative fragment 
yield normalized by total fragment yield, c) the simulated IR spectrum broadened with a gaussian of a FHWM 
of 10 cm-1. The y range of graph c) has been adjusted for best match with a) and b), the same scaling factor 
0.986 from the COO spectra is used. Adapted from Abb. 21 in Jonas Schuchmann's bachelor thesis16. Shown 
fragment trace labels are given in m/z. 

 
Figure 45 Mode specific fragmentation patterns for the CH3 and Py-CH bands respectively. a) corresponds to 
the green area marked in Figure 44, b) to the blue area, respectively. Transparently superimposed are simulated 
mass spectra to identify the fragment mass peaks. Adapted from Abb. 21 in Jonas Schuchmann's bachelor 
thesis16. 
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IR absorption by these bands seems to couple really well with the rest of the molecule, as the absorbed 

energy leads to the partial and total cleavage of many different bonds; that of axial pyridine ligands, 

bridging acetate ligands, and possibly core iron ions. This leads to the rearrangement of the molecule, 

as is witnessed by the many, often difficult to identify, fragments and post-fragmentation adducts 

observed in the mass spectrum of Figure 45 a). 

Many of these mass peaks, especially a series of three peaks between the masses corresponding to the 

first and second pyridine loss at 695 m/z and 616 m/z, are separated by 18 masses; typical of post 

fragmentation water adducts. We take the presence of these bands as indication of a rearrangement 

of the molecular ion in a way that exposes many newly available coordination sites, possibly by 

breaking open the triangular metal core or the partial cleavage of the bridging acetate. 

The identity of the broad band leading to this behavior is not clearly identified yet. The band between 

2850 and 3000 cm-1 was originally tentatively assigned as the CH3 stretch vibrations, as we motivate 

in our paper in chapter 10. Experiments both with deuterated acetate (Figure 85) and the spectra of 

the formate species in Figure 63 suggest the presence of additional chromophors.  To further narrow 

down the possibilities, we compare the iron acetate with the other Cr/Fe combinations, the formate 

bridged complexes, and with a series of isotope exchange experiments. This is discussed in chapter 7, 

especially section 7.2. 

5.6 Isotope Exchange Effects of  Iron Acetate Pyridine Complexes 

When substituting some atoms in a molecule or ion by different isotopes of the same element, the 

mass change influences the reduced mass in the corresponding normal mode and therefore its 

vibrational frequency. This will lead to a shift in the observed band position. We conducted IRMPD 

studies of [Fe3O(OAcD3)6(Py)3]+, [Fe3O(OAc)6(D5Py)3]+, and [Fe3O(D3OAc)6(D5Py)3]+ complexes as 

summarized in the supplement15 of our paper (cf. Fig. S18, section 10.2). 

In the case of [Fe3O(OAc)6(D5Py)3]+, as visible in Figure 46, the three sharp IRMPD bands at 3085, 

3107, and 3124 cm-1 vanish from our observation windows and presumably shift below 2800 cm-1. 

Meanwhile the broad bands at 2880, 2948, and 3050 cm-1 persist in [Fe3O(OAc)6(D5Py)3]+, except for 

minor changes in their shape. This supports the assignment of these bands as sharp pyridine CH 

stretching bands. These bands display an interesting behavior upon successive substitution of normal 

pyridine ligands with perdeuterated D5 pyridine. 

5.6.1 Internal Vibrational Relaxation Processes Witnessed by Partial Isotopomerization 

If we assume a perfect internal vibrational relaxation (IVR) process, it should lead to an equal energy 

distribution in an iron acetate complex with three axial pyridine ligands, energy absorbed by one 

pyridine ligand should also affect the dissociation of the others. 
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Figure 46 Mixed pyridine/D5 pyridine coordination in the CH region; [Fe3O(OAc)6(Py)n(D5Py)3-n]+, 
n = 0 - 3. a) - d) cumulative IRMPD yield of the respective complex, cumulative fragment trace labels in 
m/z, e) simulated IR spectrum. The mass spectrum of the blue marked area is shown in Figure 47. 

For equivalent pyridine ligands, that would be indistinguishable, as the chance for any single ligand to 

absorb an IR photon of the appropriate wavelength is equal and the fragmentation channels are 

identical to each other as well. This degeneracy of fragment mass and absorption wavelength breaks 

down with partial deuteration. The strength of isotope substitution here is the ability to not only shift 

the wavelength of IR absorption bands by changing the reduced mass of a vibrational mode, but also 

to mass label the fragments. 

If we introduce a mix of deuterated and protonated pyridine ligands to a [M3O(B)6(Py)n(D5Py)3-n] 

complex, both the parent and fragment masses change. Furthermore, the vibrational band position of 

the deuterated pyridine ligand, compared to the protonated pyridines, is shifted to lower 

wavenumbers. In the case of the ν(Py-CH) stretch modes of non-deuterated pyridine, they shift from 

around 3090 - 3100 cm-1 to below the observed region. This means we can observe an intensity shift 

of the total IRMPD yield by modifying the number of chromophors. In Figure 46, in the Py-CH bands 

in the region between 3090 and 3100 cm-1, the predicted and observed IR activity scales with the 

number of undeuterated pyridine from n = 0 - 3, as they are the only chromophors absorbing 
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IR photons at that wavelength. This is reflected in the total IRMPD yield by the respective ion species, 

as seen in Figure 46. 

We can also deduce by the fragment mass whether a deuterated or protonated pyridine was 

dissociated. For the series of [M3O(B)6(Py)n(D5Py)3-n]+, the two mixed ligand cases of n = 1 and n = 2 

are especially interesting, as can be seen in the mass spectra shown in Figure 47. It is integrated from 

the blue area between 3090 to 3100 cm-1 in Figure 46, corresponding to the strongest observed 

ν(Py-CH) stretch mode of non-deuterated pyridine. 

The mass difference for the cleavage of D5Py is 5 u higher than that of the dissociation of ordinary 

pyridine, so the fragment is lighter by that mass. This is apparent in the first two fragmentation 

channels and the mass peaks in the corresponding mass spectrum (Figure 47). 

We observe very clearly in Figure 47 for [Fe3O(OAc)6(Py)n(D5Py)3-n]+ that the relative fragment 

channel yields mirror their statistical abundance in the parent ion of 1:2 for n = 1, and of 2:1 for n = 2. 

This points very clearly to an efficient energy transfer between all three axial pyridine ligands, 

irrespective of their isotopomerization. We appear to find a fully ergodic randomization of localized 

excitations prior to fragmentation. Otherwise a higher relative abundance of the heavier fragment 

would be expected, which is corresponding to non-deuterated pyridine loss. 

Equivalent behavior is seen in Figure 48 for the δ(D5Py-CD) mode in Fe3O(Fo)6(D5Py/Py)3. There, 

the band observed at about 1590 cm-1 appears with successive D5-pyridine substitution, with the total 

IRMPD yield increasing correspondingly with the number of deuterated chromophors. 

The relative fragment channel yields show the same relative abundances as seen for the ν(Py-CH) 

modes. Energy is transferred from IR photons absorbed by deuterated pyridine to the normal pyridine, 

which does not absorb at the wavelength of about 1590 cm-1. Good IVR and an efficient energy 

transfer seems possible, both from D5-pyridine to undeuterated pyridine ligands and vice versa. 

Unfortunately, the series is incomplete for the equivalent acetate species in the CO region, as seen in 

Figure 83 in the appendix. So far, we only have measured the Py2D5Py1 case, but the expected 2:1 

fragment yield is observed there as well. However, additional fragment channels complicate the 

situation further. 

It would be interesting to extend this experiment to the mixed metal complexes, to see if the dissimilar 

metals have an influence on the efficiency of the IVR process. 
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Figure 47 Mixed pyridine/D5-pyridine coordination on [Fe3O (OAc)6(Py)n(D5Py)3-n]+, n = 1, 2. 
a) fragmentation mass spectrum of the Py D5Py2 complex, b) fragmentation mass spectrum of the Py2 D5Py 

complex and c) simulated isotope pattern for all relevant ions. 

 
Figure 48 Mixed pyridine/D5-pyridine coordination on formate bridged [Fe3O(Fo)(Py)n(D5Py)3-n]+, n = 1, 2 
in the CO spectral region. The mass spectrum is not shown. Cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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6 Systematic Study of  the Carboxylate Stretch Modes in 
Chromium and Iron Complexes 

As discussed in section  3.4, there have been quite a few studies on the effect of different metals on 

the IR spectra, and by proxy the structure of different trimetallic oxo-centered carboxylates. A 

systematic variation of both the number of axial ligands and the central metal ions by themselves have 

only been done in some select studies, and never both in a systematic comparative fashion. As 

examples for axial ligand variation, our groups efforts by Johannes Lang et al. on Iron1 and Cobalt2 

acetate complexes should be highlighted. For systematic metal variations, especially the CrnFe3-nO case 

covered here, there are classical papers by Cannon et al.3 and an IR study on the 

CrnFe3-nO(OAc)6(H2O)3, n = 0 - 3 complexes with axial water ligands by Zhang et al.4,5. Either of these 

are limited in the covered wavelengths, in showing both ν(CO) and ν(CH) vibrations, the inherent 

limitations of non gas-phase methods, and the available theoretical methods at the time to do 

calculations of sufficient quality. Both Cannon and Zhang, however, cover the important skeletal 

vibrations in the area 100 - 900 cm-1, which is not accessible by the range of our laser system, but 

might be considered in future work (see section 9.2.4). Additionally Blake et al.6-8 worked on the optical 

spectra of the heterotrimetallic complexes, which could be of interest in future gas phase studies. 

6.1 Handling of  the Accompanying Booklet 

For the convenience of the reader to follow the arguments in this chapter, a fold out booklet is 

included with this thesis. Hopefully, this booklet helps with the numerous cross references necessary. 

It is intended to aid in showing the different trends and connections that emerge from systematic 

comparisons; the influence of exchanging the transition metal, the bridging ligand, and the number of 

terminal pyridine ligands; in the iron-, chromium- as well as the acetate- and formate complexes. 

         
 

Figure 49 The front (first row) and back (second row) sides of the accompanying booklet, both as the 
original (left) in miniature, and their respective thumbnail (right). They are comprised of selected graphs 
showing the total (A,D) and cumulative (B,C) IRMPD yields of all measured acetate and formate species 
in the CO region, all species able to exhibit hom/het L/H isomerism (E), a semilogarithmic summary of 
the gaussian fits of the spectra (F,G), and the extracted peak positions and their trends (H). 
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The graphs themselves are still included in this thesis. In the booklet, they can be viewed side by side 

and next to the text, as needed. They are color coded and marked by transparent gray letters in their 

backgrounds; for easier visual recognition of both the graph and the corresponding thumbnail. This 

gives the advantage to the reader, so they can easily compare the referenced spectra while following 

along with the argument given in the text. They can also be arranged in different combinations, by 

folding the booklet in suitable ways. Throughout the text we refer to these graphs not only by their 

number, but also by including their thumbnail in the margin. The eight chosen graphs are a handpicked 

subset of the full range of spectra recorded, the full range of which is given in the appendix, section 11. 

The graphs in the booklet and in the following section are optimized to show the relative differences 

of the IRMPD spectra upon ligand or metal variation. This is done by either plotting the total IRMPD 

yield of a ligand- or metal variation series on top of each other, or by stacking a series of cumulative 

IRMPD plots in one column. These combinations of plots hopefully help the reader to follow the 

behavior of the spectra, as we can see important details and trends both in the band shifts of the total 

IRMPD yield, as well as in the specific fragment patterns; which can differ with each single band or 

with metal or ligand variation. 

6.2 Ligand and Metal Induced Effects in the COO Stretch Modes of  Homo-

and Heterometallic Chromium and Iron Carboxylate Complexes with 

Pyridine 

The shifts and band splits that are seen in the symmetric and asymmetric carboxylate vibrations of the 

iron acetate (as discussed in section 5.4.2) upon successive pyridine coordination at the axial binding 

sites can also be measured for the acetate and formate complexes of iron, chromium, and 

chromium/iron mixed metal complexes. The trends of these shifts and splits are 

quantified and discussed in detail in section 6.4., based on a series of gaussian fits 

shown in Figure 56 F and Figure 57 G. 

We also give a quick recapitulation (in section 6.2.2.1) for the results on iron acetate; which has been 

discussed in chapter 5, our publication1 on iron acetate (chapter 10), and the supporting information9 

for that paper (section 10.2). For the bands in the spectral region from 1000 - 2000 cm-1 (referenced 

here as the CO spectral region), we agree with the assignments given there. In contrast, in the spectral 

region 2500 - 3500 cm-1 (referenced here as the CH spectral region), we believe that by using fragment 

specific IRMPD, additional information given by the formate species, as well as by further deuteration 

experiments, we can elaborate on the given assignment. This will be done in chapter 7. Therefore, this 

section focuses on the quantitative discussion of the nature of the observed bands and their changes 

according to the ligand and metal variations shown.

Several of the early measurements were done together with lab student Kevin Weffling. 
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6.2.1  Formate Bridged Chromium and Iron Complexes 
The simplest carboxylate bidentate bridging ligand possible is formate. It is a stronger and stiffer ligand 

than other carboxylates. Even stronger are only fluoro-formate and maybe other halogen analogs, 

although only data on the sodiumfluoroformate10 and the free anion11 is known. On the other hand, 

this leads to a slight increase in the size of the metal triangle as compared to acetate. This is both seen 

in crystal structures of basic formate complexes12 and the calculated structure trends discussed in 

section 4.4, especially in Figure 27. Formate also leads to higher band splitting Δν and sharper bands, 

which hints to less conformational flexibility in the observed species. 

As proven by the behavior exhibited in the CH spectral region (discussed in chapter 7) and in the free 

anion13, formate is known for strong anharmonic behavior14 (introduced in chapter 3). Especially for 

the bare complexes; knowing those anharmonic contributions can help to understand the behavior of 

the spectra. Compared to the acetate spectra from section 6.2.2, formate bands are less strong, 

narrower, and have a more discernable fine structure. This aids in an improved correlation of the 

observed spectra with the DFT simulations. In section 6.3, we will try to use the information from 

the spectra, the CID measurement of section 5.3, and the aforementioned DFT simulations of 

chapter 4, to assign the hom/het H/L regio-isomers (introduced in section 1.2.1) we expect to 

observe. 

6.2.1.1 Tri Pyridine Coordinated Formate Complex Spectra

The best example to identify the types of bands in the formate spectra in the 1000 - 2000 cm-1 spectral 

region is the Cr3 formate with three axial pyridine ligands. We see it as the blue line in 

Figure 50 A, bottom graph. It has the advantage that the Δν = ν(COO)as - ν(COO)s band split 

is especially large and the δ(Py-CH) is therefore clearly separated from the ν(COO)as band. It 

can be positively identified as the δ(Py-CH) band by replacing the pyridine with perdeuterated 

pyridine. This is shown in the appendix in Figure 92. There the pyridine mode at 1610 cm-1 is the only 

visible band to shift to the red. The other two bands in this spectral region are clearly the formate 

carboxylate stretch modes. The heterometallic species of Cr2Fe or CrFe2 are especially interesting, 

because they show the specific differences of the different binding motifs bidentate formate ligands 

can have in a heterotrimetallic complex. The possibilities are bridging positions of the formate 

between the Cr-Cr, Fe-Cr, or Fe-Fe metal pair combinations. It therefore makes sense that we can see 

three overall bands in the two mixed metal species, with CrFe2 in red and Cr2Fe in green. The specific 

trends will be quantified and discussed in chapter  6.4, Figure 58 H and are based on 

a series of gaussian fits of the respective bands as shown in Figure 58 F. 

There are also very faint additional bands in the Cr3 and Cr2Fe spectra that are too weak to 

be visible in the linear plot of Figure 50 A, but become more apparent and rise above the 

noise floor in the semilogarithmic plot of Figure 56 F. The bands in question are seen, one 

at ~1450 cm-1, for both Cr3 and Cr2Fe, and an even fainter band in the Cr2Fe case at almost 1500 cm-1. 
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Figure 50 A Pyridine ligand and metal exchange induced changes in the IRMPD spectrum of the 
[CrnFe3-nO(Fo)6(Py)m]+ complexes with n, m = 0 - 3, cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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These two weak bands are matching up with the expected positions of two δ(Py-CH) 

modes, as can be seen in the simulated spectra shown in the fifth row of Figure 51 B 

and Figure 52 C. These bands are not observed in the other spectra. 

CH bend modes are often not seen in IRMPD spectra, similar to the CH3 bend modes in the acetate 

spectra. This phenomenon of dark modes is discussed in section 5.4.2 for the iron acetate. However, 

both bands are visible in the ScCrFe formate spectra (section 8.2, Figure 67), although only at the 

highest possible laser shot count of 9 shots. This is triple the standard count, giving us the best possible 

chance at making faint bands visible, as can be seen when comparing the 9 shot example of Figure 67 

to the series of 9, 3, and 1 laser shot spectra of the same ion in Figure 105, in the appendix. 

6.2.1.2 Bi and Mono Pyridine Coordinated Formate Complex Spectra 

The four heterometallic bi and mono pyridine coordinated formate complexes, shown in green and 

red respectively, are discussed in section 6.3, Figure 54 E. There, the observed spectra are 

correlated with the respective hom/het L/H isomers and their predicted IR spectra. 

Compared to the homometallic iron and chromium formates, they seem to be more IRMPD active. 

This might coincide with the distorted M3O core described in section 4.4, positively influencing energy 

transfer efficiency into specific fragmentation modes. 

6.2.1.3 Bare Formate Complex Spectra 

The bare formate spectra are displaying the most deviance from the simulated spectra. They are best 

seen in Figure 50 A and Figure 56 F. It is important to note that the ion yield of the 

parent complex and the IRMPD fragmentation efficiency is very low due to their 

high stability. It is experimentally challenging to record spectra of such unsaturated complexes, 

compounded by their tendency to attach background water vapor always present in the ion trap mass 

spectrometer. Therefore, it cannot be excluded that bands are behaving differently than expected due 

to these experimental difficulties. 

As can be seen in the CID spectra of the mono pyridine coordinated acetates and formates in 

section 5.3 and in Figure 73, the undersaturated complexes often show the most unexpected behavior. 

The unadulterated properties of the metal core are most dominant here. In section 4.7 and 6.5, when 

applying the DMBC formalism, they also display the biggest three body terms, a measure for 

cooperativity. 

Therefore, it will be important to also repeat the experiments shown here in a mass spectrometer with 

a better vacuum environment, such as an FT-ICR instrument. This should make it possible to improve 

the ion yield and reduce interferences. Additionally, our Cryo-setup allows measurements at reduced 

temperatures, that can help to improve the spectral resolution. 
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Figure 51 B Pyridine ligand induced changes in the IRMPD spectrum of [CrnFe3-nO(Fo)6(Py)m]+ and 
[CrnFe3-nO(OAc)6(Py)m]+ complexes with n = 0, 1, m = 0 - 3. Cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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Furthermore, utilizing a second infrared laser can help to improve fragmentation efficiency, often in 

a selective way, by adding additional energy into specific modes associated with suitable chromophors. 

This is discussed further in the outlook in section 9.2.2. 

In the recorded spectra, two groups of vibrational modes are observed that are not expected based on 

the simulated DFT spectra. These are denoted in Figure 50 A with ν* and ν#. Bands in the ν* 

range are not completely new in the IR of formate complexes. As Cannon et al.15 conclude, 

the weak band doublet at approximately 1560 and 1550 cm-1, denoted with ν' in their paper, 

is frequently observed in the spectra of trinuclear basic formates. They assign them as a Fermi 

resonance-enhanced overtone of δ(OCO). 

As we still lack the IR spectra of isolated basic formates in the spectral region of 100 - 1000 cm-1, it is 

difficult to independently confirm that conclusion, as we are not able to observe the fundamentals 

associated with these suggested overtones directly, due to the technical limitations of our laser system. 

Based on the broad literature review of different formate spectra in section 3.4 and the observed range 

for the different normal modes associated with bridging formate ions, we concur that Cannon's 

assignment is a reasonable candidate for the first band group. However, it does not account for the 

second group of bands denoted with ν#. 

As evident from Figure 56 F and the trends of the band positions shown in 

Figure 58 H, the mixed metal complexes, incidentally those with the strongest 

observed ν# bands,  simultaneously stand out by slightly red-shifted position of the 

ν(COO)as bands and a blue shift of the ν# mode relative to the common trend. This slight shift of 

adjacent bands and strong changes in their relative band strengths is a telltale sign for Fermi 

resonances. 

We can only make guesses at the nature of the band in apparent Fermi resonance with at least some 

of the ν(COO)as modes. The asymmetric carboxylate modes here are slightly split, as witnessed by the 

bi- and mono pyridine complexes in section 6.2.1.2, due to the symmetry breaking caused by the 

presence of the heterometal. This shifting of bands only happens for modes involving formates 

bonding to the heterometal, exaggerating the degeneracy breaking in this subgroup of carboxylate 

modes. Since Fermi resonances are highly sensitive to the exact nature and position of the interacting 

bands as shown in section 3.2, Figure 18, it is not difficult to hypothesize that only some of the 

observed bands are of the appropriate band position and symmetry to effectively be in Fermi 

resonance. As to the nature of the second component participating in the Fermi resonance, it is around 

100 cm-1 above the ν# band. 

At around 150 cm-1, the first skeletal vibrations, involving the M3O core of the fully coordinated 

formates, are observed16, additional δ(OMO) modes are seen at around 230 cm-1 and 283 cm-1, 

the latter could perhaps create a combination band with the symmetric carboxylate stretch vibration. 
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Figure 52 C Pyridine ligand induced changes in the IRMPD spectra of [CrnFe3-nO(Fo)6(Py)m]+ and 
[CrnFe3-nO(OAc)6(Py)m]+ complexes with n = 2 and 3, m = 0 - 3, cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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Involving a skeletal mode into this set of interacting bands would fit into the observation of similar 

core fragmentation patterns in the cumulative fragmentation yields, plotted in 

Figure 51 B and Figure 52 C. In any case, this assignment is only conjecture at this 

point and would necessitate additional experiments; similar to the combination bands 

observed in the CH stretch modes, as discussed in section 7.1. 

In upcoming two-color experiments, we would have the option to pump IR energy into one of the 

hypothesized components of the combination band, and observe the probe response of the band. It 

would be interesting to see if we can observe an increase or decrease in the strength of the combination 

band when scanning the probe laser over its wavelength. 

An alternative explanation, in line with the arguments from Palacios et al.17, would be partial 

dissociation of the bare complex. This changes both the environment of the formates coordinating to 

a specific metal center and introduces a new, easily dissociated chromophore of the ν(C=O) of a 

monodentate formate without water bonding to it, which would be expected at or above 1700 cm-1, 

as shown in section 8.1. 

6.2.2 Acetate Bridged Complexes 

It gets consecutively more difficult to measure the bare or undercoordinated complexes with 

successive chromium count in our acetate species. This explains the lack of those 

spectra in Figure 51 B and Figure 52 C. Those complexes are very eager to bind to 

any trace water molecules still present in the quadrupole ion trap, especially at the 

prolonged trapping times necessary for achieving sufficient fragmentation efficiencies, by using several 

laser pulses (section 5.4.4). This water coordination can influence the resulting IRMPD spectrum quite 

strongly, as is shown for mixed pyridine/water coordination in Figure 66. We observe both blue and 

red shifts with growing water count. We are proposing two explanations to that in section 8.1. In 

summary, the preferred explanation is partial hydrolysis of the carboxylate bridges. This explains why 

we struggled to measure IRMPD spectra of sufficient quality for the bare and single pyridine 

coordinated hetero- and homometallic chromium complexes. Therefore, spectra of all four metal 

combinations were obtained only for the bi- and tri pyridine coordinated complexes. 

A remedy for that is discussed in the outlook. There we suggest measurements in our FT-ICR 

instrument, at much improved vacuum pressures and at potentially colder temperatures, which 

reduces the partial pressure of water and improves spectral resolution. See section 9.2.2.1 for more 

details on that. 

6.2.2.1 Recapitulation of the Iron Acetate Spectra 

To summarize, the iron acetate spectra (Figure 52 C, bottom left; Figure 42) are a good archetypical 

example on the bands we generally observe in the CO spectral region. As is typical for the carboxylate 
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spectra, shown in chapter 3, they are dominated by the two CO bands; the symmetric COO stretch 

vibration at around 1400 cm-1, and the asymmetric COO stretch at around 1600 cm-1. Additional 

bands appear with additional chromophors introduced either by the carboxylate bridging ligand, e.g. 

the CH or CH3 bend modes of formate or acetate, or the CH bend modes of axial pyridine ligands, 

which are coincidental with the asymmetric COO mode of the acetates. 

Those additional chromophors don’t show a strong wavelength dependence on the presence of other 

ligands. Often, they are relatively weak and depend on the complex to have both a high number of 

chromophors, and relatively low energy fragmentation pathways available. This is usually the single 

cleavage of the first axial pyridine. On the other hand, the carboxylate vibrations show a very strong 

absorption and couple to a number of fragmentation channels. Sufficient laser fluence can cause 

successive pyridine cleavage; in extreme cases even the dissociation of bridging ligands. 

Often the IRMPD spectrum of those bands reaches saturation, with complete fragmentation of the 

parent mass at the available laser fluence. This usually occurs when tuning the system to maximum 

fragmentation to best detect weak bands. As discussed in our paper1 reprinted in chapter 10, the 

spectra follow a trend of increased band splitting Δν upon increased pyridine coordination. 

In chapter 5, we observe that the fragmentation channel appearance wavelengths approximate the IR 

spectrum of the respective fragment species, albeit with a slightly higher Δν, shifted towards the band 

position of the respective parent ion. 

This strongly hints at a successive fragmentation mechanism, with leftover energy and incomplete 

annealing of the complex structure to a thermal equilibrium in between each consecutive 

fragmentation step. 

6.2.2.2 Tri Pyridine Coordinated Acetate Complex Spectra 

The total IRMPD yield of all tri- pyridine coordinated acetate species can be found in 

Figure 53 D, bottom graph. Comparing the homometallic cases Fe3 to Cr3, we see a number 

of changes in the spectrum. The considerable auto fragmentation of iron acetate (black) and 

also the CrFe2 (red) case is almost nonexistent for chromium acetate (blue) and Cr2Fe (green). 

The asymmetric ν(COO)as vibration band of CrFe2 is very wide, hinting at a very strong bond of the 

single chromium metal center on the acetate bridging ligands. There are two types of distinct bridging 

ligand binding motifs of acetate in this complex: one with two ligands exclusively bonding to iron, and 

the other with four ligands bonding to both a chromium and iron center. This asymmetric binding 

motif seems to couple strongly to the fragmentation channels available. 

The symmetric δ(CH3) bend vibration at around 1350 cm-1 is barely visible in the Cr3 complex, 

probably due to the stronger bonds and more compact nature of the complex, as is apparent from the 

geometry trends discussed in section 4.5 and CID measurements in chapter 5.3. 
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The calculations and literature spectra also locate another asymmetric δ(CH3) bend vibration at around 

1425 cm-1
. However, this mode is not observed, neither at higher laser power nor at low power, as can 

be seen in the appendix in Figure 87 ff. This mode seems to have very bad energy transfer to the 

available fragmentation channels. Even if it were weakly active in the IRMPD spectrum by itself, at 

the necessary higher laser power it would be overlapped by the broad symmetric carboxylate stretch 

mode adjacent to it. We perhaps see it in Figure 51 B, bottom left graph, as a weak shoulder 

or asymmetry for the iron acetate at around 1400 cm-1. If present at all, it only impacts the 

first fragment trace; single pyridine cleavage. Just like the other CH bend modes, it does not 

register on successive fragmentation traces. 

On the other hand, the asymmetric δ(CH3) bend vibration at around 1490 cm-1 in the chromium 

acetate is even more pronounced and is blue-shifted by about 5 cm-1, as compared to the iron acetate. 

This blue shift and slight increase in band activity is also seen for the heterometallic case in the 

spectrum of CrFe2 and Cr2Fe, although the general fragmentation efficiency is relatively low there. 

In the CrFe2 trace (red) in Figure 53 D, bottom graph, we might even be able to see two 

distinct δ(CH3)as bands, but the left band is hard to differentiate from residual fragmentation 

in between the two adjacent high intensity bands. In the gaussian fits shown in Figure 57 G, 

we did not explicitly use a separate gaussian to fit that band. The results of the fits are listed 

in Table 31 in the appendix. 

Considering the cumulative IRMPD yields, chromium acetate (Figure 52 C, bottom right) 

shows a stronger CO band splitting and some general blue shift, but it very much mirrors the 

behavior of the homometallic iron species. Again, the Py3 species shows successive pyridine 

cleavage, with little band shifting in the symmetric CO band at about 1460 cm-1 and considerable red 

shift for the successive fragment species, albeit with slightly increased water coordination compared 

to the iron case.

6.2.2.3 Bi- and Mono- Pyridine Coordinated Acetate Complex Spectra 

The bi-pyridine series in Figure 53 B, in the second graph from the bottom, is similar to the 

tri-pyridine case at a first glance, but reveals a few key differences at a closer look. It is the 

only acetate complex series where the hom/het L isomer distinction in the heterometallic 

species (as defined in section 1.2.1) has to be considered. This will be discussed specifically in tandem 

with the formate cases in section 6.3. Unfortunately, the band splitting differences in the asymmetric 

ν(COO)as vibration modes predicted by our calculations (detailed in Figure 54 E) are not 

distinct enough to easily discern between the different isomers, at least at the conditions of 

our experiment. 
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Figure 53 D Pyridine ligand and metal exchange induced changes in the IRMPD spectra of the 
[CrnFe3-nO(OAc)6(Py)m]+ complexes with n, m = 0 - 3, cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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However, a few general observations can still be made. The symmetric ν(COOs) vibration modes for 

the heterometallic species are surprisingly sharp and even less shifted in respect to each other than 

usual. This might be the case because of the combination of two factors. The theoretically more 

favorable isomer for both species would be the one with the highest number of pyridine 

ligands bound to a chromium metal center, hence leading to the het-L case for CrFe2 and 

hom-L for Cr2Fe as shown in Figure 54 E. 

Contrary to that, a number of observations all hint at a slightly more complicated picture: the 

surprisingly similar CID dissociation energy, the trends in the band shape with longer trap times and 

multiple laser shots (as seen in Figure 76 and Figure 77), and the band position similarity. The 

energetically disfavored isomers still seem to be populated as well, at least at longer trap times and 

under multiple laser shot conditions. It might be assumed, that for the less stiff and weaker bound 

acetate complexes, an interconversion between isomers might be possible. In CID experiments not 

included in this thesis, we have seen tantalizing hints at possible interconversions, but the results have 

not been easy to interpret and would need further efforts to clear up. 

If we assume the presence of iron coordinated pyridine species for both heterometallic acetates, with 

pyridine being most readily dissociated from that metal center, the very similar IRMPD spectrum 

could be explained. In both cases, the most active chromophore would be an acetate ligand bridging 

an iron and chromium metal center. The fragmentation channel activated by that would be the 

dissociation of the pyridine from the neighboring iron center. This would also match the similar 

ν(COO)s band positions for the hom-L case for CrFe2 and het-L for Cr2Fe, as compared to the 

predicted wavelengths for the respective isomers. 

6.2.2.4 Bare Acetate Complex Spectra 

We only manage to obtain spectra of the acetate metal core without terminal ligands for the Fe3 and 

CrFe2 acetates. The iron acetate spectra very much lines up with expectations, as discussed in 

section 5.4.3.  On the other hand, the CrFe2 acetate is more similar to the formate spectra. The 

fragmentation efficiency is extremely low, so when plotted in graphs scaled for the other complexes, 

only the semilogarithmic plot shows any details, as can be seen in Figure 57 G. The high red shift of 

the asymmetric carboxylate stretch mode from its expected position, which can be seen in 

Figure 58 H, is probably due to a Fermi resonance, as discussed in section 6.2.1.3. The second 

component of that resonance could be the band blue-shifted to 1660 cm-1. The same argument as in 

the bare formate case probably applies here as well, like we argued in section 6.2.1.3. 
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6.3 Tentative Assignment of  the hom/het Ligand/Hole Isomers of  Partially 

Coordinated Mixed Metal Complexes 

As introduced in section 1.2.1, Figure 5, non-saturated heterotrimetallic complexes like 

MnM’3-nO(B)6Lm with m, n = 1, 2, display two types of regio-isomerism, which we dubbed het/hom 

L/H for heterogenous/homogenous ligand/hole coordination patterns. The respective hom isomer 

has the occupied (L, ligand) or unoccupied (H, hole) axial binding site at the same metal and the het 

isomer has them at dissimilar metals. 

Typically, different metals have different bond strengths to the axial ligands. This is further modified 

by the bridging ligands and axial ligands influence. In general, the different isomers should still show 

a preference to the stronger binding metal, in our case of iron and chromium, pyridine-chromium 

bonds are preferred. This has been shown in the CID results, as discussed in chapter 5.3.1,  

in Figure 35 and Figure 34 and the geometry trends in the pyridine metal bond shown in section 4.4 

in Figure 27.

While this energy difference should favor a specific isomer by approximately 40 kJ/mol or less, it is 

considerably lower than the total bond breaking energy necessary for cleaving a typical first-of-three 

pyridine metal bond, with energies of 150 - 190 kJ/mol for the formates and 150 - 170 kJ/mol for the 

acetates (see Figure 36). Under typical bond cleavage conditions there is more than enough energy 

present to overcome this isomer energy difference. If such a process was possible, it could 

hypothetically enable a dynamic process where the complex has enough energy to move the pyridine 

over any transition states to the respectively less stable isomer. This isomer in turn would require less 

energy to undergo fragmentation. This could act like a virtual catalyst by offering a lower energy path 

of stepwise isomer interconversion and then ligand bond cleavage from the weaker coordinating 

metal, especially under long trapping times and multiple laser shot conditions. 

Furthermore, in preliminary efforts together with Jonas Krüger, not included in this thesis, we saw 

hints in CID spectra that the ratio of the different isomers can depend on the history of the complex. 

Although the reaction product might be of different stability, pyridine coordination in solution is a 

random process, presumably leading to a stochastic ratio of the different regioisomers. The isomer 

ratio, as measured by CID, by isolating the CrnFe3-nO(B)6Pym, m, n = 1, 2 species straight out of 

solution, is different than when creating the complexes by collisional excitation of a higher coordinated 

m = x+1 species to create the desired m = x species. We recommend careful further studies in a better 

controlled environment. This would ideally be under temperature control, to exploit the better 

resolution at those conditions and possibly with a second laser pulse of a different color, to selectively 

pump energy in a specific isomer. 

In Figure 54 E, bottom row, the cumulative IRMPD spectra of the bi-pyridine coordinated 

heterometallic acetates are plotted. In trap water coordination made taking spectra of the 

mono-pyridine species difficult, no data of sufficient quality is available yet. 
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The two bands we do observe, already discussed in 6.2.2.3, are relatively narrow for the ν(COO)s 

vibration at ~1450 cm-1 but the ν(COO)as is just as wide as seen in the homometallic spectra. This can 

either be natural band broadening or because the sum spectra of both possible isomers are 

contributing. To disambiguate this, IRMPD spectra under cold conditions with improved spectral 

resolution would help. 

If we take the observation from the CID spectra, CrFe2 exists as an 80/20 mix of pyridine coordinated 

to an iron position as compared to chromium coordinated pyridine. Unfortunately, this is difficult to 

uniquely attribute to the existence of the hom-L species, as the more stable het-L species has a strong 

energetic preference for the weaker Fe-Py bond to be broken first. Still, the broad, unresolved nature 

of the ν(COO)as bands might suggest at least some part of the energetically disfavored isomer to be 

present. 

On the other hand, the formate species are a bit easier to discuss, as the spectra are much more defined 

here. The simpler, stiffer complex displays less thermal band broadening, also the energy difference 

between isomers is slightly higher, maybe leading to a clearer distribution. 

For the bi pyridine coordinated case this is also supported by the CID spectra, showing a first 

fragmentation in the case of CrFe2 almost identical in energy to Fe3, hinting at a strong preference for 

bond cleavage from iron. This observation alone cannot differentiate between the hom or het-L case. 

Cr2Fe on the other hand is a bit simpler. Its first CID fragmentation channel is very similar in its 

fragmentation behavior to the Cr3 species, the second fragmentation matches that of mono-pyridine 

Cr3. This hints at a strong preference for the hom-L isomer. The IRMPD spectrum for the bi pyridine 

coordinated complex of CrFe2 shows a slightly split ν(COO)as mode, matching at least a situation 

where a good part of the energetically favored het-L isomer being present in the ion population. The 

presence of some of the disfavored isomer cannot be excluded by the band shape, but would only 

give a small contribution. 

Cr2Fe with two pyridine ligands on the other hand is not as obvious. We see a triplet of bands for the 

ν(COO)as modes. The first band at 1620 cm-1 might be slightly boosted by overlapping with the 

δ(Py-CH) bend mode, but the split in the other two bands speaks for at least some meaningful 

contribution of the het-L isomer. Here again it will be interesting to investigate further, especially by 

selectively creating the hom-L isomer from the tri-pyridine. The CID spectrum suggests this should 

be relatively easy, as the Cr2Fe Py3 species selectively cleaves pyridine from the Fe position species 

when only applying a low fragmentation energy. This should favor the more stable isomer to be 

formed as the dominant fragmentation product. 

For mono pyridine coordinated formates both spectra look quite similar, a not clearly resolved triplet 

of bands, each hinting at a mix of both isomers being present, but the resolution is not sufficient to 

determine the exact ratio. Here again, better resolved spectra at lower temperatures would be helpful. 
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Figure 54 E hom/het-H and hom/het-L predicted and measured IRMPD/IR spectra of all heterometallic 
CrnFe3-n species of all measured formate and acetate bridged complexes for n = 1, 2, cumulative fragment trace 
labels in m/z. 
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6.4 Trends in the Symmetric and Asymmetric COO Carboxylate Stretch 
Modes 

The qualitative discussion of the bands observed in the COO stretch mode region in the previous 

chapters is only one half of the story. As introduced in chapter 3; on the spectra of the formates and 

acetates in isolation, on surfaces and on metal complexes, and as mono- and bidentate ligands; the 

band splitting Δν = ν(COO)as - ν(COO)as and the specific band shifts for both carboxylate bands are 

important factors in categorizing the properties of the carboxylate and its bonding situation. 

To be able to do a quantitative comparison of the bands and their ligand and metal induced shifts, we 

need to specify the band position in a reproducible way. We therefore fitted all spectra with a series 

of gaussian fit functions. The used fits can be seen in a semilogarithmic plot in 

Figure 56 F and Figure 57 G. We chose to apply some assumptions and 

simplifications. Especially for the formate spectra the whole band assigned to the 

symmetric and asymmetric COO stretch modes respectively, was fitted with a single gaussian function. 

Fitting separate fit functions to the band splitting by the different metal to bridging ligand bonds and 

the achieved spectral resolution would greatly complicate the discussion and a clear disambiguation is 

not always straightforward or even possible. For the formate spectra especially, this introduces a 

certain ambiguity, as we bunched all ν(COO)as bands of the different bridging modes into the same 

gaussian function, only deconvoluting the part assigned to the pyridine bend modes. This of course 

oversimplifies the situation. Occasionally the band shape of the somewhat resolved ν(COO)as bands 

also displays a poor fit with a gaussian function. 

Where there is a shoulder clearly belonging to a different chromophore, we tried to approximate that 

by a separate gaussian, in some cases this introduces a bit of variability. For example, deconvoluting 

the ν(COO)as bands and the δ(Py-CH) bend mode is not always easily possible. While it is distinctly 

visible for at least the highly coordinated formate species, cases like the iron formates (see Figure) 

necessitated a somewhat arbitrary weighting of how much band intensity should be assigned to this 

band. 

Keep this in mind when judging the resulting band shifts. Refer to Figure 56 for the fitted 

formate spectra in a semilogarithmic plot and Table 30 for a list of the formate peak positions 

Figure 58 H is based on. 

Here the fully coordinated formates with three pyridine ligands show a very linear dependence on the 

metal variation, as necessarily all terminal positions are occupied and no directing influence of the 

metal pyridine bond strength can be exerted. The total effect of the metal combination is therefore 

averaged over all bridging ligand positions. 
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Figure 55 Gaussian curve fits of the IRMPD spectra in the CO region of the [FenCr3-nO(OAc/Fo)6Pym]+ 
complexes with n, m = 0, 1, 2, 3 species. 

This changes for the doubly pyridine coordinated formates. Suddenly the hom/het L isomers are 

energetically distinct, as the Cr-Py bond is stronger and therefore favored. This leads to isomers with 

formates overwhelmingly in bridging position between a chromium with a pyridine and an 

iron without, as can be concluded from the isomer structures shown in Figure 54 E. 

The mono pyridine coordinated and bare formates are somewhat red shifted for the heterometallic 

complexes relative to the expected position based on a linear extrapolation of the homometallic 

formates. 
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Figure 56 F Gaussian curve fits of the IRMPD spectra shown in a semilogarithmic scale in the CO region of 
the [FenCr3-nO(Fo)6Pym]+ complexes with n, m =0, 1, 2, 3 species. Refer to Table 31 for the formate band 
positions determined by the fits. 
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Figure 57 G Gaussian curve fits of the IRMPD spectra shown in a semilogarithmic scale in the CO region of 
the [FenCr3-nO(OAc)6Pym]+ complexes with n, m = 0, 1, 2, 3 species. Refer to Figure 106 for all Gaussian fits 
and Table 31 for the acetate band positions determined by the fits. 
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This is discussed for the bare formate spectra in section 6.2.1.3: the n = 0, m = 1, 2 asymmetric COO 

stretch modes are especially shifted to the red, presumably because of a Fermi resonance with a band 

slightly above, which could be a combination band of a OMO bend mode and the symmetric COO 

stretch. This remains to be corroborated. 

In the case of the acetates, we often had several spectra taken at multiple laser powers and shot counts, 

we fitted all available spectra and took an average of the resulting band positions, this averaged out 

some small random spread of the resulting band positions. These fits are shown in Figure 106, with 

the cumulative sum of all gaussian fit, Table 31 for the acetate band positions and Table 32 for the 

averaged band positions. For the acetates we had fewer data points to follow the trends, all metal 

variations are only available for the bi and tri pyridine coordinated acetates. Interestingly while the tri 

pyridine species again show an almost linear dependence on the metal variations, as discussed above 

for the formates, the bi pyridine coordinated acetates are a bit more interesting. 

The two heterometallic acetates with two pyridine ligands appear at almost exactly the same band 

positions, differently from the behavior seen in the formates. While it is not explicitly apparent from 

the band shapes, their broad appearance, as discussed in section 6.3, could speak for an hom het-L 

isomer mixture. This may be due to a lower interconversion transition barrier or a stochastic isomer 

mix originating from the solution, which survives ESI ionization and transfer into the Paul trap. This 

would help motivate the almost identical peak position. 

For carboxylates, the band split between the symmetric and asymmetric COO stretch vibrations is a 

common diagnostic value to characterize the binding motif of the carboxylate group; free, mono- and 

bidentate. In section 3 we gave some background on that. A selection of band positions and 

the associated band splits of a number of carboxylate species from the literature has been 

plotted into Figure 58 H. 

Similar as seen in the trends in the observed band position of the species discussed in this thesis, the 

symmetric COO stretch mode is relatively insensitive to the environment of the carboxylate group, 

safe for Br3OAc- 18. Still, the free or solvated acetate and formate anions are redshifted in comparison 

to metal coordinated carboxylates. The asymmetric COO stretch mode is much more sensitive to 

changes in its bonding partners. Especially the halogenated basic acetates are far blue shifted, especially 

for M3O(F3OAc)6
19 with M = Cr, Mn and the aforementioned Br3OAc-18. 

These shifts and of course the absence of CH modes in those complexes might be good candidates 

to study the nature of the broad feature at below 3000 cm-1 from chapter 7. The band positions of our 

set of species are observed very close to the band positions of the respective similar basic carboxylate 

complexes from literature and especially for the bare complexes, almost similar to the bare or solvated 

carboxylate ion. It seems like our complexes are a good tunable facsimile of different metal surfaces, 

perhaps they can serve as model systems for the behavior of carboxylates on metal surfaces. 
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Figure 58 H Trends of ν(COO)s, ν(COO)as and Δν. The literature references refer to Table 28 for the 
formate and Table 29 for the acetate species. The peaks are fitted with a gaussian function as shown in 
Figure 56 F and Figure 106. 
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6.5 Hints to Cooperative Effects in the Band Splitting of  the Symmetric and 
Asymmetric Carboxylate Vibrations 

The different CrnFe3-nO(B)6Pym; m, n = 0 - 3 complexes with the bridging ligand B = formate 

or acetate; each show different trends in the carboxylate band positions and band splitting. 

This can be seen clearly in Figure 58 H. The differential many body cooperativity (DMBC) 

formalism (defined in section 2.7) requires a single value or property to track with consecutive 

metal/moiety exchange to be able to quantify the cooperative effect. The band splitting of the 

carboxylate stretch vibrations is one of the properties that can be put into the formalism. We have 

done so, as detailed in Table 33 and Table 34 (appendix), and are showing the results in Table 2 and 
Table 3.  

The results mirror the DMBC observations made already in section 4.7, based on the total electronic 

energy from DFT calculations. The three-body term change that is induced by changing the pyridine 

ligands is relatively small at only 2 cm-1. Such small terms are observed in systems where the points of 

change are widely separated and only interact indirectly with each other. For an iron to chromium 

exchange in the bare formates, the effect is almost five times bigger, as the metals are in close proximity 

and can therefore interact strongly. Interestingly, the fully coordinated tri-pyridine species for both 

formate and acetate behave quite differently. The formates only show a very small, almost vanishing, 

three-body term and the acetates display a much bigger effect of over 8 cm-1. It is conceivable, that 

for the formates the interaction of the other metal centers with the changed metal and the changes 

induced in the pyridine bond on that metal accidentally cancel out. 

Still, to our knowledge, this is the first time that this formalism has been applied to a characteristic 

change in the experimental spectra of a bimetallic trinuclear system with systematic metal exchange. 

The comparison with further systems will help with interpreting the results in a more systematic 

fashion. Please see the outlook section 9.2.6 on the Pd acetate system20 as a potential candidate. 

Table 2 DMBC values for the band splitting Δν for successive Fe to Cr metal or no ligand to pyridine ligand 
exchanges/coordination as determined by the DMBC formalism (see section 2.7), for details see Table 33. 

DMBC; changes, species Δν1 Δν2 Δν3 
Fe -> Cr, bare Formate -2.9 24.0 -11.8 
Fe -> Cr, Py3 Formate 9.1 1.1 -0.8 
Fe -> Cr, Py3 Acetate 17.5 -13.2 8.3 
no Py -> 3 Py, Acetate, Fe3 30.1 -2.8 -2.0 
no Py -> 3 Py, Formate, Fe3 -8.3 4.6 2.0 

Table 3 DMBC values for the band splitting Δν for successive Cr to Fe metal or pyridine ligand to no ligand 
exchanges/coordination in reverse order relative to Table 2 as determined by the DMBC formalism (see 
section 2.7), for details see Table 34. 

reverse DMBC; changes, species Δν1 Δν2 Δν3 
Cr -> Fe, bare Formate -9.4 -11.5 11.8 
Cr -> Fe, Py3 Formate -8.9 -1.3 0.8 
Cr -> Fe Py3 Acetate -16.1 11.8 -8.3 
3 Py -> no Py Acetate, Fe3 -18.3 -8.9 2.0 
3 Py -> no Py, Formate, Fe3 -7.0 10.7 -2.0 
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7 Anharmonicity in the CH Stretch Modes of  Acetate and 
Formate Pyridine Complexes 

7.1 Formate Complexes in the Mid IR, a Curious Case 

As introduced in the literary review on carboxylate IR spectra in chapter 3, the formate group exhibits 

a number of different anharmonic behaviors such as Fermi resonances, overtones, and combination 

bands. This behavior is not only present in the spectra of the free formate ion1,2 (section 3.4), but also 

persists in solution, in crystal lattices, for surface bound formate ions (section 3.4.1), and also for 

formate metal complexes. Following the trends through this progression of different environments 

(section 3.4.2) helps us to understand the spectra presented here. Max Luczak also helped with some 

of the experimental efforts presented here, as part of his current master thesis. 

At least two examples of anharmonic behavior become evident: the apparent band doubling of the 

CH stretch vibration, and a combination band slightly above 3000 cm-1. 

The band positions of this doublet and other important bands were approximated by a series of 

gaussian curves fitted to their peak shape. The extracted positions are shown both as connected dots 

in Figure 59, and their values are given directly next to the data points. 

As visualized in Figure 59, the peak positions of the doublet of bands between 2875 and 2965 cm-1 

shift at about 7 cm-1 for each consecutive Fe to Cr exchange, with an almost constant but slightly 

decreasing offset of around 67 cm-1. 

Although the absolute peak position and the anharmonic peaks are not well approximated by our 

DFT calculations, the shift of the ν(CH) bands is pretty well predicted there. This mismatch between 

the harmonic prediction of the band position and the observed location is taken into account by an 

intentional shift in the shown spectral window. The x axis of the predicted IR spectra is shifted by 

100 cm-1 while the interval width is kept constant. This choice is made to keep the observed and 

predicted bands somewhat aligned with each other, while not introducing additional scaling factors, 

besides the universally applied factor of 0.986, as motivated in section 4.3. This makes it easier to see 

the systematic mismatch of the harmonic predictions with the actual spectrum. 

Building on this pretty empirical description, the nature of this doublet can now be investigated. It 

seems apparent that there seems to be a pretty strong correlation throughout the spectra. As already 

shown in Figure 20, the CH stretching modes that are predicted and observed with a pretty strong 

band strength, often couple with bands of the correct type. These bands need to be close enough in 

wavelength to interact with them. It will be very important to complete the formate set of spectra with 

measurements of the deuterated formate complexes; as to further supplement evidence to confirm 

the identity of the broad bands in the 2800 - 3000 cm-1 range. 
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Figure 59 IRMPD spectra of formate [CrnFe3-nO(Fo)6(Py)3]+ complexes, with n = 0 - 3, in the CH spectral 
region, with gaussian fit curves and their peak positions plotted, also the sum of ν(COO)s + ν(COO)as are 
shown, as taken from Figure 61, section 6.4. Cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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As the literature review of formate IR signatures in chapter 3 shows, the different vibrational modes 

react very differently on the changing environment encountered by a formate ion in isolation, in 

solution, in salt crystals, on surfaces, and on complexes. This is shown in more detail in the lower half 

of Figure 61. Coordination of the formate ion to massive bonding partners lead to a reordering of the 

different formate modes; as seen with heavy metals, metal surfaces, as well as multimetallic complexes. 

The strongest reaction to the change in environment is shown by the CH stretch mode. When the 

formate is interacting with sufficiently heavy partners, this mode blue-shifts considerably. The bend 

mode and its overtone do not react quite as strongly compared to the stretch mode, although a 

moderate blue-shift is also observed. This moves the position of the CH stretch relative to the CH 

bend mode and other modes, so that the ordering is inverted. 

When the formate ion is interacting with heavy metal ions, for example actinides such as thorium3-5, 

rare earth elements like yttrium6,7, or on metal surfaces8-10, the CH stretch mode is strongly blue-

shifted. It now becomes more likely to interact with the combination mode of the asymmetric COO 

stretch mode at about 1600 cm-1 combined with the CH in plane bend mode at around 1350 cm-1. 

This observation is discussed in depth in section 3.4.2. 

In tri-metallic complexes like basic iron11 or chromium formate, the first overtone of the CH in plane 

bend mode is too low in wavenumber to account for the Fermi resonance band observed here. 

Therefore, the mode in Fermi resonance with the CH band is proposed to be the aforementioned 

combination band of ν(COO)as + δ(CH)ip, leading to the pair of bands at about 2890 and 2960 cm-1. 

Unfortunately, we cannot independently verify the position of the δ(CH)ip mode ourselves. In the 

spectra shown in this thesis, it either overlaps with the symmetric ν(COO)s mode or has insufficient 

energy transfer into the available fragmentation modes to be observed directly. An important test 

would be a deuteration experiment, by synthesizing the deutero-formate complexes. This is very high 

on the list of experiments for the near future, as discussed in the outlook, section 9.2.1. 

A simple disappearance of both bands will not be sufficient proof for this band assignment, as the 

CD stretch mode might shift to the blind area of our IR laser system at around 2000 cm-1. In this 

spectral region, neither the idler nor the far mode of our OPO/OPA laser system provides sufficient 

laser power, as seen in the laser power curve in Figure 7. Without the relatively strong CH absorber 

nearby to add band strength, the combination mode on its own might not be strong enough to still 

be visible. An appearance of a line pair near the expected CD mode position would give credence to 

the CH ν + 2δ hypothesis, as both should be influenced by the isotopomerization in a similar fashion. 

This could be achieved by using another tunable IR source or spectroscopic method, like KBr disk 

FT-IR or ATR IR.  As a side note, a third band often appears between the two main bands of this 

doublet. It seems to shift relative to the two main bands and primarily shows IRMPD activity in the 

fragment mass trace assigned to pyridine cleavage. It has not been identified so far. 
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Figure 60 Semi-logarithmic plot of the CH region IRMPD spectra of [CrmFe3-mO(Fo)6(Py)n]+ with n = 0 - 3 
and m = 1 - 3, with the sum of ν(COO)s + ν(COO)as plotted, as taken from Figure 61. 
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The next unexpected feature is the series of bands between 3018 and 3043 cm-1, as shown for the tri-

pyridine complexes in Figure 59, and additionally for the bi- and mono-pyridine coordinated formates 

in Figure 60. For the assignment of this band, the free formate anion12,13 provides the relevant analogy 

as well. 

In the free formate ion, a faint band is assigned1,2 to the combination mode of both the symmetric 

and asymmetric carboxylate stretch mode. The sum of the experimental values we obtained for those 

modes, as derived by the gaussian fits given in Figure 56 F and Figure 57 G, fits the 

observed band positions exceedingly well. This can be seen by the impressive overlap 

of both line graphs superimposed on each other in Figure 59. The peaks of this band 

even match the observed band splitting of the heterometallic CrFe2 and Cr2Fe formate 

complexes with three pyridine ligands, as shown in Figure 50 A.  

The series of the sums of the carboxylates stretch modes continues to match the bi- and mono-

pyridine coordinated formates. They still show increasingly faint matching bands of pyridine 

fragmentation in the Fe3 CrFe2 and Cr2Fe spectra, as seen in the middle and left column of graphs in 

Figure 60. 

To additionally complicate the situation, between 2800 and 3000 cm-1, a broad set of bands is observed 

which exhibits a peculiar pattern of fragmentation channels. This has already been noted in the method 

section on the example of iron acetate, as shown in Figure 44 in section 5.5. So far, the nature of this 

band has not been possible to narrow down. It is characterized by broad areas of fragmentation 

patterns that correspond to mass spectra markedly different from the one known from successive 

ligand cleavage; as seen in the introduction to fragmentation mass spectrometry (Figure 33, 

section 5.2), and the CID measurements (section 5.3). 

These bands also occur in the acetates, as becomes apparent from Figure 62 and Figure 63 

(section 7.2). Their possible origins are discussed there as well. Upon the metal exchange, they shift 

slightly, but in general they are surprisingly resilient to changes of the terminal ligand or the end group 

(H vs. CH3) of the bridging carboxylate. This can best be seen in Figure 60, Figure 63, and Figure 62. 

This has already puzzled us in the iron acetate spectra discussed in section 5.5. 

Lastly, as shown in Figure 61 and Figure 60, we observe three well resolved peaks of the axial pyridine 

ligands (3080 - 3130 cm-1), similar to those in Figure 44. They match the DFT calculations, which 

predict a triplet of bands, as well as the IR spectra of isolated pyridine14 that display a corresponding 

series of bands in this spectral range, as we have introduced in section 3.6. Furthermore, for the acetate 

complexes, we verified their identity with deuteration experiments, as can be seen in Figure 63 and 

Figure 86 in the appendix. Besides this band triplet, we see two satellite peaks at around 3050 and 

3160 cm-1, unless they are overlapped by other bands. Due to better fragmentation efficiencies and 

less interference of the acetate CH spectra in that spectral region, these will be discussed in section 7.2. 
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Figure 61 Top: The trends of the formate 2ν(COO)s and 2ν(COO)as as well as (ν(COO)s + ν(COO)as), based 
on the experimental values determined in Figure 58 H. Bottom: Detailed view of CH stretch vibration region 
and other overtones and combination bands found in the literature, as given in Figure 20, for all values and 
sources refer to Table 26 and Table 27. 
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7.2 Acetate Complexes in the Mid IR, the Puzzle Continues 

The acetate IRMPD spectra in the spectral range between 2800 to 3200 cm-1, also called idler, are 

similarly challenging to interpret. This applies for the homo- and the heterometallic basic acetate 

complexes of iron and chromium with axial pyridine ligands as well as previously for the formates. 

Even though this spectral range has much higher laser powers available than the CO region, 

fragmentation yields of the bands observed here are much lower than measured in the far IR range of 

the COO stretch modes. The available laser fluence of both spectral regions is shown in Figure 7, 

section 2.1. 

For some metals such as the homometallic chromium acetate (Figure 62) and cobalt acetate15,16, the 

only prominent bands visible in the region between 3040 and 3150 cm-1 are those of the pyridine 

ligands, with the most prominent peak at about 3100 cm-1. These bands exhibit only minor changes 

in band position with changing metal core15,16, or with different bridging ligands, such as formate 

(Figure 59). This matches very well with the discussion in the previous section. Only faint traces of 

the broad feature below 3000 cm-1 remain in the spectra of strongly coordinating metals. 

Of the three expected CH3 stretch modes, one symmetric and two asymmetric groups of stretches 

seen in the simulated spectrum shown in Figure 62, it is tempting to simply assign the CH3 modes to 

the broad feature between 2850 and 3000 cm-1. With only the iron acetate data to base our conclusions 

on, we have tentatively done that. Confer to section 3.2 of our paper17, reprinted in chapter 10. 

In the deuteration experiments shown in Figure 63 as well as the formate spectra in Figure 60, the 

feature is still present. As mentioned in section 5.5, the observed mass traces hint at fragmentation 

and an opening of the complex involving the metal core. This exposes a number of coordination sites 

to which water from the trap background can coordinate to. For example, this can be seen in the 

IRMPD spectrum (Figure 44) and the corresponding mass spectra (Figure 45) of iron acetate, as 

discussed in section 5.5. 

We still think the CH3 modes contribute to the fragmentation pattern here, especially to the feature at 

2940 cm-1 and also to the band at 2860 cm-1. This is a bit more apparent in the spectrum of iron acetate 

with 5 laser shots (Figure 63, fourth graph). The fragmentation pattern, especially for the strongest 

part of the feature at around 2940 cm-1, witnesses a baseline fragmentation level by the broad feature 

and additional energy added by IR absorption through the CH3 modes of the acetate methyl group. 

The same can be said about the weaker mode at around 2865 cm-1. The band width is considerably 

broader than is observed for the pyridine modes; probably caused by the higher flexibility of the 

methyl group (such as its almost unhindered rotation with a barrier of about 0.01 kJ/mol18,19), and the 

increased ion temperature by energy absorption through the additional broad mode present. 
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Figure 62 IRMPD spectra in the CH region of the [FenCr3-nO(OAc)6Py3]+ species. The sums of 
ν(COO)s + ν(COO)as are plotted, as taken from Figure 57, but no corresponding modes are found. 
Cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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Finally, the combination band of the symmetric and asymmetric COO stretch modes, that we 

prominently observed in the formate spectra, is absent or alternatively covered under the pyridine 

modes and too weak to be seen. The sum of the symmetric and asymmetric COO stretch modes, as 

determined in the gaussian fits shown in Figure 57, is plotted in Figure 62. At least in the spectra 

shown here, no corresponding combination modes are observed. Maybe two-color experiments could 

improve the band strength by additionally exciting one of the constituent modes of the suspected 

combination band. However, the existence of such a two-color effect would first have to be 

demonstrated in the formate example, where the combination band is naturally visible. 

The behavior of the iron acetate upon selective deuteration of the pyridine or acetate hydrogens is 

very interesting, as shown in Figure 63 and Figure 86. Deuteration of the pyridine ligand fully 

suppresses the bands associated with its Py-CH modes. Simultaneously, the auto fragmentation that 

causes a constant weak fragmentation signal is not present anymore; save the broad feature between 

2850 and 3000 cm-1, the baseline fragmentation is almost zero. This matches CID measurements 

(Figure 74) we have taken of deuterated pyridine on iron acetate, showing a higher stability of 

D5-pyridine coordinated to the same core complex. When fragmentation occurs, the fragment pattern 

is different, not matching the initial pyridine cleavage usually seen (Figure 33). This too points to a 

different chromophore coupling to different fragmentation channels. Here it could maybe interact 

with the unobserved overtone of the symmetric carboxylate stretch mode. This is not yet a satisfying 

assignment. 

In the inverse case, with deuterated D3-acetate, the pyridine associated modes reappear, but the broad 

feature also stays, almost unchanged. This is another strong indication that the CH3 modes alone 

cannot account for this spectral feature. We also measured the fully deuterated spectrum, but like the 

standard iron acetate spectrum measured that day (Figure 86, bottom left and right plot, in the 

appendix), the unsatisfactory adjustment of the laser lead to very different fragmentation behavior 

than usual. The results will have to be repeated, before reliable conclusions can be made. 

Interestingly, the heterometallic species (CrFe2 and Cr2Fe) give almost identical spectra to the iron 

acetate complex with deuterated acetate, without the CH3 stretch modes clearly impacting the 

fragmentation pattern, as is seen in the iron acetate case (Figure 63). For chromium acetate, only the 

pyridine CH stretch modes remain active, similar to the cobalt acetate spectra published previously16,20. 

The chromium complex is too stable to show fragmentation of the core, or too stiff to efficiently 

transfer energy to the terminal pyridine ligands. 

Overall, the broad feature found in all formate-, the heterometallic acetate-, as well as the partially 

deuterated iron acetate complexes, is still a challenge for our understanding of the spectra. The leading 

candidate would be some property that is common to all basic carboxylates; perhaps the interaction 

of the μ-oxo bridged metal triangle with the bridging ligand motion.  
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Figure 63 [Fe3O(OAc(D3OAc)6(Py/D5Py)3]+ in the CH region, together with a simulated IR spectrum 
(bottom graphs), cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 

This might be a combination of a δ(MOM) mode with the symmetric carboxylate stretch, as previously 

proposed for the hypothetical Fermi resonance with the asymmetric carboxylate stretch; both in the 

bare formates and the bare CrFe2 acetate. 

Another observation about this band, further strengthening the prevailing assumption that the CH3 

stretch modes are not the only significant part of this broad feature, are the spectra of the tri-, bi-

pyridine, and the bare acetate complexes shown in Figure 81, in the appendix. With fewer pyridine 

ligands, the fragmentation efficiency drops precipitously, to almost zero for the naked acetates.  

Still, the broad feature persists. 
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For the under- and unsaturated complexes, it even changes its pattern, matching even less to the 

predicted acetate pattern seen in the calculated spectra. This is not behavior normally expected from 

a CH3 chromophore, but rather matches that of a mode involving the metal core. Further experiments 

are planned to finally get a good identification of the second component contributing to this feature, 

as detailed in the outlook, section 9.2.2. 
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8 Other Ligands and Trivalent Metals: Water and Scandium 

8.1 Carboxylate Stretch Modes of  Chromium and Iron Water Complexes 

Fragmentation efficiency in the ν(COO)s/ν(COO)as modes of the acetate shows the opposite ratio to 

pyridine, with the symmetric bands resulting in a stronger fragmentation signal than the asymmetric 

modes. As seen in the right column of Figure 64 for the formates, the band strength ratios change 

strongly as well, with a weak symmetric band in the Fe3 complex and successively higher activities in 

the series towards the Cr3 species. The peak doubling specifically of the CrFe2 complex has already 

been observed for the respective bare formate (Figure 56). 

At the same time, with an opposite trend, the strong shoulder at 1570 cm-1 starts out as the dominant 

band in the Fe3 spectra and gets successively weaker towards the Cr3 complex. Cannon et al.1 also 

observe this band as a weak shoulder in their spectra, with it being almost absent in the Cr3 case; 

matching our data. They do not assign it to any specific molecular vibrational mode. Our DFT 

calculations predict the water bend mode at a slightly higher wavenumber, but with that assumption, 

it would be difficult to explain the strong core fragmentation observed in conjunction with these 

bands. This is not so easily explained with energy absorbed by an axial ligand, as previously seen for 

pyridine coordination. It might be possible that hydrogen back bonds of some water ligands can lead 

to a coupling with core modes. This does not match with the isomers considered in our calculations. 

The minimum energy structures found so far all have the water ligand coordinate to the metal using 

its free electron pairs of the oxygen, with the hydrogen pointing away from the complex. Additional 

calculations of further isomers might result in different minimum structures, especially some with 

hydrogen bonded water networks around the coordination sites, with hydrogen back bonding to the 

carboxylate oxygens. This is a case where a deuteration experiment, using heavy water, may also yield 

valuable experimental indication of the bonding situation. 

Another hint for the hypothesized water network are the spectra of mixed ligand complexes, with two 

terminal metal coordination sites already saturated with pyridine ligands (Figure 66). This presumably 

directs the water ligands to the one free metal. They still show similar behavior as is shown in the 

formates, with strong bands roughly 60 cm-1 below the asymmetric carboxylate stretch mode. This is 

most apparent for the species with two water molecules, also yielding the same general fragmentation 

pattern as seen in the formates. This even extends to a tri-pyridine species with three water molecules, 

leading to a weak band between 1550 and 1600 cm-1. Here, only the carboxylate oxygens offer good 

places for hydrogen bonds to attach. Again, more data is needed for a positive identification of the 

actual bonding situation. 

Iron acetate and other basic carboxylates are known for slow hydrolysis in solution2-5, with formates 

reacting even faster6-8, leading to a monodentate acetate and two water molecules bonding to the now 

coordinatively unsaturated iron center. One of these waters can potentially form a hydrogen bridge 

with the carboxylate ligand. Chromium centers are not typically known for this behavior. 
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Figure 64 IRMPD spectra in the CO region of the [FenCr3-nO(OAc)6(H2O)3]+, n = 0 - 3 species, cumulative 
fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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This is a second hypothesis to explain the striking change in the observed bands with the different 

metals. This applies for the formates and also for the mixed ligand acetate spectra in Figure 66. The 

originally very stable Cr3 acetate behaves as if it is much more susceptible to hydrolysis after two or 

three pyridines are coordinated to it. These pyridines elongate the metal cores to a more formate like 

structure, as can be seen from the geometry trends discussed in section 4.4. 

The relatively high susceptibility of the formates to hydrolysis is the reason we spray our water adduct 

species from ethanol, relying on trace water to form the water complexes, as explained in section 5.2. 

We know the pyridine ligands probably change the acetate bonding strength, just like we see in the 

CID measurements. Other pyridine bonds, and presumably other coordination bonds to the metal 

centers, are weakened and elongated upon successive pyridine coordination. The hydrolysis hypothesis 

also fits to the observed behavior of the formates and the fragmentation behavior displayed there (see 

Figure 64). The band splitting and intensity ratio for the suspected monodentate formate at around 

1600 cm-1 match the reported values9 for monodentate formate on surfaces, with the asymmetric 

stretch mode at 1610 cm-1. There a very weak symmetric mode is found, matching our observations. 

 
Figure 65 Ligand displacement reaction of MIL-10111. Structures represent reactant, transition state, and 
hydrolysis product clusters. Color scheme: gray, C; red, O; white, H; dark green, Cr; pink, F; Adapted with 
permission from Figure 1 of J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2009, 131, 43, 15834-15842, Copyright 2009, American 
Chemical Society12. 

Monodentate carboxylates in complexes have very low band splitting when they form a ‘pseudo 

bridged’ structure with a water molecule10. This is noted in section 3.4 and 6.2.1.3. For the Cr3 formate 

complex, as reported by Cannon et al.1, the ν(COO)as mode of monodentate formates is seen at around 

1570 cm-1, while bridging formates have them at 1644 cm-1. However, in Cannon’s case the formate 

in question is a terminal ligand and simultaneously the counter ion, with crystal water bonding to it. If 

this analogy holds, it could explain the band doubling for the CrFe2 formate species in Figure 64 at 

1380 cm-1, where two symmetric carboxylate bands and two asymmetric bands are visible, one of each 

for the bridging and the monodentate binding motif, respectively. 

This hypothesis matches the shoulder seen in the second spectrum of Figure 66 at 1460 cm-1. The 

Fe3 symmetric mode is already blue-shifted and weak, with the presumptive monodentate asymmetric 

carboxylate stretch mode being the dominant band, as expected for that binding motif, according to 

the literature9. 
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Figure 66 IRMPD spectra of acetate [Cr3O(OAc)6(Py)n(H2O)m]+ with n = 2, 3 and m = 1, 2 in the CO spectral 
region, hinting at water networks interacting with the acetates. Cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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In the appendix, in Figure 87 to Figure 90 for the acetates, and Figure 101 to Figure 104 for the 

formates, we show the IRMPD spectra for additional water coordinated complexes of all four Cr/Fe 

metal combinations. They corroborate the observations in the tri-aqua coordinated species shown in 

Figure 64 and display even more rapid changes in their spectra. Given the occasional erratic behavior, 

a full discussion of those results is beyond the scope of this thesis. Careful additional measurements 

and calculations will be necessary; with the high number of possible isomers making this challenging. 

To check this hypothesis, a few new experiments are suggested, both for the formates and the mixed 

ligand acetates. It will be interesting to check for a time dependence of the relative band ratios with 

increasing trapping time, and to check for significant changes with a trap saturated with heavy water.  

The modification of susceptibility to hydrolysis12,13, in dependence on the used transition metal; the 

bridging ligands; and terminal ligands, is of considerable interest to the MOF/PCP community. They 

are investing considerable efforts trying to modify the activity or stability of nano porous designed 

materials2,11,12,14,15, as introduced briefly in section 1.4.2. 

8.2 Scandium Chromium Iron Oxo Acetate and Formate 

Following the same strategy used to synthesize the mixed Cr/Fe metal formates and acetates 

(section 5.1.1), ScCl3 is used as an additional starting material and mixed in a 1:1:1 ratio with the 

respective iron and chromium chlorides. After reacting them to their hydroxides, concentrated formic 

and acetic acid are used to obtain the respective formate and acetate complexes. The resulting product 

is a mixture of several different metal complexes; among them, in sufficient abundance, is the 

trimetallic ScCrFe complex. This is confirmed by the ESI mass spectrum, the isotope pattern, and its 

fragmentation products. IRMPD spectra are recorded to see the effect of three distinct metals on the 

different vibrational modes of the molecular ion. 

All measured ScCrFeO(Fo/OAc)6Py3 IRMPD spectra, also recorded at lower laser power and lower 

shot counts, are plotted in Figure 105 in the appendix. They corroborate the observations shown in 

Figure 67. 

The formate pyridine- and deutero-pyridine spectra are a good demonstration case for many of the 

conclusions and observations made previously about the acetate and formate bridged complexes of 

chromium(III) and iron(III): In general, there is a good match of the calculated spectra to experimental 

observations. Again, the δ(CH3) and δ(CH) vibrations are strongly underreported in the IRMPD 

spectrum of all three species, hinting at a low IVR efficiency for energy absorbed in this type of normal 

mode. The acetate species especially lacks the strong predicted band at slightly under 1440 cm-1. This 

is already well known from the other acetate species, as seen clearly in Figure 23 and Figure 40, 

although the bands were not so clearly separated in the simulated spectra there. For the formate, we 

observe the ν(Py-CH) and ν(COO)as closely together, and at high laser fluence they merge to a very 

broad asymmetric peak from 1550 - 1680 cm-1. 
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Figure 67 Bridging ligand induced changes in the IRMPD spectrum of [ScCrFeO(Fo)6(Py)3]+, 
[ScCrFeO(Fo)6(D5Py)3]+and [ScCrFeO(OAc)6(Py)3]+. Cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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At low laser power and single shot conditions (Figure 105, appendix), the peak is much better resolved. 

Overall there seems to be more than just the δ(Py-CH) and ν(COO)as peaks present, especially the 

peak marked with δ(Py-CH) is broader than typical for a solitary peak of its kind, for example as seen 

in the perdeuterated pyridine formate spectrum, at about 1570 cm-1. 

The formate species with deuterated formates is an interesting case. The band shows good resolution, 

even at maximum laser power and the maximum possible number of consecutive laser shots. This 

matches the slightly higher stability of D5-pyridine as observed by CID (see Figure 74). However, a 

band marked ν* still remains for the deuterated pyridine at the former δ(Py-CH) position. 

The fragment mass traces are of help once more in understanding this situation. In a relatively narrow 

region around 1630 cm-1, fragmentation into lower mass fragments is greatly enhanced. This, in one 

possible explanation, is interpreted as the combination of IR absorption by the pyridine chromophores 

and additionally a much broader hot band. This hot band shows curious behavior in the case of 

deuterated pyridine (see Figure 105), where it can be seen without overlap with the now red shifted 

D5-pyridine band. Its exact nature is still to be determined, but one candidate may be an overtone of 

the δ(COO) mode. This is probably intensified by the asymmetric situation of the metal core, as caused 

by the heterotrimetallic structure motif. 

An alternative explanation would be partial hydrolysis by water molecules attaching to the excited 

molecule in the trap, as discussed in section 8.1. This may be supported by the successive development 

of this spectral feature with increasing laser power and shot count (Figure 105). Presumably, it is the 

same feature we already know from the water adducts and the bare formates. This would be along the 

lines of the arguments given in section 8.1, indicating a general susceptibility of formates; and as 

pertinent here, pyridine coordinated carboxylates; to hydrolysis by in-trap water adduction. Even after 

isolating the correct ion mass in the ion trap; during the 100ms - 1s the IRMPD experiment takes 

place in, water can still attach to the molecular ion and then lead to enhanced partial hydrolysis. This 

is sensitizing the ion to fragmentation by IR photons of the appropriate wavelength, by creating semi-

detached monodentate carboxylate groups that readily pump energy in an already partially weakened 

ion core. 

For the acetate ScCrFeO(OAc)6Py3, both torsional minima of the pyridine orientation on the 

scandium metal center are calculated separately. Two orientations of the pyridine are almost equally 

favored, both are slightly canted from the perpendicular orientation of the pyridine relative to the 

metal plane, as introduced in section 4.6 in Figure 30. For all practical purposes, both torsional isomers 

are equivalent and result in basically identical predicted infrared spectra. 
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9 Summary and Outlook 

9.1 Summary 

Inverse coordination complexes, of which the complex class discussed in this thesis is a notable 

example, are introduced in chapter 1. Many examples are shown, highlighting the huge range of 

variations of the participating metals, the bridging and external ligands, including notable properties. 

The experimental and theoretical methods used in this thesis are briefly introduced in chapter 2. The 

working principles of the used ion trap mass spectrometers, the ESI ion source, the tunable IR laser 

system, and the CID method are introduced. The studied complexes show behavior that necessitates 

the use of multi component logistic functions in the treatment of the CID spectra, and fragment 

channel specific treatment of the IRMPD data. In addition, the general idea of DFT calculations, 

needed for the interpretation of the obtained spectra, is explained. 

The infrared spectra of the different ligands are introduced in a brief literature review in chapter 3; 

both the axial ligand pyridine and the bridging carboxylate ligands, formate and acetate. Their changes 

in different environments or different bonding situations are discussed and visualized, especially the 

interplay between fundamental-, overtone-, and combination bands, as well as Fermi resonances 

between them. 

A broad range of DFT calculations are shown in chapter 4. They are used to simulate the geometry, 

the bonding situation, relative stability and flexibility of the discussed complexes, and to specify the 

observed trends. Changes in the total electronic energy and possible cooperative effects are 

investigated by applying the differential many body cooperativity (DMBC) formalism. Moderate 

cooperative effects upon metal exchange are reported. 

The synthesis and the mass spectra, as well as the typical fragmentation patterns of the basic 

carboxylates, are shown in chapter 5. In that chapter, the CID fragmentation spectra and gas phase 

IRMPD infrared spectra of a systematic group of transition metal complexes are shown and discussed: 

the trimetallic oxo-centered homo- and heterometallic complexes of trivalent chromium and iron, 

with formate and acetate bridging ligands, and pyridine as axial ligands. The stability of the complexes, 

as predicted by appropriate ab initio simulations, is shown to agree with collision induced dissociation 

(CID) measurements. These simulations also correctly predict the trends in the band splitting of the 

symmetric and asymmetric carboxylate stretch modes, but fail to account for anharmonic effects 

observed specifically in the mid IR range. 

A new variation on the infrared multi photon dissociation (IRMPD) spectroscopy method is 

introduced and evaluated. In addition to the commonly considered total fragment yield, the cumulative 

fragment yield can be used to plot the wavelength dependent relative abundance of different 

fragmentation products. This is shown to include valuable additional information on the excited 

chromophors and their coupling to specific fragmentation channels. 
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In chapter 6, high quality homo- and heterometallic IRMPD spectra of oxo centered carboxylate 

complexes of chromium and iron show the impacts of the influencing factors: the metal centers, the 

bridging ligands, their carboxylate stretch modes and CH bend modes, and the terminal ligands. 

Additional spectra can be found in the Appendix B. The DMBC formalism is applied to the band 

splitting of the carboxylate stretch modes, small cooperative effects can be seen. 

In chapter 7, the CH stretch modes are discussed. In all four formate spectra, anharmonic effects are 

necessary to explain the observed spectra: combination bands of both carboxylate stretch modes and 

a Fermi resonance of the fundamental of the CH stretch mode, and a combination band of the 

asymmetric carboxylate stretch mode with the CH bend mode of the formate bridging ligand. 

In chapter 8, for the water adduct species, mixed pyridine water complexes, and the heterotrimetallic 

ScCrFe complexes, partial hydrolysis is proposed to account for the changes in the observed 

carboxylic stretch modes. This has potential importance in the understanding or designing the stability 

and activity of metal organic frameworks based on the basic carboxylates. 

9.2 Outlook and Ongoing Work 

9.2.1 Synthesis of Interesting Complexes 

The pool of interesting transition metals with relevant magnetic, optical, and chemical properties, is 

obviously not exhausted with cobalt, chromium, iron, or scandium. 

For tuning the ligand strength and modifying band positions, fluoroformate1 and deutero-formate2, as 

well as halogenated acetates3 (such as trifluoroacetate4 and tribromoacetate5), can help identify and 

experimentally verify band assignments. This can happen by suppressing interfering bands, as well as 

by tuning the properties of the metal core and of spectroscopic features. 

Another idea is the substitution6 of one of the carboxylate bridging ligands by a zwitterionic 

carboxylate, such as betaine7, to make the neutral mixed valence complexes accessible by mass 

spectrometry. However, the strong dipole moment of these ligands would definitely influence the 

metal core, and the methyl groups might have interfering bands in both the CO and CH spectral 

regions. 

Furthermore, it will be interesting to study coupled complexes like the oxoFeFe mixed valence 

compound, with four iron(III) formate species coupled by a central iron(II) complex. 

Another high priority group of species on the to do list are the deutero-formate complexes, with iron 

deutero-formate being the most pressing candidate; as deuterated formate has been shown to exhibit 

even stronger anharmonic behavior than already observed in the CH spectral region. By removing the 

interfering CH bands, it may be possible to further support the hypothesis that the broad band 

observed for the acetate and formate complexes (at 2750 - 3000 cm-1) is a combination band that 

includes metal core vibrational modes. 
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9.2.2 IR Measurements 

9.2.2.1 Standard and Cold IRMPD 

IRMPD spectroscopy12 in our ICR mass spectrometer has the benefit of immensely improved  

vacuum quality, as compared to the quadrupole ion traps used in this thesis. Therefore, the problem 

of in-trap water adduction is mitigated. This is very limiting, especially for the chromium species. 

Simultaneously, by using the cryostat of the instrument, the resolution of the spectra under cold 

conditions can be improved greatly by reducing thermal broadening.  

Additionally, this allows for the study of very weakly coordinating ligands, like nitrogen13, or similarly 

lightly bound ligands, that would not be stable at elevated temperatures. A good example on the 

benefits of lowering the ion temperature can be seen in Mączka et al.14. The water spectra, as discussed 

in section 8.1, show hints at either overtones or hydrolysis15 in the CO spectral range that should be 

investigated further in this instrument. 

For all open questions, two color IRMPD spectroscopy16 may be of use. It has the potential to gather 

further evidence on the nature of the anharmonic bands seen in the CH region of the formate 

complexes. This applies to both modes; the one that was identified as the combination band of the 

symmetric and asymmetric carboxylate band, and the other combination bands. For previously 

missing or weak features, it can improve signal intensity by pumping energy into another mode, up to 

levels slightly under the fragmentation threshold. This amplifies the fragmentation response of weak 

bands at the wavelength the probe laser is scanning8. 

The indications on possible hydrolysis of the carboxylate bridge (see Figure 65), as modified by 

terminal ligands, ought to be investigated this way. 

Given the current data set, mixed ligand formate spectra with pyridine and water seem to be 

promising, especially for the chromium formate. It is relatively stable by itself, but as witnessed with 

the replacement series of Cr to Fe, Cr3 formate should be right on the verge to be susceptible to 

hydrolysis through modifying its stability by pyridine coordination. 

9.2.2.2 Other Frequency Ranges 

The ν(M3O)as
17-19 at about 600 - 650 cm-1 and additional bands in that region will give direct insight 

into the gas phase structure of the complexes. They have the potential to aid in identifying constituent 

bands of combination and overtone bands, in the observed spectral ranges. The carboxylate bands 

studied in this thesis only provide indirect information on the metal core. Such gas phase experiments 

are possible at free electron laser (FEL) facilities. For the condensed phase, the sensitivity of these 

bands on changes in the mixed valence iron carboxylates is shown by Cannon et al.20. 
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9.2.3 Kinetics 

There seem to be hints for gas phase interconversions between different regio-isomers of 

heterometallic carboxylates when the isomer population from the ion source or a fragmentation step 

is not at thermodynamic equilibrium. Further studies are needed to confirm and observe. However, 

in solution, this has been studied previously15,21,22. The possible gas phase hydrolysis of the formates 

warrants further attention as well. 

A promising two-color experiment may be the time dependent observation of the IVR energy transfer 

between deuterated/non-deuterated pyridine ligands, as observed in 5.6.1. Energy can be pumped 

into one chromophore, and delay-dependent changes in the fragmentation intensity of the other 

ligands by the probe laser should be observed. This is only possible if the timescale is slow enough to 

be observed with the pulse lengths of our laser. However, this might not be achievable, as very short 

time scales (ps-ns) have been observed previously23, although for smaller systems than found in this 

work. 

9.2.4 UV-Vis 

The spectra taken by Blake et al.24,25 already show compelling behavior in the chromium iron homo- 

and heterometallic acetates. Therefore, taking gas phase UV-Vis measurements would be extremely 

interesting. Such measurements are another window into the interaction of different metal centers 

with each other and their ligands. The spectra we took in solution (section 11.9, Figure 108) already 

show a strong solvatochromic effect, stressing the need for measurements in isolation. 

9.2.5 X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism (XMCD) 

Presently, our group is conducting a long term characterization effort of the intrinsic magnetism in 

the [Fe3O(OAc)6(Py)n]+ complexes by x-ray ionization analysis, as published for other transition metal 

clusters before8-10. The predicted couplings from our joint paper11 in chapter 10 have already been 

confirmed in yet unpublished results. The next step will be utilizing the higher mass resolution of an 

ICR setup at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) for future XMCD measurements, as currently in 

preparation. This resolution is crucial when mixed metal species cannot be synthesized in sufficient 

purity and are obtained as stochastic mixtures. Depending on the metal combination, the isolation can 

be quite challenging for simple separation mechanisms, like medium resolution quadrupole mass 

filters. 

9.2.6 Future DFT Studies 

Differential many body cooperativity (DMBC) calculations (as done on a Pd3 complex26) are suggested 

for non-oxo-centered (Pd3-nPtn), n = 0 - 3, hexa-acetate complexes27-32 in section 4.7. This will help to 

bridge the gap between the oxo-centered carboxylates and other trinuclear 3-MET complexes, as well 

as to study the influence of the central oxo-group on the cooperativity between metal centers. 
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The overtones and anharmonicities of the formate group are good candidates for anharmonic 

calculations using methods like VSCF-PT233. 

Furthermore, investigating possible reaction pathways of the suggested carboxylate hydrolysis, 

analogous to Figure 65, will be helpful. Together with the IR spectra, simulations of the different 

intermediates are needed to correlate the observed spectra to the relative progression of the reaction. 

This will help to narrow down a correct description of the situation. 

9.2.7 Trapped Ion Mobility Spectrometry (TIMS) 

The CID measurements discussed in section 5.3 suggest the existence of a variety of regio-isomers. 

Often isolating a specific isomer is of interest, especially when they are used as the tuning factor for 

properties of a specific metal center or the metal interaction. As suggested in our 3-MET proposal for 

the final funding period, ion mobility, specifically trapped ion mobility spectrometry (TIMS), can be 

a method of separating isomers by keeping ions of the same collisional cross section (CCS) stationary 

in a constant gas flow. An attractive potential difference is balanced with drag induced by collisions 

with the background gas flow; given a sufficient difference of the CCS, isomers can be separated.  

 
Figure 68 Predicted collisional cross sections (CCS) of several complexes for separation by TIMS (trapped 
ion mobility spectrometry), calculations done by Patrick Weis, KIT. 

Preliminary calculations suggest that regio-isomers of pyridine at different metal centers are too similar 

in their cross section to isolate with typical TIMS resolutions. However, ligand isomer differentiation 

may be possible. This still gives us the ability to create a considerable zoo of complexes in a controlled 

fashion; each with slightly different properties. For example, the different dipole moments of E/Z 

isomers of cyanopropenole ligands are promising candidates. 
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10 Appendix A: Magnetostructural Correlation in Isolated 
Trinuclear Iron(III) Oxo Acetate Complexes 

10.1 Preamble 

The following chapter is a reprint of our publication in the journal ‘Physical Chemistry Chemical 

Physics’. The supplementary information is also available in section 10.2. 

My contribution to this work includes synthesizing a set of deuterated compounds, for which I took 

additional IRMPD measurements to supply evidence for our band assignments. Additional DFT 

calculations necessary for the interpretation of the data, as well as to clarify the torsional ambiguity of 

the pyridine ligands, were performed by me. I recorded supplementary mass spectra to answer 

ambiguities in the fragmentation behavior of the complexes. I participated in refining the band 

assignments, the gaussian fits of the deuterated species, and the more in-depth discussion of the 

spectra. 
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11 Appendix B: Additional Figures and Tables 

11.1 DFT Simulated Geometries of  Homo- and Heterometallic Carboxylate 

Complexes 

These tables include the extracted geometry data from a long series of geometry optimized DFT calculations 
of the different pyridine complexes discussed in this thesis. The results are summarized in Figure 27 ff. 

11.1.1 Comparison of the [Fe3O(RCOO)6Pym]+ (m = 3, 2, 1, 0; R = H, CH3) Complexes 

Table 4 Intramolecular distances in [Fe3O(HCOO)6Pym]+ (m = 3, 2, 1, 0) complexes, based on B3LYP DFT 
calculations with a cc-pVTZ basis set and ECP potentials on the Cr and Fe centers. 

Formate   Distance (Angstrom)        

Calc # M1,M2,M3  M1-O M1-Py M2-O M2-Py M3-O M3-Py M1-M2 M2-M3 M3-M1 

4319 Py, Py, Py xxx 1.954 2.202 1.953 2.202 1.953 2.201 3.382 3.384 3.383 
4350 Fe, Py, Py yxx 1.847 --- 1.979 2.158 1.979 2.158 3.279 3.494 3.279 
4320 Py, Fe, Py xyx 1.979 2.158 1.847 --- 1.979 2.158 3.279 3.279 3.494 
4321 Py, Py, Fe xxy 1.979 2.158 1.979 2.158 1.847 --- 3.494 3.279 3.279 
4324 Fe, Fe, Py yyx 1.869 --- 1.869 --- 2.010 2.126 3.181 3.388 3.388 
4323 Fe,Py, Fe yxy 1.869 --- 2.010 2.126 1.869 --- 3.388 3.388 3.181 
4322 Py, Fe, Fe xyy 2.010 2.126 1.869 --- 1.869 --- 3.388 3.181 3.388 
4326 Fe, Fe, Fe yyy 1.894 --- 1.895 --- 1.894 --- 3.281 3.281 3.282 

            

Formate   average Distance (Angstrom)       

Calc # M1,M2,M3  Py Fe-O Py Fe-Py Fe-O Py Fe-Py Fe Py Fe-Fe Fe-Fe    

4319 Py, Py, Py xxx 1.953 2.202 --- 3.383 --- ---    

4350 Fe, Py, Py yxx 
1.979 2.158 1.847 3.494 3.279 

---    

4320 Py, Fe, Py xyx     

4321 Py, Py, Fe xxy     

4324 Fe, Fe, Py yyx 
2.010 2.126 1.869 

--- 
3.388 3.181 

   

4323 Fe,Py, Fe yxy     

4322 Py, Fe, Fe xyy     

4326 Fe, Fe, Fe yyy --- --- 1.894 --- --- 3.281    
            

Formate   average differential Distance (Angstrom)      

Calc # M1,M2,M3  Py Fe-O Py Fe-Py Fe-O Fe-Fe Fe-Cr Cr-Cr    

4319 Py, Py, Py xxx 0.000 0.000  0.000      

4350 Fe, Py, Py yxx 
0.026 -0.044 0.000 0.111 -0.104 

    

4320 Py, Fe, Py xyx     

4321 Py, Py, Fe xxy     

4324 Fe, Fe, Py yyx 
0.057 -0.076 0.022 

 

0.005 -0.202 

   

4323 Fe,Py, Fe yxy     

4322 Py, Fe, Fe xyy     

4326 Fe, Fe, Fe yyy   0.047   -0.102    
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Table 5 Intramolecular distances in [Fe3O(CH3COO)6Pym]+ (m = 3, 2, 1, 0) complexes, based on B3LYP DFT 
calculations with a cc-pVTZ basis set and ECP potentials on the Cr and Fe centers. 

Acetate   Distance (Angstrom)        

Calc # M1,M2,M3  M1-O M1-Py M2-O M2-Py M3-O M3-Py M1-M2 M2-M3 M3-M1 

4278 Py, Py, Py xxx 1.943 2.228 1.941 2.219 1.941 2.219 3.365 3.360 3.364 
4311 Fe, Py, Py yxx 1.846 --- 1.961 2.178 1.962 2.178 3.264 3.464 3.265 
4312 Py, Fe, Py xyx 1.961 2.178 1.846 --- 1.962 2.178 3.264 3.265 3.464 
4313 Py, Py, Fe xxy 1.962 2.178 1.962 2.178 1.846 --- 3.465 3.264 3.264 
4351 Fe, Fe, Py yyx 1.866 --- 1.866 --- 1.984 2.148 3.174 3.363 3.363 
4315 Fe,Py, Fe yxy 1.866 --- 1.984 2.148 1.866 --- 3.363 3.363 3.174 
4314 Py, Fe, Fe xyy 1.984 2.148 1.866 --- 1.866 --- 3.363 3.174 3.363 
4334 Fe, Fe, Fe yyy 1.885 --- 1.886 --- 1.885 --- 3.265 3.265 3.268 

            

Acetate   average Distance (Angstrom)       

Calc # M1,M2,M3  Py Fe-O Py Fe-Py Fe-O Py Fe-Py Fe Py Fe-Fe Fe-Fe    

4278 Py, Py, Py xxx 1.942 2.222 --- 3.363 --- ---    

4311 Fe, Py, Py yxx 
1.962 2.178 1.846 3.464 3.264 

---    

4312 Py, Fe, Py xyx     

4313 Py, Py, Fe xxy     

4351 Fe, Fe, Py yyx 
1.984 2.148 1.866 

--- 
3.363 3.174 

   

4315 Fe,Py, Fe yxy     

4314 Py, Fe, Fe xyy     

4334 Fe, Fe, Fe yyy --- --- 1.885 --- --- 3.266    
            

Acetate   average differential Distance (Angstrom)      

Calc # M1,M2,M3  Py Fe-O Py Fe-Py Fe-O Py Fe-Py Fe Py Fe-Fe Fe-Fe    

4278 Py, Py, Py xxx 0.000 0.000  0.000      

4311 Fe, Py, Py yxx 
0.020 -0.044 -0.039 0.101 

  
-0.099 

  

    

4312 Py, Fe, Py xyx     

4313 Py, Py, Fe xxy     

4351 Fe, Fe, Py yyx 
0.042 -0.074 -0.019 

 
0.000 

  
-0.189 

  

   

4315 Fe,Py, Fe yxy     

4314 Py, Fe, Fe xyy     

4334 Fe, Fe, Fe yyy   0.000   -0.097    
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11.1.2 Homo- and Heterometallic Tri-pyridine Complexes 

Table 6 Intramolecular distances [Fe3-nCrnO(HCOO)6Py3]+
 (n = 3, 2, 1, 0) complexes based on B3LYP DFT 

calculations with a cc-pVTZ basis set and ECP potentials on the Cr and Fe centers. 
Formate   Distance (Angstrom)        
Calc # M1,M2,M3  M1-O M1-Py M2-O M2-Py M3-O M3-Py M1-M2 M2-M3 M3-M1 
4269 Fe, Fe, Fe xxx 1.954 2.202 1.953 2.201 1.953 2.202 3.382 3.384 3.383 
4268 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx 1.963 2.137 1.938 2.209 1.938 2.209 3.385 3.344 3.385 
4267 Fe, Cr, Fe xyx 1.938 2.209 1.963 2.137 1.938 2.209 3.385 3.385 3.344 
4266 Fe, Fe, Cr xxy 1.938 2.209 1.938 2.209 1.963 2.137 3.344 3.385 3.385 
4265 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx 1.950 2.145 1.951 2.145 1.917 2.220 3.384 3.348 3.346 
4264 Cr, Fe, Cr yxy 1.951 2.145 1.917 2.220 1.951 2.145 3.348 3.347 3.383 
4263 Fe, Cr, Cr xyy 1.917 2.220 1.951 2.145 1.950 2.145 3.348 3.383 3.347 
4262 Cr, Cr, Cr yyy 1.934 2.155 1.935 2.155 1.934 2.155 3.351 3.351 3.350 

            
   average Distance (Angstrom)       

Calc # M1,M2,M3  Fe-O Fe-Py Cr-O Cr-Py Fe-Fe Fe-Cr Cr-Cr   

4269 Fe, Fe, Fe xxx 1.953 2.202 --- --- 3.383 --- ---   
4268 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx 

1.938 2.209 1.963 2.137 3.344 3.385 --- 
  

4267 Fe, Cr, Fe xyx   
4266 Fe, Fe, Cr xxy   
4265 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx 

1.917 2.220 1.951 2.145 --- 3.347 3.383 
  

4264 Cr, Fe, Cr yxy   
4263 Fe, Cr, Cr xyy   
4262 Cr, Cr, Cr yyy --- --- 1.934 2.155 --- --- 3.351   

            
   average differential Distance (Angstrom)      

Calc # M1,M2,M3  Fe-O Fe-Py Cr-O Cr-Py Fe-Fe Fe-Cr Cr-Cr   

4269 Fe, Fe, Fe xxx 0.000 0.000   0.000     
4268 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx 

-0.015 0.007 0.029 -0.018 -0.039 0.002  
  

4267 Fe, Cr, Fe xyx   
4266 Fe, Fe, Cr xxy   
4265 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx 

-0.036 0.018 0.016 -0.010  -0.036 0.000 
  

4264 Cr, Fe, Cr yxy   
4263 Fe, Cr, Cr xyy   
4262 Cr, Cr, Cr yyy   0.000 0.000   -0.032   

 

Table 7 Intramolecular distances [Fe3-nCrnO(CH3COO)6Py3]+
 (n = 3, 2, 1, 0) complexes based on B3LYP DFT 

calculations with a cc-pVTZ basis set and ECP potentials on the Cr and Fe centers. 
Acetate   Distance (Angstrom)        
Calc # M1,M2,M3  M1-O M1-Py M2-O M2-Py M3-O M3-Py M1-M2 M2-M3 M3-M1 
4286 Fe, Fe, Fe xxx 1.942 2.219 1.941 2.219 1.942 2.219 3.363 3.361 3.363 
4344 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx 1.947 2.151 1.927 2.226 1.927 2.226 3.362 3.324 3.363 
4355 Fe, Cr, Fe xyx 1.928 2.226 1.947 2.15 1.927 2.227 3.365 3.362 3.322 
4356 Fe, Fe, Cr xxy 1.928 2.226 1.927 2.226 1.947 2.151 3.324 3.362 3.363 
4359 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx 1.936 2.162 1.934 2.16 1.913 2.231 3.35 3.331 3.334 
4357 Cr, Fe, Cr yxy 1.936 2.158 1.909 2.236 1.936 2.159 3.327 3.327 3.357 
4358 Fe, Cr, Cr xyy 1.909 2.237 1.936 2.158 1.936 2.159 3.328 3.359 3.326 
4360 Cr, Cr, Cr yyy 1.92 2.168 1.922 2.164 1.921 2.17 3.329 3.331 3.321 

            
   average Distance (Angstrom)       

Calc # M1,M2,M3  Fe-O Fe-Py Cr-O Cr-Py Fe-Fe Fe-Cr Cr-Cr   
4286 Fe, Fe, Fe xxx 1.942 2.219 --- --- 3.362 --- ---   
4344 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx 

1.927 2.226 1.947 2.151 3.323 3.363 --- 
  

4355 Fe, Cr, Fe xyx   
4356 Fe, Fe, Cr xxy   
4359 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx 

1.910 2.235 1.936 2.159 --- 3.329 3.355 
  

4357 Cr, Fe, Cr yxy   
4358 Fe, Cr, Cr xyy   
4360 Cr, Cr, Cr yyy --- --- 1.921 2.167 --- --- 3.327   
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11.1.3 Dipyridine Complexes 

Table 8 Intramolecular distances as well as absolute and relative energies of [Fe3-nCrnO(HCOO)6Py2]+ 
(n = 3, 2, 1, 0) complexes based on B3LYP DFT calculations with a cc-pVTZ basis set and ECP potentials on 
the Cr and Fe centers. 

Table 9 Intramolecular distances as well as absolute and relative energies of [Fe3-nCrnO(CH3COO)6Py2]+ 
(n = 3, 2, 1, 0) complexes based on B3LYP DFT calculations with a cc-pVTZ basis set and ECP potentials on 
the Cr and Fe centers. 

11.1.4 Monopyridine Complexes 

Table 10 Intramolecular distances as well as absolute and relative energies of [Fe3-nCrnO(HCOO)6Py1]+ 
(n = 3, 2, 1, 0) complexes based on B3LYP DFT calculations with a cc-pVTZ basis set and ECP potentials on 
the Cr and Fe centers. 
Formate CrxFexPy1 

  rel. Energy Distance (Angstrom)       UB3LYP Energy 
Calc # M1,M2,M3 L1,L2,L3 het/hom H kJ/mol M1-O M1-Py M2-O M2-Py M3-O M3-Py M1-M2 M2-M3 M3-M1 Hartree 
2369 Fe, Fe, Fe Py, X, Py   1.869 --- 2.009 2.126 1.869 --- 3.388 3.388 3.181 -1831.00551 
2375 Cr, Fe, Fe X, X, Py het H 22.13 1.869 --- 1.855 --- 2.009 2.134 3.188 3.338 3.405 -1794.14227 
2376 Fe, Cr, Fe X, X, Py het H 22.14 1.855 --- 1.868 --- 2.010 2.134 3.187 3.405 3.339 -1794.14227 
2377 Fe, Fe, Cr X, X, Py hom H 0.00 1.869 --- 1.869 --- 1.965 2.092 3.175 3.351 3.351 -1794.1507 
2385 Cr, Cr, Fe X, X, Py hom H 23.55 1.860 --- 1.860 --- 2.000 2.144 3.192 3.359 3.359 -1757.2795 
2384 Cr, Fe, Cr X, X, Py het H 0.00 1.866 --- 1.855 --- 1.964 2.098 3.181 3.312 3.354 -1757.28847 
2383 Fe, Cr, Cr X, X, Py het H 0.00 1.855 --- 1.866 --- 1.964 2.098 3.181 3.354 3.312 -1757.28847 
2390 Cr, Cr, Cr Py, X, Py   1.856 --- 1.964 2.103 1.856 --- 3.325 3.325 3.182 -1720.42583 

 

Table 11 Intramolecular distances as well as absolute and relative energies of [Fe3-nCrnO(CH3COO)6Py1]+ 
(n = 3, 2, 1, 0) complexes based on B3LYP DFT calculations with a cc-pVTZ basis set and ECP potentials on 
the Cr and Fe centers. 
Acetate CrxFexPy1 

  rel. Energy Distance (Angstrom)       UB3LYP Energy 
Calc # M1,M2,M3 L1,L2,L3 het/hom H kJ/mol M1-O M1-Py M2-O M2-Py M3-O M3-Py M1-M2 M2-M3 M3-M1 Hartree 
1921 Fe, Fe, Fe X, X, Py   1.866 --- 1.867 --- 1.981 2.147 3.172 3.363 3.363 -2067.0581 
1903 Cr, Fe, Fe X, X, Py het H 22.10 1.862 --- 1.853 --- 1.983 2.155 3.176 3.317 3.377 -2030.19488 
1902 Fe, Cr, Fe X, X, Py het H 21.97 1.853 --- 1.862 --- 1.983 2.155 3.177 3.377 3.317 -2030.19493 
1901 Fe, Fe, Cr X, X, Py hom H 0.00 1.865 --- 1.865 --- 1.944 2.109 3.161 3.333 3.332 -2030.2033 
1909 Cr, Cr, Fe X, X, Py hom H 22.80 1.854 --- 1.854 --- 1.976 2.166 3.177 3.335 3.335 -1993.33226 
1911 Cr, Fe, Cr X, X, Py het H 0.04 1.859 --- 1.852 --- 1.943 2.116 3.167 3.297 3.330 -1993.34093 
1912 Fe, Cr, Cr X, X, Py het H 0.00 1.852 --- 1.859 --- 1.944 2.115 3.167 3.331 3.296 -1993.34094 
1917 Cr, Cr, Cr X, X, Py   1.850 --- 1.850 --- 1.944 2.120 3.167 3.305 3.305 -1956.47827 

Formate CrxFexPy2 

  rel. Energy Distance (Angstrom)       UB3LYP Energy 
Calc # M1,M2,M3 L1,L2,L3 het/hom H kJ/mol M1-O M1-Py M2-O M2-Py M3-O M3-Py M1-M2 M2-M3 M3-M1 Hartree 
2368 Fe, Fe, Fe X, Py, Py   1.847 --- 1.978 2.158 1.978 2.158 3.279 3.494 3.279 -2079.42873 
2372 Cr, Fe, Fe X, Py, Py hom L 31.98 1.867 --- 1.964 2.176 1.964 2.176 3.307 3.427 3.307 -2042.56202 
2423 Fe, Cr, Fe X, Py, Py het L 0.00 1.839 --- 1.960 2.113 1.975 2.159 3.266 3.476 3.259 -2042.5742 
3207 Fe, Fe, Cr X, Py, Py het L 0.02 1.976 2.159 1.839 --- 1.959 2.119 3.258 3.266 3.477 -2042.57419 
3200 Cr, Cr, Fe Py, X, Py het L 31.16 1.955 2.126 1.859 --- 1.956 2.189 3.287 3.284 3.424 -2005.70836 
2420 Cr, Fe, Cr Py, X, Py hom L 0.00 1.955 2.115 1.831 --- 1.954 2.115 3.248 3.249 3.447 -2005.72023 
3198 Fe, Cr, Cr Py, X, Py het L 31.13 1.955 2.179 1.859 --- 1.954 2.132 3.282 3.288 3.422 -2005.70837 
2389 Cr, Cr, Cr X, Py, Py   1.848 --- 1.947 2.128 1.947 2.128 3.267 3.412 3.267 -1968.85483 

Acetate CrxFexPy2 

  rel. Energy Distance (Angstrom)       UB3LYP Energy 
Calc # M1,M2,M3 L1,L2,L3 het/hom H kJ/mol M1-O M1-Py M2-O M2-Py M3-O M3-Py M1-M2 M2-M3 M3-M1 Hartree 
1920 Fe, Fe, Fe X, Py, Py   1.847 --- 1.962 2.179 1.961 2.179 3.267 3.464 3.265 -2315.47391 
1898 Cr, Fe, Fe Py, Py, X het L 0.08 1.839 --- 1.958 2.181 1.943 2.129 3.243 3.447 3.254 -2278.61928 
1899 Fe, Cr, Fe Py, Py, X het L 0.00 1.839 --- 1.943 2.129 1.959 2.180 3.252 3.447 3.246 -2278.61931 
1900 Fe, Fe, Cr Py, Py, X hom L 30.24 1.863 --- 1.949 2.196 1.951 2.196 3.288 3.401 3.291 -2278.60779 
1906 Cr, Cr, Fe X, Py, Py het L 29.25 1.855 --- 1.938 2.142 1.942 2.199 3.269 3.397 3.367 -2241.75389 
1907 Cr, Fe, Cr X, Py, Py het L 29.32 1.855 --- 1.940 2.200 1.939 2.142 3.264 3.397 3.270 -2241.75386 
1908 Fe, Cr, Cr X, Py, Py hom L 0.00 1.832 --- 1.939 2.132 1.939 2.131 3.234 3.418 3.236 -2241.76503 
1734 Cr, Cr, Cr Py, Py, X   1.931 2.144 1.932 2.143 1.845 --- 3.386 3.252 3.250 -2204.89999 
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11.1.5 Bare Complexes 

Table 12 Intramolecular distances as well as absolute and relative energies of [Fe3-nCrnO(HCOO)6]+ 
(n = 3, 2, 1, 0) complexes based on B3LYP DFT calculations with a cc-pVTZ basis set and ECP potentials on 
the Cr and Fe centers. 

Formate no ligands  Distance (Angstrom)     
Calc # M1,M2,M3  M1-O M2-O M3-O M1-M2 M2-M3 M3-M1 
4326 Fe, Fe, Fe xxx 1.894 1.895 1.894 3.281 3.281 3.282 
4327 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx 1.873 1.891 1.892 3.276 3.246 3.274 
4328 Fe, Cr, Fe xyx 1.891 1.874 1.891 3.273 3.274 3.248 
4329 Fe, Fe, Cr xxy 1.892 1.891 1.873 3.246 3.276 3.274 
4330 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx 1.871 1.871 1.885 3.258 3.242 3.243 
4331 Cr, Fe, Cr yxy 1.871 1.885 1.871 3.243 3.243 3.258 
4332 Fe, Cr, Cr xyy 1.885 1.871 1.871 3.243 3.258 3.243 
4333 Cr, Cr, Cr yyy 1.867 1.867 1.867 3.233 3.234 3.234 

   average Distance (Angstrom)    
Calc # M1,M2,M3  Fe-O Cr-O Fe-Fe Fe-Cr Cr-Cr  

4326 Fe, Fe, Fe xxx 1.894 --- 3.281 --- ---  
4327 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx 

1.891 1.873 3.247 3.275 
---  

4328 Fe, Cr, Fe xyx   
4329 Fe, Fe, Cr xxy   
4330 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx 

1.885 1.871 
--- 

3.243 3.258 
 

4331 Cr, Fe, Cr yxy   
4332 Fe, Cr, Cr xyy   
4333 Cr, Cr, Cr yyy --- 1.867 --- --- 3.234  

   average differential Distance (Angstrom)   
Calc # M1,M2,M3  Fe-O Cr-O Fe-Fe Fe-Cr Cr-Cr  

4326 Fe, Fe, Fe xxx 0.003 --- 0.000 --- ---  
4327 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx 

0.000 1.873 -0.035 -0.007 
---  

4328 Fe, Cr, Fe xyx   
4329 Fe, Fe, Cr xxy   
4330 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx 

-0.006 1.871 
--- 

-0.039 -0.023 
 

4331 Cr, Fe, Cr yxy   
4332 Fe, Cr, Cr xyy   
4333 Cr, Cr, Cr yyy --- 1.867 --- --- -0.048  
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Table 13 Intramolecular distances as well as absolute and relative energies of [Fe3-nCrnO(CH3COO)6]+ 
(n = 3, 2, 1, 0) complexes based on B3LYP DFT calculations with a cc-pVTZ basis set and ECP potentials on 
the Cr and Fe centers. 
Acetate no ligands  Distance (Angstrom)     
Calc # M1,M2,M3  M1-O M2-O M3-O M1-M2 M2-M3 M3-M1 
4334 Fe, Fe, Fe xxx 1.885 1.886 1.885 3.265 3.265 3.268 
4354 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx 1.863 1.883 1.883 3.257 3.233 3.258 
4336 Fe, Cr, Fe xyx 1.882 1.864 1.882 3.257 3.257 3.234 
4337 Fe, Fe, Cr xxy 1.882 1.883 1.864 3.233 3.257 3.258 
4353 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx 1.861 1.861 1.877 3.239 3.230 3.229 
4339 Cr, Fe, Cr yxy 1.861 1.877 1.861 3.229 3.230 3.240 
4352 Fe, Cr, Cr xyy 1.877 1.861 1.861 3.230 3.239 3.229 
4341 Cr, Cr, Cr yyy 1.858 1.858 1.858 3.217 3.218 3.220 

   average Distance (Angstrom)    
Calc # M1,M2,M3  Fe-O Cr-O Fe-Fe Fe-Cr Cr-Cr  

4334 Fe, Fe, Fe xxx 1.885 --- 3.266 --- ---  
4354 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx 

1.883 1.864 3.233 3.257 
---  

4336 Fe, Cr, Fe xyx   
4337 Fe, Fe, Cr xxy   
4353 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx 

1.877 1.861 
--- 

3.230 3.239 
 

4339 Cr, Fe, Cr yxy   
4352 Fe, Cr, Cr xyy   
4341 Cr, Cr, Cr yyy --- 1.858 --- --- 3.218  

   average differential Distance (Angstrom)   
Calc # M1,M2,M3  Fe-O Cr-O Fe-Fe Fe-Cr Cr-Cr  

4334 Fe, Fe, Fe xxx 0.000 --- 0.000 --- ---  
4354 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx 

-0.003 0.006 -0.033 -0.009 
---  

4336 Fe, Cr, Fe xyx   
4337 Fe, Fe, Cr xxy   
4353 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx 

-0.008 0.003 
--- 

-0.037 -0.027 
 

4339 Cr, Fe, Cr yxy   
4352 Fe, Cr, Cr xyy   
4341 Cr, Cr, Cr yyy --- 0.000 --- --- -0.048  
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11.2 Geometry Changes on Metal or Ligand Exchange 

Table 14 Geometry chance depending on metal exchange in [Fe3-nCrnO(Fo)6Pym]+
, (n = 3, 2, 1, 0; 

m = 0, 1, 2, 3) complexes, based on B3LYP DFT calculations with a cc-pVTZ basis set and ECP potentials on 
the Cr and Fe centers. 
Formate  Fe-Py Cr-Py Fe-O @Py Cr-O @Py Fe-O no Py Cr-O no Py Type rel. Energy 
Ligand Metal core Angstrom  kJ/mol 

Py3 Fe3 2.202 --- 1.953 --- --- ---   
Py3 CrFe2 2.209 2.137 1.938 1.963 --- ---   
Py3 Cr2Fe 2.220 2.145 1.917 1.951 --- ---   
Py3 Cr3 --- 2.155  1.934 --- ---   
Py2 Fe3 2.158 --- 1.978 --- 1.847 ---   
Py2 CrFe2 2.176 --- 1.964 --- --- 1.867 hom-L 31.98 
Py2 CrFe2 2.159 2.113 1.975 1.960 1.839 --- het-L 0.00 
Py2 Cr2Fe 2.189 2.126 1.956 1.955 --- 1.859 het-L 31.16 
Py2 Cr2Fe --- 2.115 --- 1.955 1.831 --- hom-L 0.00 
Py2 Cr3 --- 2.128 --- 1.947 --- 1.848   
Py1 Fe3 2.126 --- 2.009 --- 1.869 ---   
Py1 CrFe2 2.134 --- 2.010 --- 1.855 1.868 het-H 22.13 
Py1 CrFe2 --- 2.092 --- 1.965 1.869 --- hom-H 0.00 
Py1 Cr2Fe --- 2.098 2.000 --- 1.860 --- hom-H 23.55 
Py1 Cr2Fe --- 2.098 --- 1.964 1.855 1.866 het-H 0.00 
Py1 Cr3 --- 2.103 --- 1.964 --- 1.856   

no Py Fe3 --- --- --- --- 1.894 --- --  
no Py CrFe2 --- --- --- --- 1.891 1.873   
no Py Cr2Fe --- --- --- --- 1.885 1.871   
no Py Cr3 --- --- --- --- --- 1.867   

Table 15 Geometry chance depending on ligand exchange in [Fe3-nCrnO(Fo)6Pym]+
, (n = 3, 2, 1, 0; 

m = 0, 1, 2, 3) complexes, based on B3LYP DFT calculations with a cc-pVTZ basis set and ECP potentials on 
the Cr and Fe centers. 

Formate  Fe-Py Cr-Py Fe-O @Py Cr-O @Py Fe-O no Py Cr-O no Py Type rel. Energy 
Metal core Ligand Angstrom  kJ/mol 

Fe3 Py3 2.202 --- 1.953 --- --- ---   
Fe3 Py2 2.158 --- 1.978 --- 1.847 ---   
Fe3 Py1 2.126 --- 2.009 --- 1.869 ---   
Fe3 no Py --- --- --- --- 1.894 --- --  

CrFe2 Py3 2.209 2.137 1.938 1.963 --- ---   
CrFe2 Py2 2.176 --- 1.964 --- --- 1.867 hom-L 31.98 
CrFe2 Py2 2.159 2.113 1.975 1.960 1.839 --- het-L 0.00 
CrFe2 Py1 2.134 --- 2.010 --- 1.855 1.868 het-H 22.13 
CrFe2 Py1 --- 2.092 --- 1.965 1.869 --- hom-H 0.00 
CrFe2 no Py --- --- --- --- 1.891 1.873   
Cr2Fe Py3 2.220 2.145 1.917 1.951 --- ---   
Cr2Fe Py2 2.189 2.126 1.956 1.955 --- 1.859 het-L 31.16 
Cr2Fe Py2 --- 2.115 --- 1.955 1.831 --- hom-L 0.00 
Cr2Fe Py1 --- 2.098 2.000 --- 1.860 --- hom-H 23.55 
Cr2Fe Py1 --- 2.098 --- 1.964 1.855 1.866 het-H 0.00 
Cr2Fe no Py --- --- --- --- 1.885 1.871   

Cr3 Py3 --- 2.155  1.934 --- ---   
Cr3 Py2 --- 2.128 --- 1.947 --- 1.848   
Cr3 Py1 --- 2.103 --- 1.964 --- 1.856   
Cr3 no Py --- --- --- --- --- 1.867   
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Table 16 Geometry chance depending on metal exchange in [Fe3-nCrnO(OAc)6Pym]+
, (n = 3, 2, 1, 0; 

m = 0, 1, 2, 3) complexes, based on B3LYP DFT calculations with a cc-pVTZ basis set and ECP potentials on 
the Cr and Fe centers. 

Acetate  Fe-Py Cr-Py Fe-O @Py Cr-O @Py Fe-O no Py Cr-O no Py Type rel. Energy 
Ligand Metal core Angstrom  kJ/mol 

Py3 Fe3 2.219 --- 1.942 --- --- ---   
Py3 CrFe2 2.226 2.151 1.977 1.947 --- ---   
Py3 Cr2Fe 2.235 2.159 1.910 1.936 --- ---   
Py3 Cr3 --- 2.167 --- 1.921 --- ---   
Py2 Fe3 2.179 --- 1.962 --- 1.847 ---   
Py2 CrFe2 2.180 2.129 1.959 1.943 1.839 1.839 hom-L 30.24 
Py2 CrFe2 2.181 2.129 1.958 1.943 1.839 --- het-L 0.00 
Py2 Cr2Fe 2.199 2.142 1.942 1.938 --- 1.855 het-L 29.25 
Py2 Cr2Fe --- 2.132 --- 1.939 1.832 --- hom-L 0.00 
Py2 Cr3 --- 2.144 --- 1.932 --- 1.845   
Py1 Fe3 2.147 --- 1.981 --- 1.866 ---   
Py1 CrFe2 2.155 --- 1.983 --- 1.853 1.862 het-H 22.00 
Py1 CrFe2 --- 2.109 --- 1.944 1.865 --- hom-H 0.00 
Py1 Cr2Fe 2.166 --- 1.976 --- --- 1.854 hom-H 22.80 
Py1 Cr2Fe --- 2.166 --- 1.944 1.940 1.855 het-H 0.00 
Py1 Cr3 --- 2.120 --- 1.944 --- 1.850   

no Py Fe3 --- --- --- --- 1.885 --- --  
no Py CrFe2 --- --- --- --- 1.883 1.864   
no Py Cr2Fe --- --- --- --- 1.877 1.861   
no Py Cr3 --- --- --- --- --- 1.858   

Table 17 Geometry chance depending on ligand exchange in [Fe3-nCrnO(OAc)6Pym]+
, (n = 3, 2, 1, 0; 

m = 0, 1, 2, 3) complexes, based on B3LYP DFT calculations with a cc-pVTZ basis set and ECP potentials on 
the Cr and Fe centers. 

Acetate  Fe-Py Cr-Py Fe-O @Py Cr-O @Py Fe-O no Py Cr-O no Py Type rel. Energy 
Metal core Ligand Angstrom  kJ/mol 

Fe3 Py3 2.219 --- 1.942 --- --- ---   

Fe3 Py2 2.179 --- 1.962 --- 1.847 ---   

Fe3 Py1 2.147 --- 1.981 --- 1.866 ---   

Fe3 no Py --- --- --- --- 1.885 ---   

CrFe2 Py3 2.226 2.151 1.977 1.947 --- ---   

CrFe2 Py2 2.180 2.129 1.959 1.943 1.839 1.839 hom-L 30.24 
CrFe2 Py2 2.181 2.129 1.958 1.943 1.839 --- het-L 0.00 
CrFe2 Py1 2.155 --- 1.983 --- 1.853 1.862 het-H 22.00 
CrFe2 Py1 --- 2.109 --- 1.944 1.865 --- hom-H 0.00 
CrFe2 no Py --- --- --- --- 1.883 1.864   

Cr2Fe Py3 2.235 2.159 1.910 1.936 --- ---   

Cr2Fe Py2 2.199 2.142 1.942 1.938 --- 1.855 het-L 29.25 
Cr2Fe Py2 --- 2.132 --- 1.939 1.832 --- hom-L 0.00 
Cr2Fe Py1 2.166 --- 1.976 --- --- 1.854 hom-H 22.80 
Cr2Fe Py1 --- 2.166 --- 1.944 1.940 1.855 het-H 0.00 
Cr2Fe no Py --- --- --- --- 1.877 1.861   

Cr3 Py3 --- 2.167 --- 1.921 --- ---   

Cr3 Py2 --- 2.144 --- 1.932 --- 1.845   

Cr3 Py1 --- 2.120 --- 1.944 --- 1.850   

Cr3 no Py --- --- --- --- --- 1.858   
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11.3 Tables of  Calculations for Differential Many Body Cooperativity (DMBC) 

These tables include all information necessary to apply the DMBC formalism as introduced in section 2.7. As 
shown in Figure 16, for the hetero-metallic or partially coordinated cases, the energies are degenerate, the 
minor differences in the list here are in the margin of error for the DFT calculations employed here… 

11.3.1 Acetate 

Table 18 Differential many body cooperativity for Fe to Cr exchange in [Fe3-nCrnO(OAc)6Pym]+
, n = 3, 2, 1, 0; 

m = 0, 3 and Ligand to no Ligand exchange in [Fe3O(OAc)6Pyn], (n = 3, 2, 1, 0) based on B3LYP DFT 
calculations with a cc-pVTZ basis set and ECP potentials on the Cr and Fe centers. 

Differential many body cooperativity Acetate, Fe → Cr 
Crx/Fex Acetate Py3 single point (kJ/mol)  

 x=M, y=M' Property Total electronic energy P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1)/10^3 dP(1) 
Calc # M=Fe, M'=Cr  (kJ/mol) (Hartree) 96771.89 96771.63 96771.75 2903.15 290315.27 
4278 Fe, Fe, Fe xxx -6731469.79638647 -2563.88108794      

4279 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx -6634697.90955145 -2527.02262790 P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2)  

4280 Fe, Cr, Fe xyx -6634698.16524890 -2527.02272529 -1.60 -1.55 -1.70 -4.85  

4281 Fe, Fe, Cr xxy -6634698.04518478 -2527.02267956      

4282 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx -6537927.88109784 -2490.16487568    dP(3)  

4283 Cr, Fe, Cr yxy -6537927.70513683 -2490.16480866    1.38  

4284 Fe, Cr, Cr xyy -6537928.11453105 -2490.16496459      

4285 Cr, Cr, Cr yyy -6441157.99300346 -2453.30717692      

Crx/Fex Acetate Py3 geometry optimized (kJ/mol)  
 x=M, y=M' Property Total electronic energy P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1)/10^3 dP(1) 

Calc # M=Fe, M'=Cr  (kJ/mol) (Hartree) 96764.89 96764.79 96764.82 2902.95 290294.50 
4286 Fe, Fe, Fe xxx -6731469.85188954 -2563.88110908      

4344 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx -6634704.95925525 -2527.02531299 P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2)  

4361 Fe, Cr, Fe xyx -6634705.05894548 -2527.02535096 -1.62 -1.77 -1.68 -5.07  

4356 Fe, Fe, Cr xxy -6634705.03439705 -2527.02534161      

4359 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx -6537941.78608715 -2490.17017181    dP(3)  

4405 Cr, Fe, Cr yxy -6537941.91153355 -2490.17021959    1.28  

4362 Fe, Cr, Cr xyy -6537941.92452977 -2490.17022454      

4404 Cr, Cr, Cr yyy -6441179.14308628 -2453.31523256      

Crx/Fex Acetate no Ligand geometry optimized (kJ/mol)  
 x=M, y=M' Property Total electronic energy P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1)/10^3 dP(1) 

Calc # M=Fe, M'=Cr  (kJ/mol) (Hartree) 96780.33 96780.35 96780.25 2903.41 290340.94 
4334 Fe, Fe, Fe xxx -4774821.73770913 -1818.63330326      

4354 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx -4678041.40847384 -1781.77162768 P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2)  

4336 Fe, Cr, Fe xyx -4678041.38634088 -1781.77161925 -2.84 -2.41 -2.78 -8.03  

4337 Fe, Fe, Cr xxy -4678041.48324808 -1781.77165616      

4353 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx -4581263.89697766 -1744.91102532    dP(3)  

4339 Cr, Fe, Cr yxy -4581263.56356542 -1744.91089833    6.17  

4352 Fe, Cr, Cr xyy -4581263.90845110 -1744.91102969      

4341 Cr, Cr, Cr yyy -4484482.65477725 -1708.04900201      

Fe3 Acetate Py/noPy (kJ/mol)  
 x=Py at Fe Property Total electronic energy P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1)/10^3 dP(1) 

Calc # y=bare Fe  (kJ/mol) (Hartree) 652193.07 652193.07 652193.06 19565.79 1956579.20 
4286 Py, Py, Py xxx -6731469.85188954 -2563.881109      

4311 Fe, Py, Py yxx -6079276.78042566 -2315.473921 P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2)  

4312 Py, Fe, Py xyx -6079276.78066195 -2315.473921 22.90 22.91 22.91 68.71  

4313 Py, Py, Fe xxy -6079276.79042882 -2315.473925      

4351 Fe, Fe, Py yyx -5427060.81192377 -2067.058013    dP(3)  

4315 Fe,Py, Fe yxy -5427060.81189751 -2067.058013    0.20  

4314 Py, Fe, Fe xyy -5427060.81189751 -2067.058013      

4334 Fe, Fe, Fe yyy -4774821.73770913 -1818.633303      

Crx/Fex Acetate no Ligand geometry optimized, one per group of energetically degenerate isomers (kJ/mol)  
 x=M, y=M' Property Total electronic energy P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1)/10^3 dP(1) 

Calc # M=Fe, M'=Cr  (kJ/mol) (Hartree) 96780.33 96780.33 96780.33 2903.41 290340.99 
4334 Fe, Fe, Fe xxx -4774821.73770913 -1818.63330326      

4354 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx -4678041.40847384 -1781.77162768 P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2)  

4354 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx -4678041.40847384 -1781.77162768 -2.82 -2.82 -2.82 -8.45  

4354 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx -4678041.40847384 -1781.77162768      

4353 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx -4581263.89697766 -1744.91102532    dP(3)  

4353 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx -4581263.89697766 -1744.91102532    6.55  

4353 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx -4581263.89697766 -1744.91102532      

4341 Cr, Cr, Cr yyy -4484482.65477725 -1708.04900201      
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… The implementation used here is including all cases necessary, even in complexes of lower symmetry like 
linear or t-shaped arrangements, where the different metal positions have more distinct energy differences. 

Table 19 Differential many body cooperativity for Cr to Fe exchange in [Fe3-nCrnO(OAc)6Pym], (n = 3, 2, 1, 0; 
m = 0, 3) and no Ligand to Ligand exchange in [Fe3O(OAc)6Pyn]+, n = 3, 2, 1, 0 based on B3LYP DFT 
calculations with a cc-pVTZ basis set and ECP potentials on the Cr and Fe centers. 

Differential many body cooperativity Acetate, Cr → Fe 
Crx/Fex Acetate Py3 single point (kJ/mol)  

 x=Fe, y=Cr Property Total electronic energy P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1)/10^3 dP(1) 
Calc # M=Fe, M'=Cr  (kJ/mol) (Hartree) -96770.12 -96769.71 -96769.89 -2903.10 -290309.72 
4285 Cr, Cr, Cr yyy -6441157.99300346 -2453.30717692      

4284 Fe, Cr, Cr xyy -6537928.11453105 -2490.16496459 P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2)  

4283 Cr, Fe, Cr yxy -6537927.70513683 -2490.16480866 -0.22 -0.16 -0.32 -0.70  

4282 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx -6537927.88109784 -2490.16487568      

4281 Fe, Fe, Cr xxy -6634698.04518478 -2527.02267956    dP(3)  

4280 Fe, Cr, Fe xyx -6634698.16524890 -2527.02272529    -1.38  

4279 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx -6634697.90955145 -2527.02262790      

4278 Fe, Fe, Fe xxx -6731469.79638647 -2563.88108794      

Crx/Fex Acetate Py3 geometry optimized (kJ/mol)  
 x=Fe, y=Cr Property Total electronic energy P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1)/10^3 dP(1) 

Calc # M=Fe, M'=Cr  (kJ/mol) (Hartree) -96762.78 -96762.77 -96762.64 -2902.88 -290288.19 
4404 Cr, Cr, Cr yyy -6441179.14308628 -2453.31523256      

4362 Fe, Cr, Cr xyy -6537941.92452977 -2490.17022454 P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2)  

4405 Cr, Fe, Cr yxy -6537941.91153355 -2490.17021959 -0.34 -0.49 -0.40 -1.24  

4359 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx -6537941.78608715 -2490.17017181      

4356 Fe, Fe, Cr xxy -6634705.03439705 -2527.02534161    dP(3)  

4361 Fe, Cr, Fe xyx -6634705.05894548 -2527.02535096    -1.28  

4344 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx -6634704.95925525 -2527.02531299      

4286 Fe, Fe, Fe xxx -6731469.85188954 -2563.88110908      

Crx/Fex Acetate no Ligand geometry optimized (kJ/mol)  
 x=Fe, y=Cr Property Total electronic energy P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1)/10^3 dP(1) 

Calc # M=Fe, M'=Cr  (kJ/mol) (Hartree) -96781.25 -96780.91 -96781.24 -2903.43 -290343.40 
4341 Cr, Cr, Cr yyy -4484482.65477725 -1708.04900201      

4352 Fe, Cr, Cr xyy -4581263.90845110 -1744.91102969 P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2)  

4339 Cr, Fe, Cr yxy -4581263.56356542 -1744.91089833 3.33 3.76 3.40 10.50  

4353 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx -4581263.89697766 -1744.91102532      

4337 Fe, Fe, Cr xxy -4678041.48324808 -1781.77165616    dP(3)  

4336 Fe, Cr, Fe xyx -4678041.38634088 -1781.77161925    -6.17  

4354 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx -4678041.40847384 -1781.77162768      

4334 Fe, Fe, Fe xxx -4774821.73770913 -1818.63330326      

Fe3 Acetate Py/noPy (kJ/mol)  
 x=Py at Fe Property Total electronic energy P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1)/10^3 dP(1) 

Calc # y=bare Fe  (kJ/mol) (Hartree) -652239.07 -652239.07 -652239.07 -19567.17 -1956717.22 
4334 Fe, Fe, Fe yyy -4774821.73770913 -1818.63330326      

4314 Py, Fe, Fe xyy -5427060.81189751 -2067.05801253 P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2)  

4315 Fe,Py, Fe yxy -5427060.81189751 -2067.05801253 23.10 23.11 23.11 69.31  

4351 Fe, Fe, Py yyx -5427060.81192377 -2067.05801254      

4313 Py, Py, Fe xxy -6079276.79042882 -2315.47392513    dP(3)  

4312 Py, Fe, Py xyx -6079276.78066195 -2315.47392141    -0.20  

4311 Fe, Py, Py yxx -6079276.78042566 -2315.47392132      

4286 Py, Py, Py xxx -6731469.85188954 -2563.88110908      

Crx/Fex Acetate no Ligand geometry optimized, one per group of energetically degenerate isomers (kJ/mol)  
 x=M, y=M' Property Total electronic energy P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1)/10^3 dP(1) 

Calc # M=Cr, M'=Fe  (kJ/mol) (Hartree) -96781.24 -96781.24 -96781.24 -2903.44 -290343.73 
4341 Cr, Cr, Cr yyy -4484482.65477725 -1708.04900201      

4353 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx -4581263.89697766 -1744.91102532 P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2)  

4353 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx -4581263.89697766 -1744.91102532 3.73 3.73 3.73 11.19  

4353 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx -4581263.89697766 -1744.91102532      

4354 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx -4678041.40847384 -1781.77162768    dP(3)  

4354 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx -4678041.40847384 -1781.77162768    -6.55  

4354 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx -4678041.40847384 -1781.77162768      

4334 Fe, Fe, Fe xxx -4774821.73770913 -1818.63330326      
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11.3.2 Formate 

Table 20 Differential many body cooperativity for Fe to Cr exchange in [Fe3-nCrnO(Fo)6Pym]+
, (n = 3, 2, 1, 0; 

m = 0, 3) and Ligand to no Ligand exchange in [Fe3O(Fo)6Pyn]+, (n = 3, 2, 1, 0) based on B3LYP DFT 
calculations with a cc-pVTZ basis set and ECP potentials on the Cr and Fe centers. 

Differential many body cooperativity Formate, Fe → Cr 
Crx/Fex Formate Py3 single point (kJ/mol)  

 x=M, y=M' Property Total electronic energy P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1)/10^3 dP(1) 
Calc # M=Fe, M'=Cr  (kJ/mol) (Hartree) 96756.61 96756.58 96756.60 2902.70 290269.78 
4277 Fe, Fe, Fe xxx 6111725.57093186 2327.83301121      

4276 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx 6014968.96046356 2290.98036963 P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2)  

4275 Fe, Cr, Fe xyx 6014968.99548773 2290.98038297 -1.19 -1.47 -1.25 -3.91  

4274 Fe, Fe, Cr xxy 6014968.97537640 2290.98037531      

4273 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx 5918213.57387210 2254.12819420    dP(3)  

4272 Cr, Fe, Cr yxy 5918213.83264138 2254.12829276    1.17  

4271 Fe, Cr, Cr xyy 5918213.65373981 2254.12822462      

4270 Cr, Cr, Cr yyy 5821458.53258639 2217.27615029      

Crx/Fex Formate Py3 geometry optimized (kJ/mol)  
 x=M, y=M' Property Total electronic energy P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1)/10^3 dP(1) 

Calc # M=Fe, M'=Cr  (kJ/mol) (Hartree) 96763.71 96763.72 96763.72 2902.91 290291.15 
4269 Fe, Fe, Fe xxx 6111747.31800087 2327.84129423      

4268 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx 6014983.60313961 2290.98594673 P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2)  

4267 Fe, Cr, Fe xyx 6014983.60298209 2290.98594667 -1.15 -1.15 -1.15 -3.44  

4266 Fe, Fe, Cr xxy 6014983.60279830 2290.98594660      

4265 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx 5918221.03654079 2254.13103658    dP(3)  

4264 Cr, Fe, Cr yxy 5918221.03465043 2254.13103586    1.08  

4263 Fe, Cr, Cr xyy 5918221.03441413 2254.13103577      

4262 Cr, Cr, Cr yyy 5821458.53271767 2217.27615034      

Crx/Fex Formate no Ligand geometry optimized (kJ/mol)  
 x=M, y=M' Property Total electronic energy P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1)/10^3 dP(1) 

Calc # M=Fe, M'=Cr  (kJ/mol) (Hartree) 96779.77 96779.94 96779.77 2903.39 290339.48 
4326 Fe, Fe, Fe xxx 4155041.32790232 1582.5714446400      

4327 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx 4058261.55671706 1545.7099816100 P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2)  

4328 Fe, Cr, Fe xyx 4058261.39136306 1545.7099186300 -2.33 -2.16 -2.33 -6.82  

4329 Fe, Fe, Cr xxy 4058261.55884371 1545.7099824200      

4330 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx 3961483.95159554 1508.8493435900    dP(3)  

4331 Cr, Fe, Cr yxy 3961483.95151678 1508.8493435600    4.69  

4332 Fe, Cr, Cr xyy 3961483.95159554 1508.8493435900      

4333 Cr, Cr, Cr yyy 3864703.98951018 1471.9878078500      

Fe3 Formate Py/noPy (kJ/mol)  
 x=Py at Fe Property Total electronic energy P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1)/10^3 dP(1) 

Calc # y=bare Fe  (kJ/mol) (Hartree) 652207.19 652207.19 652207.19 19566.22 1956621.57 
4319 Py, Py, Py xxx 6111747.31805337 2327.8412942500      

4350 Fe, Py, Py yxx 5459540.12932850 2079.4287295100 P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2)  

4320 Py, Fe, Py xyx 5459540.12932850 2079.4287295100 27.96 27.96 27.96 83.89  

4321 Py, Py, Fe xxy 5459540.12932850 2079.4287295100      

4322 Fe, Fe, Py yyx 4807304.97708577 1831.0055140300    dP(3)  

4323 Fe,Py, Fe yxy 4807304.97708577 1831.0055140300    0.53  

4324 Py, Fe, Fe xyy 4807304.97708577 1831.0055140300      

4326 Fe, Fe, Fe yyy 4155041.32790232 1582.5714446400      

Crx/Fex Formate no Ligand geometry optimized one per group of energetically degenerate isomers (kJ/mol)  
 x=M, y=M' Property Total electronic energy P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1)/10^3 dP(1) 

Calc # M=Fe, M'=Cr  (kJ/mol) (Hartree) 96779.77 96779.77 96779.77 2903.39 290339.31 
4326 Fe, Fe, Fe xxx -4155041.32790232 -1582.5714446400      

4327 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx -4058261.55671706 -1545.7099816100 P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2)  

4327 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx -4058261.55671706 -1545.7099816100 -2.17 -2.17 -2.17 -6.50  

4327 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx -4058261.55671706 -1545.7099816100      

4330 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx -3961483.95159554 -1508.8493435900    dP(3)  

4330 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx -3961483.95159554 -1508.8493435900    4.52  

4330 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx -3961483.95159554 -1508.8493435900      

4333 Cr, Cr, Cr yyy -3864703.98951018 -1471.9878078500      
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Table 21 Differential many body cooperativity for Cr to Fe exchange in [Fe3-nCrnO(Fo)6Pym]+
, (n = 3, 2, 1, 0; 

m = 0, 3) and no Ligand to Ligand exchange in [Fe3O(Fo)6Pyn]+, n = 3, 2, 1, 0 based on B3LYP DFT 
calculations with a cc-pVTZ basis set and ECP potentials on the Cr and Fe centers. 

Differential many body cooperativity Formate, Cr → Fe 
Crx/Fex Formate Py3 single point (kJ/mol)  

 x=M, y=M' Property Total electronic energy P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1)/10^3 dP(1) 
Calc # M=Cr, M'=Fe (kJ/mol) (Hartree) -96755.12 -96755.30 -96755.04 -2902.65 -290265.46 
4270 Cr, Cr, Cr yyy -5821458.53258639 -2217.27615029      

4271 Fe, Cr, Cr xyy -5918213.65373981 -2254.12822462 P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2)  

4272 Cr, Fe, Cr yxy -5918213.83264138 -2254.12829276 -0.02 -0.30 -0.09 -0.41  

4273 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx -5918213.57387210 -2254.12819420      

4274 Fe, Fe, Cr xxy -6014968.97537640 -2290.98037531    dP(3)  

4275 Fe, Cr, Fe xyx -6014968.99548773 -2290.98038297    -1.17  

4276 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx -6014968.96046356 -2290.98036963      

4277 Fe, Fe, Fe xxx -6111725.57093186 -2327.83301121      

Crx/Fex Formate Py3 geometry optimized (kJ/mol)  
 x=M, y=M' Property Total electronic energy P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1)/10^3 dP(1) 

Calc # M=Cr, M'=Fe (kJ/mol) (Hartree) -96762.50 -96762.50 -96762.50 -2902.88 -290287.51 
4262 Cr, Cr, Cr yyy -5821458.53271767 -2217.27615034      

4263 Fe, Cr, Cr xyy -5918221.03441413 -2254.13103577 P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2)  

4264 Cr, Fe, Cr yxy -5918221.03465043 -2254.13103586 -0.07 -0.06 -0.06 -0.20  

4265 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx -5918221.03654079 -2254.13103658      

4266 Fe, Fe, Cr xxy -6014983.60279830 -2290.98594660    dP(3)  

4267 Fe, Cr, Fe xyx -6014983.60298209 -2290.98594667    -1.08  

4268 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx -6014983.60313961 -2290.98594673      

4269 Fe, Fe, Fe xxx -6111747.31800087 -2327.84129423      

Crx/Fex Formate no Ligand geometry optimized (kJ/mol)  
 x=M, y=M' Property Total electronic energy P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1)/10^3 dP(1) 

Calc # M=Cr, M'=Fe (kJ/mol) (Hartree) -96779.96 -96779.96 -96779.96 -2903.40 -290339.89 
4333 Cr, Cr, Cr yyy -3864703.98951018 -1471.9878078500      

4332 Fe, Cr, Cr xyy -3961483.95159554 -1508.8493435900 P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2)  

4331 Cr, Fe, Cr yxy -3961483.95151678 -1508.8493435600 2.35 2.52 2.36 7.23  

4330 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx -3961483.95159554 -1508.8493435900      

4329 Fe, Fe, Cr xxy -4058261.55884371 -1545.7099824200    dP(3)  

4328 Fe, Cr, Fe xyx -4058261.39136306 -1545.7099186300    -4.69  

4327 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx -4058261.55671706 -1545.7099816100      

4326 Fe, Fe, Fe xxx -4155041.32790232 -1582.5714446400      

Fe3 Formate Py/noPy (kJ/mol)  
 x=Py at Fe Property Total electronic energy P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1)/10^3 dP(1) 

Calc # y=bare Fe  (kJ/mol) (Hartree) -652263.65 -652263.65 -652263.65 -19567.91 ######### 
4326 Fe, Fe, Fe yyy -4155041.32790232 -1582.5714446400      

4324 Py, Fe, Fe xyy -4807304.97708577 -1831.0055140300 P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2)  

4323 Fe,Py, Fe yxy -4807304.97708577 -1831.0055140300 28.50 28.50 28.50 85.49  

4322 Fe, Fe, Py yyx -4807304.97708577 -1831.0055140300      

4321 Py, Py, Fe xxy -5459540.12932850 -2079.4287295100    dP(3)  

4320 Py, Fe, Py xyx -5459540.12932850 -2079.4287295100    -0.53  

4350 Fe, Py, Py yxx -5459540.12932850 -2079.4287295100      

4319 Py, Py, Py xxx -6111747.31805337 -2327.8412942500      

Crx/Fex Formate no Ligand geometry optimized one per group of energetically degenerate isomers (kJ/mol)  
 x=M, y=M' Property Total electronic energy P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1)/10^3 dP(1) 

Calc # M=Cr, M'=Fe (kJ/mol) (Hartree) -96779.96 -96779.96 -96779.96 -2903.40 -290339.89 
4333 Cr, Cr, Cr yyy -3864703.98951018 -1471.9878078500      

4330 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx -3961483.95159554 -1508.8493435900 P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2)  

4330 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx -3961483.95159554 -1508.8493435900 2.36 2.36 2.36 7.07  

4330 Cr, Cr, Fe yyx -3961483.95159554 -1508.8493435900      

4327 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx -4058261.55671706 -1545.7099816100    dP(3)  

4327 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx -4058261.55671706 -1545.7099816100    -4.52  

4327 Cr, Fe, Fe yxx -4058261.55671706 -1545.7099816100      

4326 Fe, Fe, Fe xxx -4155041.32790232 -1582.5714446400      
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11.4 Additional DFT Graphs to Chapter 4.2 

 
Figure 69 Full series of hybrid functional calculations on [CrFe2O(OAc)6(Py)3-0]+ ions. 
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Figure 70 Full series of hybrid functional calculations on [Cr2FeO(OAc)6(Py)3-0]+ ions. 
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Figure 71 Systematic overview of all DFT simulated IR spectra calculated using a cc-pVTZ basis set and the 
B3LYP functional. 
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11.5 Additional CID Graphs to Chapter 5.3 

 
Figure 72 Bi-logistic fit of [Cr3O(Fo)6(Py)2]+complexes and Tri-logistic fit of [CrFe2O(Fo)6(Py)2]+ complexes 
where dual pyridine loss competes with single pyridine loss. See Figure 73. 
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Figure 73 CID spectra of all CrxFexPyx Formate and Acetate complexes, derived from the data featured in 
J.Krüger's bachelor thesis1. 
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Figure 74 CID spectra of mixed Py/D5Py complexes [Fe3O(OAc)6(Py)m(D5Py)3-n]+ for n = 0 - 3.  
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Table 22 Calculated BSSE2-4 corrected (see 0) fragmentation energies ∆𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐  and 𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶50  values for various 
species [CrnFe3-nO(OAc)6Pym]+ (n, m = 1, 2, 3) set in correlation. (n.a.p = no assignment possible). Green 

highlighted are the fragmentation energies which have been assigned to the first 𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶50  value. Already featured 
in J.Krüger's bachelor thesis1. 

Species 

 

∆𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐 

kJ/mol 

Fe-Py 

𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶50  

a.u. 

level 1 

∆𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐 

kJ/mol 

Cr-Py 

𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶50  

a.u. 

level 2 

[Cr3O(OAc)6Py3]+ 

[Cr3O(OAc)6Py2]+ 

[Cr3O(OAc)6Py1]+ 

 

5.5 

6.2 

8.2 

122 

139 

158 

 

[Cr2FeO(OAc)6Py3]+ 

[Cr2FeO(OAc)6Py2]+ 

[Cr2FeO(OAc)6Py1]+ 

99 

119 

141 

1.7 

5.76 

5.34 

126 

145 

160 

n.a.p 

6.78 

n.a.p 

[CrFe2O(OAc)6Py3]+ 

[CrFe2O(OAc)6Py2]+ 

[CrFe2O(OAc)6Py1]+ 

103 

128 

147 

2.45 

5.06 

7.01 

130 

146 

164 

n.a.p 

n.a.p 

n.a.p 

[Fe3O(OAc)6Py3]+ 

[Fe3O(OAc)6Py2]+ 

[Fe3O(OAc)6Py1]+ 

107 

129 

151 

2.69 

5.19 

6.04 
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Table 23 Calculated BSSE2-4 corrected (see 0) fragmentation energies ∆𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐  and 𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶50  values for various 
species [CrnFe3-nO(Fo)6Pym]+ (n, m = 1, 2, 3) set in correlation. (n.a.p = no assignment possible). Green 

highlighted are the fragmentation energies which have been assigned to the first 𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶50  value. Already featured 
in J.Krüger's bachelor thesis1. 

Species 

 

∆𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐 

kJ/mol 

Fe-Py 

𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶50  

a.u. 

level 1 

∆𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐 

kJ/mol 

Cr-Py 

𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶50  

a.u. 

level 2 

[Cr3O(Fo)6Py3]+ 

[Cr3O(Fo)6Py2]+ 

[Cr3O(Fo)6Py1]+ 

 6.14 

6.38 

10.45 

138 

159 

183 

 

[Cr2FeO(Fo)6Py3]+ 

[Cr2FeO(Fo)6Py2]+ 

[Cr2FeO(Fo)6Py1]+ 

115 

139 

167 

3.02 

7 

n.a.p 

143 

166 

186 

5.11 

11.79 

n.a.p 

[CrFe2O(Fo)6Py3]+ 

[CrFe2O(Fo)6Py2]+ 

[CrFe2O(Fo)6Py1]+ 

120 

149 

190 

2.96 

6.13 

n.a.p 

147 

167 

173 

6.55 

11.23 

n.a.p 

[Fe3O(Fo)6Py3]+ 

[Fe3O(Fo)6Py2]+ 

[Fe3O(Fo)6Py1]+ 

123 

150 

178 

4.15 

5.54 

n.a.p 

  

11.6 Additional IRMPD Graphs 

The cumulative IRMPD graphs shown in the main section of this thesis frequently only show one example of 
typically several IRMPD measurements taken at different laser fluences and or shot sizes. The complete set of 
results is presented here. 
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11.6.1 Additional IRMPD Graphs of Acetate Pyridine Complexes 

 
Figure 75 IRMPD spectra in the CO region of the [Fe3O(OAc)6Pyn]+ n = 0, 1, 2, 3 species, cumulative 
fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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Figure 76 IRMPD spectra in the CO region of the [CrFe2O(OAc)6Pyn]+ n = 0, 2, 3 species, cumulative 
fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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Figure 77 IRMPD spectra in the CO region of the [Cr2FeO(OAc)6Pyn]+ n = 2, 3 species, cumulative fragment 
trace labels in m/z. 
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Figure 78 IRMPD spectra in the CO region of the [Cr3O(OAc)6Pyn]+ n = 1, 2, 3 species, cumulative fragment 
trace labels in m/z. 
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Figure 79 IRMPD spectra of [CrnFe3-nO(OAc)6(Py)2]+ in the CO region, cumulative fragment trace labels in 
m/z. 
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Figure 80 IRMPD spectra of [CrnFe3-nO(OAc)6(Py)3]+ in the CO region, cumulative fragment trace labels in 
m/z. 
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Figure 81 IRMPD spectra of [Fe3O(OAc)6(Py)n]+ at different laser fluences/shot counts in the CH region, 
cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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11.6.1.1 Acetate Complexes with Axial Ligand Pyridine, Isotope Exchange 

 
Figure 82 Successive deuterated pyridine ligand coordination of [Fe3O(OAc)6(D5Py)n]+ spectra in the CO 
spectral region, cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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Figure 83 IRMPD spectra of mixed ligand [Fe3O(OAc)6(Py)n(D5Py)m]+ in the CO region. Refer to 5.6.1 for a 
discussion on the energy transfer from the D5Py Ligand absorbing at 1590 cm-1 to the Py ligands, witnessed 
by the fragmentation pattern, cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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Figure 84 Successive deuterated pyridine ligand coordination of [Fe3O(D3OAc)6(D5Py)n]+ spectra in the CO 
spectral region, cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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Figure 85 All different IRMPD spectra of all measured [Fe3O(OAc/D3OAc)6(Py)n(D5Py)m]+ spectra in the CO 
region, cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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Figure 86 IRMPD spectra in the CH region of all [Fe3O(OAc)6(Py)3]+ and [Fe3O(OAc/D3OAc)6(Py)n(D5Py)m]+ 
in the CH region, cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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 Acetate, Axial Ligand Water 

 
Figure 87 IRMPD spectra of [Fe3O(Fo)6(H2O)n]+ with n = 1, 3 - 6 at different laser fluences/shot counts in the CO 
region, cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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Figure 88 IRMPD spectra of [CrFe2O(Fo)6(H2O)n]+ with n = 2, 3 in the CO region, cumulative fragment trace 
labels in m/z. 
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Figure 89 IRMPD spectra of [Cr2FeO(Fo)6(H2O)n]+ with n = 2, 3 in the CO region, cumulative fragment trace 
labels in m/z. 
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Figure 90 IRMPD spectra of [Cr3O(Fo)6(H2O)n]+ with n = 3, 4, 5 in the CO region, cumulative fragment trace 
labels in m/z. 
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11.6.1.2 Acetate DMF, DMSO, THF 

 
Figure 91 IRMPD spectra of [Cr3O(Fo)6L3]+ with L = THF, DMSO DMF at different laser fluences/shot 
counts in the CO region, cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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11.6.1.3  Formate, Axial Ligand Pyridine, Ligand Variation 

 
Figure 92 IRMPD spectra of formate [Cr3O(Fo)6(L)3]+ with L = (Py3 and D5Py3) in the CO spectral region, 
cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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Figure 93 IRMPD spectra of formate [Fe3O(Fo)6(Py)n]+ with n = 0 - 3 in the CO spectral region, ligand 
variation, cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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Figure 94 IRMPD spectra of formate [Cr1Fe2O(Fo)6(Py)n]+ with n = 0 - 3 in the CO spectral region, ligand 
variation, cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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Figure 95 IRMPD spectra of formate [Cr2Fe1O(Fo)6(Py)n]+ with n = 0 - 3 in the CO spectral region, ligand 
variation, cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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Figure 96 IRMPD spectra of formate [Cr3O(Fo)6(Py)n]+ with n = 0 - 3 in the CO spectral region, ligand 
variation, cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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11.6.1.4  Formate, Axial Ligand Pyridine, Metal Variation 

 
Figure 97 IRMPD spectra of formate [CrnFe3-nO(Fo)6]+ with n = 0 - 3 in the CO spectral region, metal 
variation, cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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Figure 98 IRMPD spectra of formate [CrnFe3-nO(Fo)6(Py)1]+ with n = 0 - 3 in the CO spectral region, metal 
variation, cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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Figure 99 IRMPD spectra of formate [CrnFe3-nO(Fo)6(Py)2]+ with n = 0 - 3 in the CO spectral region, metal 
variation, cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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Figure 100 IRMPD spectra of formate [CrnFe3-nO(Fo)6(Py)3]+ with n = 0 - 3 in the CO spectral region, metal 
variation, cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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11.6.1.5Formate, Axial Ligand Water 

 
Figure 101 IRMPD spectra of formate [Fe3O(Fo)6(H2O)n]+ with n = 1 - 3 in the CO spectral region. 
Cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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Figure 102 IRMPD spectra of formate [CrFe2O(Fo)6(H2O)n]+ with n = 0 - 3 in the CO spectral region, 
cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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Figure 103 IRMPD spectra of formate [Cr2FeO(Fo)6(H2O)n]+ with n = 0 - 3 in the CO spectral region, 
cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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Figure 104 IRMPD spectra of formate [Cr3O(Fo)6(H2O)n]+ with n = 0 - 3 in the CO spectral region, cumulative 
fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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11.6.2 Additional IRMPD Spectra of the ScCrFe Acetate and Formate Complexes 

 
Figure 105 IRMPD spectra of [ScCrFeO(B)6(Py)3]+ (with B = formate and acetate) in the CO spectral region at different 
laser fluences/shot counts, cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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11.7 Gaussian Fits on all Pyridine Spectra 

 
Figure 106 Cumulative sum of all gaussian fits for the acetate species used for the trend discussion in chapter 6.4. An example for 
the used functions can be seen in Figure 55. The original spectra are shown slightly transparent behind the fit curves in the same 
colors, cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 
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11.8 Additional Tables of  IR Band Position and the DMBC Formalism 

Table 24 Table of band positions of the symmetric ν(COO)s and asymmetric ν(COO)as carboxylate vibration 
and the corresponding band splitting Δν for the Acetate spectra as determined by the gaussian fits shown as 
their cumulative sum in Figure 106, more detail in Table 31. 

Acetate ν(sym) ν(sym) ν(sym) ν(sym) 
m 0 1 2 3 
0 1445.98392 1441.42958   
1 1444.30413   1457.32643 
2 1447.01633 1454.05345 1454.867525 1460.36086 
3 1450.30309 1455.33141 1458.885825 1460.697217 
m ν(asym) ν(asym) ν(asym) ν(asym) 
 0 1 2 3 

0 1577.087015 1574.30416   
1 1585.373875   1614.5218 
2 1596.67761 1608.90274 1612.1556 1624.6516 
3 1606.5914 1617.48703 1623.2316 1630.1494 
m Δν Δν Δν Δν 
 0 1 2 3 

0 131.10 132.87   
1 141.07   157.20 
2 149.66 154.85 157.29 164.29 
3 156.29 162.16 164.35 169.45 

Table 25 Table of band positions of the symmetric ν(COO)s and asymmetric ν(COO)as carboxylate vibration 
and the corresponding band splitting Δν for the formate spectra determined by the gaussian fits shown as their 
cumulative sum in Figure 106, more detail in Table 30. 

Formate ν(sym) ν(sym) ν(sym) ν(sym) 
m 0 1 2 3 
0 1368.58 1373.61 1378.04 1382.60 
1 1368.58 1371.83 1377.69 1384.01 
2 1371.76 1375.02 1379.21 1386.73 
3 1370.19 1379.08 1378.78 1389.90 
m ν(asym) ν(asym) ν(asym) ν(asym) 
 0 1 2 3 

0 1608.45 1615.78 1628.63 1635.15 
1 1604.27 1615.10 1625.16 1638.07 
2 1603.08 1617.59 1635.39 1644.33 
3 1610.32 1628.94 1631.87 1650.57 
m Δν Δν Δν Δν 
 0 1 2 3 

0 239.87 242.17 250.60 252.56 
1 235.69 243.27 247.47 254.06 
2 231.32 242.56 256.18 257.59 
3 240.13 249.86 253.10 260.67 
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Figure 107 The sum of the symmetric ν(COO)s and asymmetric ν(COO)as carboxylate vibration as well as the 
double of the symmetric ν(COO)s and asymmetric ν(COO)as vibration mode for both the formate (top graph) 
as well as the acetate (bottom graph) species. For the formates, the observed values for the fully pyridine 
coordinated formates are also plotted.  
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Table 26 Compiled experimental and theoretical fundamental vibrational transitions of formate, partly based 
on the tables in the literature5-7 but expanded considerably. 

    Fundamentals 

   Mode ν CH ν COa ν IP ν COs ν OOP ν OCO b 

   symmetry type ν1 a1 ν4 b1 ν5 b1 ν2 a1 ν6 b2 ν3 a1 

  Ref Isotopomer at CH/CD H D H D H D H D H D H D 

   type of motion C-H stretching C-O asym 
stretching COO rocking OCO sym 

stretching COO rocking COO 
deformation 

Method/ 
Source Author  Species   (C-H δ out-of-

plane) 
 (C-H δ out-of-

plane) 
 

Ne 
Matrix Jacox8 [2] HCO2¯ 2455.7 1844.6 1628.9 1625 ---  1323 1309.1 ---  744.1 736.9 

Ar 
Prediss. Johnson7 [1] HCO2¯ 2449 1842 1622 1622 ---  1314 1297 ---  ---  

Theory Botschwina, 
Krekeler9 [7] HCO2¯ 2441.2 1835.8 1619.1 1616.5 1340.7 988.8 1316.4 1303.7 1030.3 894.4 738 731 

H2 
Matrix 

Yuan Pern 
Lee10 [8] HSO2¯ 2875.7    1249.9    1003.2  814.3  

IR Kidd/ 
Mantsch11 [9] Polycrystalline NaHCO2 2830.2 2131.2 1607.3 1588.5 1367.2 1013.4 1360.6 1331.3 1068.4 914.9 774.6 766.9 

IR Ito/ 
Bernstein12 [3] Aqueous KHCO2 2803  1585  1383  1351  1069  760  

IR Hammaker 
13,14 [10] Aqueous NaHCO2 2813  1592  1384  1353  ---  767  

Raman Bartholo-
mew15,16 [11] Aqueous NaHCO2 2819 2113 1597 1587 1381 1025 1350 1324 1063 915 764 759 

IR Mentzen 17-19 [12] Crystalline Th(HCOO)4 α 2870  1570  1383  1374  1128  771  

IR Mentzen 17-19 [12] Crystalline Th(HCOO)4 γ 2875  1570  1370    1065  783  

EELS Dubois20 [13] HCO2¯@Cu(100) surface 2870  --  1325      760  

EELS Sexton 21,22 [14] HCO2¯@Cu(100) surface 2840  1640    1360    790  

Raman 
Spinner 

23-25 
[15] Aqueous Na HCO2¯ 2820 2118 1593 1583 1386 1024 1355 1328 1067 916 771 761 

IR Calatayud 26 [16] HCO2¯@ β-Ga2O3 surface 2915  1580  1385  1369      

IR Li27,28 [17] HCO2¯@ Ceria (CeO2) 
surface 2845  1553  1371  1362  995  777  

Raman Galzerani 29 [18] LiHCO2*H2O 2859  1585  1371  1355  1068  784  

IR Liu30 [19] Ba(COOH)2 2864  1600  1400  1361  1076  768  

IR Cannon31 [6] Cr3O(OOCH)6(Py)3ClO3 2896  1653  1390  1377  --  770  

Raman Cannon31 [6] Cr3O(OOCH)6(H2O)HCO2 2898  1644  1390  1374  1040  771  

Raman Cannon31 [6] Fe3O(OOCH)6(H2O)3Cl 2882  1620  1394  1369  1066  755  

IR Cannon31 [6] Cr3O(OOCH)6(H2O)3Br 2896  1652  1397  1378  1040  773  

IR Cannon31 [6] Fe3O(OOCH)6(H2O)3Cl 2953  1635  1394  1369  1052  759  

IR Kiana32 [23] Fe3O(OOCH)6(H2O)3NO3 2868  1635    1369  1046  755  

IR Kiana32 [23] Fe3O(OOCH)6(H2O)3OOCH 2881  1635  1399  1371  1053  760  

IR Kiana32 [23] Cr3O(OOCH)6(H2O)3NO3 2899  1654  1401  1378  1042  765  

IR Kiana32 [23] Cr3O(OOCH)6(H2O)3OOCH 2894  1653  1396  1378    771  

Raman Chiupa33 [20] oxoFeFe 2876  1657  1391  1377  1051  788  

IR Chiupa33 [20] oxoFeFe 2873  1642  1395  1374  1051  786  

IR Maczka34,35 [21] Y(HCOO) 2856  1616  1398  1373  1074  792  

Raman Moura36 [22] CuNi(HCOO)2 2879  1573  1397  1371  1072  766  
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Table 27 Compiled list of combination and overtone vibrational transitions of formate, partly based on the 
tables in in the literature5-7 albeit expanded considerably. 

    Combinations/Overtones 

   Mode ν'(comb) assig ν"(comb)  assig ν'"(comb)  assig ΔνCOO 2v4 νCOsa+ 
νCHip 

Method/ 
Source Author  Species             

Ne 
Matrix Jacox8 [2] HCO2¯ n.o.   n.o.   n.o.   305.9   

Ar 
Prediss. Johnson7 [1] HCO2¯ 2675 1976 2νH/DIP 1769  2νδOOP 2928 2900 

νCOs 
+ 

νCOa 
308   

Theory Botschwina, 
Krekeler9 [7] HCO2¯ 2677 1976  2050.6 1771 2νδOOP 2923 2906  302.7 2681.4 2959.8 

H2 
Matrix 

Yuan Pern 
Lee10 [8] HSO2¯            1249.9 

IR Kidd/ 
Mantsch11 [9] Polycrystalline NaHCO2 2718.3   n.o.   2945    2734.4 2974.5 

IR Ito/ 
Bernstein12 [3] Aqueous KHCO2 2728  v2+v5 n.o. 2415 v2+v6 2974  v4+v5 234 2766 2968 

IR Hammaker 
13,14 [10] Aqueous NaHCO2 n.o.   n.o.      239 2768 2976 

Raman Bartholo-
mew15,16 [11] Aqueous NaHCO2 2733 2028 2νH/DIP n.o.      247 2762 2978 

IR 
Mentzen 

17-19 
[12] Crystalline Th(HCOO)4 α 2750  2vs(CO) 2930  n.a. 3030  

νCOs 
+ 

νCOa 
196 2766 2953 

IR 
Mentzen 

17-19 [12] Crystalline Th(HCOO)4 γ 2740  n.a. 2960  νCOs + 
νCOa 

    2740 2940 

EELS Dubois20 [13] HCO2¯@Cu(100) surface    2930  νCOsa+ 
νCHip 

    2650  

EELS Sexton 21,22 [14] HCO2¯@Cu(100) surface    2910      280   

Raman 
Spinner 

23-25 
[15] Aqueous Na HCO2¯ 2732 2030 2νH/DIP 2973 -- νCOsa+ 

νCHip 
   238 2772 2979 

IR Calatayud 26 [16] HCO2¯@ β-Ga2O3 surface    ~3000  νCOsa+ 
νCHip 

   211 2770 2965 

IR Li27,28 [17] HCO2¯@ Ceria (CeO2) 
surface 2723   2933  νCOsa+ 

νCHip 
   191 2742 2924 

Raman Galzerani 29 [18] LiHCO2*H2O 2751  vs(CO)+vHIP       230 2742 2956 

IR Liu30 [19] Ba(COOH)2 2746  2νHIP 2912  νCOsa+ 
νCHip 2976  

νCOs 
+ 

νCOa 
239 2800 3000 

IR Cannon31 [6] Cr3O(OOCH)6(Py)3ClO3    2972  n.a.    276 2780 3043 

Raman Cannon31 [6] Cr3O(OOCH)6(H2O)HCO2    2975  n.a.    270 2780 3034 

Raman Cannon31 [6] Fe3O(OOCH)6(H2O)3Cl    2961  n.a.    251 2788 3014 

IR Cannon31 [6] Cr3O(OOCH)6(H2O)3Br    2965  n.a.    274 2794 3049 

IR Cannon31 [6] Fe3O(OOCH)6(H2O)3Cl    2975  n.a.    266 2788 3029 

IR Kiana32 [23] Fe3O(OOCH)6(H2O)3NO3    2950      266   

IR Kiana32 [23] Fe3O(OOCH)6(H2O)3NO3    2955      264   

IR Kiana32 [23] Cr3O(OOCH)6(H2O)3NO3    2963      276   

IR Kiana32 [23] Cr3O(OOCH)6(H2O)3OOCH          275   

Raman Chiupa33 [20] oxoFeFe 2773   2970   3036   280   

IR Chiupa33 [20] oxoFeFe 2772   2959      268   

IR Maczka34,35 [21] Y(HCOO) 2780   2926   2964   243   

Raman Moura36 [22] CuNi(HCOO)2 2740   2904   2976   202   
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Table 28 Literature references for the formate band positions referenced in Figure 58. 
Formate Source Method ν(COO)s ν(COO)as Δν 
HCOO- Geradi 20117 Gas Ar tag PF 1314 1622 308 

HCOO- Jacox 20038 Ne matrix IR 1323 1629 306 

HCOONa Ito 195612 IR 1349 1567 218 
HCOONa Newman 195237 IR polarized 1365 1620 255 

HCOONa Fonteyne 194338 Raman 1386 1584 198 

Cr3 HCOO Py3 ClO4- Cannon 198139 IR 1377 1635 258 
Cr3 HCOO Aq3 Cl- Cannon 198139 IR 1367 1639 272 

Fe3 HCOO Aq3 Cl- Cannon 198139 IR 1369 1635 266 

Table 29 Literature references for the acetate band positions referenced in Figure 58. 
Acetate Source Method ν(COO)s ν(COO)as Δν 

Fe3 F3CCOO Puri 198440 IR 1440 1625 185 

Cr3 F3CCOO Puri 198440 IR 1435 1650 215 
Mn3 F3COO Puri 198440 IR 1450 1660 210 

CH3COONa Kotov 196841 IR 1443 1578 135 

CH3COONa Deacon 198042 IR 1414 1578 164 
CH3COO- aq Rudolph 201443 IR aq + Raman 1413 1556 142 

Br3CCOO- Rudolph201144 IR aq + Raman 1332 1651 319 

CH3COO- aq Ito 195612 IR aq 1413 1556 143 
Cr3 H3CCOO Py3 Cl- Cannon 198139 IR liq. N2 1455 1610 155 

Cr3 H3CCOO Aq3 Cl- Cannon 198139 IR liq. N2 1454 1610 156 

Fe3 H3CCOO Py3 NO3 Cannon 198139 IR liq. N2 1440 1590 150 
Fe3 H3CCOO Aq3 NO3 Cannon 198139 IR liq. N2 1444 1585 141 

Fe3 H3CCOO Py3 NO3 Fernandes 199645 IR 1450 1600 150 

Fe3 H3CCOO Aq3 NO3 Fernandes 199645 IR 1430 1580 150 
Fe3 H3CCOO Py3 FeBr4 Amani 201246 IR 1443 1601 158 

Fe3 H3CCOO Aq3 Cl Amani 201246 IR 1445 1592 147 

Table 30 Table of band positions of the symmetric ν(COO)s and asymmetric ν(COO)as carboxylate vibration, 
the corresponding band splitting Δν, the δ(Py-CH), hot bands and combination bands for the formate spectra, 
as determined by the gaussian fits shown as their cumulative sum in Figure 106. 
Formate (n;m) ν(COO)s ν(COO)as ν(COO)as-ν(COO)s ν(COO)as+ν(COO)s δ(Py-CH) ν' ν* ν# ν#' ν~ 

0;0 1368.58 1608.45 239.87 2977.03  1480.84 1546.41 1623.99 1676.11  

0;1 1373.61 1615.78 242.17 2989.39 1602.40  1510.15 1682.67   

0;2 1378.04 1628.63 250.60 3006.67 1610.56  1590.00 1687.72   

0;3 1382.60 1635.15 252.56 3017.75 1610.19  1577.00 1699.32   

1;0 1368.58 1604.27 235.69 2972.85  1403.66 1574.27 1625.52 1669.67  

1;1 1371.83 1615.10 243.27 2986.92 1602.74 1414.21 1537.61 1655.84  1338.0628 

1;2 1377.69 1625.16 247.47 3002.86       

1;3 1384.01 1638.07 254.06 3022.08 1612.42      

2;0 1371.76 1603.08 231.32 2974.83  1421.90 1558.22 1668.70  1624.5559 

2;1 1375.02 1617.59 242.56 2992.61 1617.59 1400.00 1523.61 1678.15  1345 

2;2 1379.21 1635.39 256.18 3014.59 1617.81      

2;3 1386.73 1644.33 257.59 3031.06 1613.15 1452.28    1494.14 

3;0 1370.19 1610.32 240.13 2980.51   1546.07 1654.07   

3;1 1379.08 1628.94 249.86 3008.02 1608.88  1555.77 1676.30   

3;2 1378.78 1631.87 253.10 3010.65 1610.73   1677.90   

3;3 1389.90 1650.57 260.67 3040.47 1615.47  1615.47 1679.00  1451.00 
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Table 31 Table of band positions of the symmetric ν(COO)s and asymmetric ν(COO)as carboxylate vibration, 
the corresponding band splitting Δν and the δ(CH3) band for the Acetate spectra as determined by the gaussian 
fits shown as their cumulative sum in Figure 106. 

m Acetate (m;n) laser energy ν(COO)s ν(COO) a Δν(COO)as-s δ(CH3as) δ(CH3s) ν' ν" ν"' 
0 0;0 low 1445.60 1577.38 131.78 1489.26     

0 0;1 low 1444.80 1585.19 140.39      

0 0;2 low 1447.85 1597.22 149.36      

0 0;3 low 1451.43 1607.20 155.78      

0 0;0 high 1446.37 1576.80 130.43 1487.44 1358.95   1645.33 

0 0;1 high 1443.81 1585.56 141.75 1492.29 1359.77    

0 0;2 high 1446.18 1596.14 149.96 1494.25 1358.62    

0 0;3 high 1449.18 1605.98 156.80 1494.41 1357.67    

1 1;0 med 1441.43 1574.30 132.87 1494.05  1420.02 1587.22 1665.39 

1 1;2 low 1454.26 1610.28 156.02      

1 1;3 low 1455.93 1617.81 161.88      

1 1;2 high 1453.85 1607.53 153.68 1499.05     

1 1;3 med 1454.97 1617.70 162.73 1496.60     

1 1;3 high 1455.09 1616.95 161.86 1496.25     

2 2;2 low 1454.87 1612.47 157.60      

2 2;3 low 1460.20 1625.07 164.87     1633.37 

2 2;2 high 1454.87 1611.85 156.98      

2 2;3 high 1457.57 1621.39 163.82 1496.86  1578.53 1593.30 1680.00 

3 3;1 med 1457.33 1614.52 157.20    1602.97  

3 3;2 low 1460.75 1623.13 162.39      

3 3;3 low 1462.00 1632.88 170.87      

3 3;2 med 1459.77 1622.62 162.85 1497.66  1508.49   

3 3;3 med 1458.06 1628.13 170.07 1494.66  1510.00 1613.74  

3 3;2 high 1460.57 1628.20 167.64 1498.90  1514.31 1609.23  

3 3;3 high 1462.03 1629.44 167.41 1497.26 1363.42 1519.11  1695.10 

Table 32 Table of averaged band positions for the different shot counts and laser power settings of the 
symmetric ν(COO)s and asymmetric ν(COO)as carboxylate vibration, the corresponding band splitting Δν and 
the δ(CH3) band for the Acetate spectra as determined by the gaussian fits shown as their cumulative sum in 
Figure 106. 

m Acetate ν(COO)s ν(COO)as ν(COO)as-ν(COO)s ν(COO)as+ν(COO)s δ(CH3) 
0 0;0 1445.98 1577.09 131.10 3023.07 1488.35 
0 0;1 1444.30 1585.37 141.07 3029.68 1492.29 
0 0;2 1447.02 1596.68 149.66 3043.69 1494.25 
0 0;3 1450.30 1606.59 156.29 3056.89 1494.41 
1 1;0 1441.43 1575.55 131.65 3016.98 1490.75 
1 1;1      

1 1;2 1454.05 1608.90 154.85 3062.96 1499.05 
1 1;3 1455.33 1617.49 162.16 3072.82 1496.42 
2 2;0      

2 2;1      

2 2;2 1454.87 1612.16 157.29 3067.02  

2 2;3 1458.89 1623.23 164.35 3082.12  

3 3;0      

3 3;1 1457.33 1614.52 157.20 3071.85  

3 3;2 1460.36 1624.65 164.29 3085.01 1498.28 
3 3;3 1460.70 1630.15 169.45 3090.85 1495.96 
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Table 33 Application of the DMBC formalism on the band splitting band splitting Δν of the symmetric 
ν(COO)s and asymmetric ν(COO)as carboxylate vibration for successive Fe to Cr substitution or Py ligand 
coordination. 

Differential many body cooperativity IRMPD Formate, Fe → Cr  
Crx/Fex no Py cm-1 

x=M, y=M' Property Wavenumber P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1) 
M=Fe, M'=Cr  cm-1 cm-1 2.30 2.30 2.30 6.90 

Fe, Fe, Fe xxx 239.86687000 239.86687000     
Cr, Fe, Fe yxx 242.16578000 

242.16578000 
P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2) 

Fe, Cr, Fe xyx 242.16578000 6.13 6.13 6.13 18.40 
Fe, Fe, Cr xxy 242.16578000     
Cr, Cr, Fe yyx 250.59741000 

250.59741000 
   dP(3) 

Cr, Fe, Cr yxy 250.59741000    -12.60 
Fe, Cr, Cr xyy 250.59741000     
Cr, Cr, Cr yyy 252.55755000 252.55755000     

        
Differential many body cooperativity IRMPD Formate, Fe → Cr  

Crx/Fex Py3 cm-1 
x=M, y=M' Property Wavenumber P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1) 

M=Fe, M'=Cr  cm-1 cm-1 9.73 9.73 9.73 29.19 
Fe, Fe, Fe xxx 240.12970000 240.12970000     
Cr, Fe, Fe yxx 249.85960000 

249.85960000 
P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2) 

Fe, Cr, Fe xyx 249.85960000 -6.49 -6.49 -6.49 -19.48 
Fe, Fe, Cr xxy 249.85960000     
Cr, Cr, Fe yyx 253.09728000 

253.09728000 
   dP(3) 

Cr, Fe, Cr yxy 253.09728000    10.83 
Fe, Cr, Cr xyy 253.09728000     
Cr, Cr, Cr yyy 260.67246000 260.67246000     

        
Differential many body cooperativity IRMPD Acetate, Fe → Cr  

Crx/Fex Py3 cm-1 
x=M, y=M' Property Wavenumber P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1) 

M=Fe, M'=Cr  cm-1 cm-1 5.87 5.87 5.87 17.60 
Fe, Fe, Fe xxx 156.28831000 156.28831000     
Cr, Fe, Fe yxx 162.15562000 

162.15562000 
P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2) 

Fe, Cr, Fe xyx 162.15562000 -3.68 -3.68 -3.68 -11.03 
Fe, Fe, Cr xxy 162.15562000     
Cr, Cr, Fe yyx 164.34577500 

164.34577500 
   dP(3) 

Cr, Fe, Cr yxy 164.34577500    6.59 
Fe, Cr, Cr xyy 164.34577500     
Cr, Cr, Cr yyy 169.45218667 169.45218667     

        
Differential many body cooperativity IRMPD Acetate, Fe3 no Py → 3Py 

Fe3 Py0-3 cm-1 
x=M, y=M' Property Wavenumber P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1) 

M=Fe, M'=Cr  cm-1 cm-1 9.97 9.97 9.97 29.90 
Fe, Fe, Fe xxx 131.10310000 131.10310000     
Cr, Fe, Fe yxx 141.06974500 

141.06974500 
P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2) 

Fe, Cr, Fe xyx 141.06974500 -1.38 -1.38 -1.38 -4.13 
Fe, Fe, Cr xxy 141.06974500     
Cr, Cr, Fe yyx 149.66128000 

149.66128000 
   dP(3) 

Cr, Fe, Cr yxy 149.66128000    -0.59 
Fe, Cr, Cr xyy 149.66128000     
Cr, Cr, Cr yyy 156.28831000 156.28831000     

        
Differential many body cooperativity IRMPD Formate, Fe3 no Py → 3Py 

Fe3 Py0-3 cm-1 
x=M, y=M' Property Wavenumber P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1) 

M=Fe, M'=Cr  cm-1 cm-1 -4.17 -4.17 -4.17 -12.52 
Fe, Fe, Fe xxx 239.86687000 239.86687000     
Cr, Fe, Fe yxx 235.69342000 

235.69342000 
P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2) 

Fe, Cr, Fe xyx 235.69342000 -0.20 -0.20 -0.20 -0.60 
Fe, Fe, Cr xxy 235.69342000     
Cr, Cr, Fe yyx 231.32163000 

231.32163000 
   dP(3) 

Cr, Fe, Cr yxy 231.32163000    13.38 
Fe, Cr, Cr xyy 231.32163000     
Cr, Cr, Cr yyy 240.12970000 240.12970000     
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Table 34 Application of the DMBC formalism on the band splitting band splitting Δν of the symmetric 
ν(COO)s and asymmetric ν(COO)as carboxylate vibration for successive Cr to Fe substitution or Py ligand 
removal. 

Differential many body cooperativity IRMPD Formate, Cr → Fe  
Crx/Fex no Py cm-1 

x=Fe, y=Cr Property Wavenumber P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1) 
M=Fe, M'=Cr  cm-1 cm-1 -1.96 -1.96 -1.96 -5.88 

Cr, Cr, Cr yyy 252.55755000 252.55755000     
Fe, Cr, Cr xyy 250.59741000 

250.59741000 
P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2) 

Cr, Fe, Cr yxy 250.59741000 -6.47 -6.47 -6.47 -19.41 
Cr, Cr, Fe yyx 250.59741000     
Fe, Fe, Cr xxy 242.16578000 

242.16578000 
   dP(3) 

Fe, Cr, Fe xyx 242.16578000    12.60 
Cr, Fe, Fe yxx 242.16578000     
Fe, Fe, Fe xxx 239.86687000 239.86687000     

        
Differential many body cooperativity IRMPD Formate, Cr → Fe  

Crx/Fex Py3 cm-1 
x=Fe, y=Cr Property Wavenumber P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1) 

M=Fe, M'=Cr  cm-1 cm-1 -7.58 -7.58 -7.58 -22.73 
Cr, Cr, Cr yyy 260.67246000 260.67246000     
Fe, Cr, Cr xyy 253.09728000 

253.09728000 
P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2) 

Cr, Fe, Cr yxy 253.09728000 4.34 4.34 4.34 13.01 
Cr, Cr, Fe yyx 253.09728000     
Fe, Fe, Cr xxy 249.85960000 

249.85960000 
   dP(3) 

Fe, Cr, Fe xyx 249.85960000    -10.83 
Cr, Fe, Fe yxx 249.85960000     
Fe, Fe, Fe xxx 240.12970000 240.12970000     

        
Differential many body cooperativity IRMPD Acetate, Cr → Fe  

Crx/Fex Py3 cm-1 
x=Fe, y=Cr Property Wavenumber P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1) 

M=Fe, M'=Cr  cm-1 cm-1 -5.11 -5.11 -5.11 -15.32 
Cr, Cr, Cr yyy 169.45218667 169.45218667     
Fe, Cr, Cr xyy 164.34577500 

164.34577500 
P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2) 

Cr, Fe, Cr yxy 164.34577500 2.92 2.92 2.92 8.75 
Cr, Cr, Fe yyx 164.34577500     
Fe, Fe, Cr xxy 162.15562000 

162.15562000 
   dP(3) 

Fe, Cr, Fe xyx 162.15562000    -6.59 
Cr, Fe, Fe yxx 162.15562000     
Fe, Fe, Fe xxx 156.28831000 156.28831000     

        
        

Differential many body cooperativity IRMPD Acetate, Fe3 3 Py → no Py 
Crx/Fex Acetate Py3 cm-1 

x=Fe, y=Cr Property Wavenumber P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1) 
M=Fe, M'=Cr  cm-1 cm-1 -6.63 -6.63 -6.63 -19.88 

Cr, Cr, Cr yyy 156.28831000 156.28831000     
Fe, Cr, Cr xyy 149.66128000 

149.66128000 
P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2) 

Cr, Fe, Cr yxy 149.66128000 -1.96 -1.96 -1.96 -5.89 
Cr, Cr, Fe yyx 149.66128000     
Fe, Fe, Cr xxy 141.06974500 

141.06974500 
   dP(3) 

Fe, Cr, Fe xyx 141.06974500    0.59 
Cr, Fe, Fe yxx 141.06974500     
Fe, Fe, Fe xxx 131.10310000 131.10310000     

        
Differential many body cooperativity IRMPD Formate, Fe3 3 Py → no Py 

Crx/Fex Acetate Py3 cm-1 
x=Fe, y=Cr Property Wavenumber P1(1) P2(1) P3(1) dP(1) 

M=Fe, M'=Cr  cm-1 cm-1 -8.81 -8.81 -8.81 -26.42 
Cr, Cr, Cr yyy 240.12970000 240.12970000     
Fe, Cr, Cr xyy 231.32163000 

231.32163000 
P12(2) P13(2) P23(2) dP(2) 

Cr, Fe, Cr yxy 231.32163000 13.18 13.18 13.18 39.54 
Cr, Cr, Fe yyx 231.32163000     
Fe, Fe, Cr xxy 235.69342000 

235.69342000 
   dP(3) 

Fe, Cr, Fe xyx 235.69342000    -13.38 
Cr, Fe, Fe yxx 235.69342000     
Fe, Fe, Fe xxx 239.86687000 239.86687000     
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11.9 UV VIS-, ATR Spectra of  several Cr3O(OAc)6L3 Complexes 

 

Figure 108 UV VIS transmission spectra of [Cr3O(OAc)6(L)3]+ salt in different solvents, DMF, DMSO, water, 
pyridine and THF, as reference to the spectra reported by Blake et al.47-49. 

 
Figure 109 ATR spectra of different M3O acetate species. 
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11.11 Abbreviations 

ATR-IR attenuated total reflection infrared 
spectroscopy 

B bridging ligand 

B3LYP Becke, 3-parameter, Lee-Yang-Parr 

BSSE basis set superposition error 

c concentration 

cc-pVDZ double-zeta correlation consistent basis 
set 

cc-pVTZ triple-zeta correlation consistent basis set 

CID collision induced dissociation 

COM  center of mass 

Cr chromium 

CR-Modell charge residue model 

DC direct current 

DCV direct current voltage 

DFM difference frequency mixing 

DFT  density functional theory 

DMBC differential many body cooperativity 

DME  dimethyl ether 

ECP effective core potentials 

EPR  electron paramagnetic resonance 

ESI  electrospray ionization 

ETD electron transfer dissociation 

exp. experimental 

Fe iron 

FEL free electron laser 

FHWM full width at half maximum 

Fo formate 

FT-IR Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 

HREELS high resolution electron energy loss 
spectroscopy 

IE-Modell ion evaporation model 

IRMPD infrared multiphoton dissociation 

IVR internal vibrational redistribution) 

KTA potassium titanyl arsenate 

KTP potassium titanyl phosphate 

L ligand 

m/z mass to charge ratio 

MeCN  acetonitrile 

MOF metal-organic framework 

n.a.p no assignment possible 

OAc  acetate (CH3COO)- 

OPA optical parametric amplifier 

OPO optical parametric oscillator 

POP porous coordination polymer 

Py  pyridine (C5H5N) 

RF radio frequency 

SHG  second harmonic generation 

sim. Simulated 

TIMS travelling ion mobility spectroscopy 

TM transition metal 

UV-Vis ultraviolet visible spectroscopy 

VBS Visual Basic Scripting 

VSCF vibrational self-consistent field 

XMCD X-ray magnetic circular dichroism 

YAG Yttrium-Aluminum-Granat 
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Figure 50 A Pyridine ligand and metal exchange induced changes in the IRMPD spectra of the 
[CrnFe3-nO(Fo)6(Py)m]+ complexes with n, m = 0 - 3, cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 



 

 

Figure 51 B Pyridine ligand induced changes in the IRMPD spectra of [CrnFe3-nO(Fo)6(Py)m]+ and 
[CrnFe3-nO(OAc)6(Py)m]+ complexes with n = 0,1; m = 0 - 3., cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 



 

 

Figure 52 C Pyridine ligand induced changes in the IRMPD spectra of [CrnFe3-nO(Fo)6(Py)m]+ and 
[CrnFe3-nO(OAc)6(Py)m]+ complexes with n = 2,3; m = 0 – 3, cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 



 

 

Figure 53 D Pyridine ligand and metal exchange induced changes in the IRMPD spectra of the 
[CrnFe3-nO(OAc)6(Py)m]+ complexes with n, m = 0 - 3, cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 



 

 

Figure 54 E hom/het-H and hom/het-L predicted and measured IRMPD/IR spectra of all 
heterometallic CrnFe3-n species of all measured formate and acetate bridged complexes for n = 1, 2, 
cumulative fragment trace labels in m/z. 



 

 

Figure 56 F Gaussian curve fits of the IRMPD spectra shown in a semilogarithmic scale in the 
CO region of the [FenCr3-nO(Fo)6Pym]+ complexes with n, m =0, 1, 2, 3 species. Refer to Table 31 for 
the formate band positions determined by the fits.  



 

 

Figure 57 G Gaussian curve fits of the IRMPD spectra shown in a semilogarithmic scale in the 
CO region of the [FenCr3-nO(OAc)6Pym]+ complexes with n, m = 0, 1, 2, 3 species. Refer to 
Figure 106 for all Gaussian fits and Table 31 for the acetate band positions determined by the fits. 



 

 

Figure 58 H Trends of ν(COO)s, ν(COO)as and Δν. The literature references refer to Table 28 for 
the formate and Table 29 for the acetate species. The peaks are fitted with a gaussian function as 
shown in Figure 57 and Figure 106. 




